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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

TheBnrrill National Bank |
OF

ELLSWORTH

Depository of the State of Deposits in our Savings Department made on or before
Maine, the County of
Hancock and
two-thirds of Ellsworth's
Merchants

23 Main St.

In

MAILS ARCHIVED.

O o t.

T own.

Machios,

I

day

for

teed.

Greene.

meetings for the fall and winter last
evening. Supper was served at 6.30.
has

been

Grant,

Douglass,

the

at

of

guest

Grant’s

of Old
Mrs.

who

Town,
George H.

has

corner,

returned

home.

school will

give an entertainment at the
high school building Friday evening, at 8
o’clock.

like 30c

October term of the supreme judicial court for Hancock county will convene next Tuesday, with Justice A. W.
The

if it was swept by lire to-night.
You'd also
fuel badly, as well as sad, if it had not been
properly proteeted by an up-to-date fire incompany.

King presiding.

Everybody

Best in America

little at

can save a

a

Temptation
to spend.

—Bank—
Ellsworth,

Maine

Commenced Business
May 1, 1873.

Reliable Mug Co..
Ktlttworth,

Me.

range

or a

fur-

to

buy

Bulbs
for winter and

Ellswokth.

We have just received

importation of Dutch bulbs direct from
the growers in Holland.
If youare wanting Tulips, Hyacinths-

Iiaffodills

or

Money to Loan
ON

Improved, Productive Real Estate;
Collateral and Commercial Paper

our

own

of

Municipal and Other Bonds
approved legality and ascertained
strength.

C. C. Burrill & Son

Crocuses, send your order
16

to the

on

ALSO DEALERS IN

spring flowers.

STATE STREET.

house

Mrs. George R. Caldwell, who, with her
been visiting her
little daughter, has
mother, Mrs. L. D. Foster, has returned to
her home in

Somerville,

Mass.

evening at Society hall for reIt is of the utmost importance
that there be a full attendance.
to-morrow
hearsal.

and receive

attention.

ELLSWORTH. ME

is

A common mistake of local
to estimate the value of

advertisers

advertising

space of one newspaper by the amount
asked by some other publication. It is a
Mistake of judgment for a business man
estimate the value of space in a repuJo
table newspaper with a good circulation
o!/ that of some other publication which
Mill
accept business at any price and be
pleased to get it.—Leavenworth (Kansas)
Times.

Morrison and wife, of Boston,
were in Ellsworth Monday and Tuesday.
They are now spending a few days m
W. W.

before

returning

to

with her two

schedule went into effect on the
Maine Central railroad
Monday. The
time-table printed on page 4 of this issue,
and the mail schedule at the head of the
local column on page 1, have been corA

new

rected to date.

Blanquefort commandery, K. T., will
a ‘stated conclave next Monday evening. An official inspection will be made
by Grand Captain-General A. S. Littlefield, of Rockland. The Order of the
Temple will be conferred.
fl. Leland and w’ife, on their
return from an automobile trip to Camden
last week, were accompanied by Mrs. Iceland's sister-in-law, Mrs. Oscar Emery,
Charles

Camden,
Bartlett, of

of

their

and Misses
South

Minnie and

Mary

Thomaston, who

guests here for

a

few

were

days.

issued for the wedding
of Miss Leah Berniece, daughter of David
Friend and wife, to Edward Burleigh
Davidson. The ceremony w ill take place
Invitations

are

Congregational church, this city,
A reon Wednesday, Oct. 16, at 8 p. m.
ception at the home of the bride will fol-

and ball

C. E. Monaghan will open his
dancing school in Society hall

Exact date

October
will be announced later.

Where there is’ evidence upon which the
jury is warranted in finding that the fact of

to

known to defendant’s
nonoccupancy was
agent who procured the application for a
policy of fire insurance, the agent’s knowledge must be deemed to be the knowledge
will take place in New York early this
of defendant, and all description regarded
month, when details as to the policy of
as waived and the policy issued
upon such
application is not void by rfkson of false rep- these new institutions will be considered.
One large, fine
resentation.
building with large
Where an application for renewal of a grounds, a lot with foundation for a new
policy if insurance is signed in blank by the building and an endownment of $65,000
insured and subsequently filled out by
tlje I constitute the present resources. The
agent of the insurer, the act of the agent is
property is held in trust by the board of
that of the insurer.
i foreign missions.
A motion for a new trial on the
of
ground
Bishop Burt and Bishop Nuelson, of
excessive damages will not be granted when
special supervision.
the court finds in the verdict, viewed in the Switzerland, have
light of the evidence, no indication of bias, The selection of Mr. Haskell, who was not
prejudice or improper motive on the part of a candidate for the position, considering
the jury.
the
large number of applications, is

|

|

Mock Court Trial.
a
good attendance at the
mock court trial given at Hancock hall
There

last

was

Friday evening,
Ellsworth

the

under the

auspices

of

Merchants’

association.
The trial of a breach of promise suit offered many laughable situations and opportunity for local hits. There was a delicious humor

running through

the entire

“trial” in the

exaggerration of familiar
tactics of lawyers in the trial of cases.
Miss Atkins, as the widow Perkins,

Clerk.John F Knowlton
Plaintiff.Mias Evelyn Atkins
Defendant..Fred G Smith
Defendant’s Attorney.Roy C Haines
Prosecuting Attorney.Col A V Newton
Court Officer.Lawrence Bresnahan
Crier.Harry L Crabtree
Witnesses—Miss Althea Stevens, Miss Erva
Giles, Harold L Hooper, E F Robinson jr., T B
Packard, W A Alexander.
Jurors—Mayor J A Cunningham, Charles W
Joy, J P Eldridge, John A Lord, H C Jordan,
J E Doyle, M J Drummey, B T 8owle, Harry C
Austin, David Frieud, Clifton Woodward
Charles J Brown.

Engine trouble developing, a visit was
paid to a garage, and the proprietor, Harry
Smith, took the driver’s seat and sent the
car over the road toward
Norway to try
engine.

out the

They

had reached

a crossing on the Norway branch of the Grand Trunk railroad,
when the locomotive struck them. Ac-

cording

to

the engineer of the train, the
was going
along at a good

automobile

speed, while Smith, the driver,
over

listening

gine. None

to the

working

was

leaning

of his

en-

occupants of the car saw
the train in time to give warning to
Smith, and the engineer of the train was
certainly a compliment.
The American Bible society has invited unable to prevent the collision.
Mr. Haskell to look after its interests in
After watching a
demonstration with
Palestine. He will attend as a delegate the aid of a special train and the ruins of
the World’s Sunday school convention in the automobile and listening to the eviSwitzerland in July, 1913.
dence of a number of witnesses, a coroIn connection with
the

people of

this

appointment,
interested

Ellsworth will be

D. Kizer, of
Ellsworth, wras selected to accompany Dr*
Haskell to Jerusalem as his assistant in
the development of the work there. Dr.
Kizer has, however, asked to be released
to know that Rev. Edwin

Fire at North Bluehill.
North

Bluehill,

Oct.

2

trimmings.

nessed by just

a

tew

The service

was

wit-

relatives and friends,

among them being Glen wood Keyes and
wife, of Orland, the latter a sister of the

bride. Mr. Austin has a postition with
C. L. Morang in the Ellsworth garage,
and Mrs. Austin has made her home with
Mrs. Edwin M. Moore, her aunt, w hile in

Fair at

North Ellsworth.

and

shooting match

Nicolin grange, of North
will have an all-day fair, w ith

ner’s

jury

of the

on

that in the

Monday
accident

rendered
no

a

blame

verdict
was

at-

tached to the railroad.

Fire at West Brooksville.
Brooksville, Oct. 1 (special)—
Fire last Monday morning damaged the
second floor of Dr. Franklin Farrow’s
West

tural

exhibition.
be

music

Dinner will be served at

Free

were
was

was

saved

ten tons of

only

a

The

hay

house.

There

barn.

There

in the

small insurnnce.

Maine Health Day.
Sunday, Oct. 27, has been set apart

day”, and will be
by Sunday schools and

Maine “health
as

such

as

observed
churches

»
throughout the State.
This is a part of the program of the
Maine Health Day association in its campaign against consumption.

ing

working

for

U. C. Cam-

William
Strout and

Patten,

Clough

of

and wife and

Herbert

wife, of Ellsworth Falls,

were

gue9ts of relatives here Sunday.
Fred Moore, wife and little daughter
and Mrs. Anna Perry, of Bar Harbor, were
guests of their parents, H. F. Maddocks
and

wife, Sunday.

the quarter deck, miss,” said
sergeant of marines, who was showher
over the battleship.
“Oh!” she
ing
pouted, as she fumbled for her pocket“I
was
free.”
book,
thought it
“This is

the

Tickets, 15 cents.

Wednesday, Oct. 8, at North Ellsworth
Fair, bazaar and shooting match under
auspices of Nicolin grange. Admission to
grounds, 10 cents.
STATE.

quarterly

to two sessions
All

!
| SALE
|
X
T

Bar Harbor, is
spending a few days with her little son
Merrill at Frank Moore’s.
Lora

changed

8 p. m,, at high school
by the senior class.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Oct. 10,
11 and 12, at Bangor—16th annual Maine

are

a

meetyear,
in-

cordially

The

only place

to

get bargains is at the
for your trade.

store that advertises

2U)betti0inunt0.

X

ber.

Mrs.

was

Entertainment

music festival.

At the June session the

T
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Frank Ware is

midnight sup-

a

semi-annual

saved, but little fur-

from the

chicken

meeting
w’ill be held with the church at Waltham

—

Friday, Oct. 4,

Baptist Meeting.

Baptist

vited to attend.

was

a

per for the dancers.

The Free

Friday evening, Oct. 4, at Society hall

—

supper at 6 o’clock, and

June and October.

livestock

noon,

Bayside

—Dance.

—

dancing in the evening,
by Monaghan’s orchestra.

There will
with

Ellsworth,
agricul-

Thursday evening, Oct. 3, at
grange hall—Dance and supper.

an

Oct. 11-13.

(special)

greater part of the contents.
Are started in the barm.
The

on

9,

with the

niture

bazar
Wednesday, Oct.

In connection with its third annual

The house and barn of Irvin Bowden were
burned this morning about 7 o’clock,

at the

Engineer,

Early

was

Judge.Judge Henry Martin Hall

Harden.

A pretty wedding took place in the parlors of the Baptist parsonage last Monday
Civil
evening, when Bert L. Austin and Miss
Sadie C. Gross were married by the pastor,
Land
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, using the single
OirnnSna MkIM.
ring service. The bride was attired in a
7.
0
Box
P.
ME.
ELLSWORTH FALLS,
dress of white marquisette with cluny lace

DANCING SCHOOL

TRAIN STRUCK AUTO.

Three Killed and Two Injured in
Appointed
Accident Near Norway.
Important Post.
William E. Walker, son of ex-Senator
Rev. Horace B.
Haskell, of Bangor,
William A. Walker, of Castine, was one of
formerly of Ellsworth, where he resided the
injured in an accident near Norway
several years while superintendent of the
Friday, in which three were killed and
Bucksport district, has been honored by two injured, when a locomotive struck an
appointment to the directorship of the automobile.
Those killed were Dorothy Grose, of
Bishop of Newman Bible Institute and
Post-Graduate Schools of Jerusalem, East Sumner, Elizabeth Fairclouth, of
Palestine. His services with the church Richmond, and Harry Smith, of South
in Bangor will close sometime in October, Paris. Mr. Walker had one leg and one
when he will sail for Naples, making a arm broken; Forrest Conant, of Hebron,
brief visit in Rome, going from Naples to had one arm fractured.
All the occupants of the automobile exPort Said and Jerusalem.
The meeting with Bishop Burt and the cept Smith were students at Hebron acadeReverend A. W. Brown, D. D., who has my. They had been invited by Conant to
been in charge of the work in Jerusalem, ride to South Paris in his automobile.
Haskell

B.

plaintiff in the suit, and Miss Stevens, her from the
appointment, ow’ing to the inniece, the real object of the defendant’s
ability of his mother to accompany him, house to the extent of about |50.
attentions, did a clever bit of acting. Col. and it is
probable that he w*iJl remaiu in
Immediately after the alarm was given,
dates and committees will be announced Newton, who staged the play, and was the Ellsworth to finish this conference
year, thirty men were on the spot with buckets,
leading figure in the case as counsel for at least.
later.
and quickly subdued the flames.
was extremely
funny. Roy C.
Miss Hattie M. Murphy, of Cambridge, plaintiff,
The many Ellsworth friends of both Dr.
called
in
at
short
notice
to
as
Haines,
act
Haskell and Dr. Kizer congratulate them
Mass., who has been spending the sumCOMING EVENTS.
defendant’s counsel, filled the part well.
mer in Southwest Haobor, is in Ellsworth
upon the honor conferred upon them.
is the cast of characters:
Following
ELLSWORTH.
for a short visit. She is with Mrs. H. H.

Surveyor.

Telephone 43.

GOING TO JERUSALEM.
Rev. H.

ver-

Ellsworth Merchants’ association,
meeting Monday evening, voted to
hold a food fair again this winter. The

Greenhouse IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,
prompt

a

banking.

a

low the ceremony.

Ellsworth

sound

Conary

The

at

hold

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
NOW is the time

Eppes

daughTatley,
ters, Frances and Jean, and maid, has rein
home
Montreal
after
her
turned to
spending several weeks with her parents,
Col. C. C. Burrill and wife.

a

Main Street,

the

parsonage

upper Main Btreet was the cause for
turning in an alarm Saturday afternoon.
There was no damage.

Mrs. J. W.

‘•Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co,
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is

FOR SALE BY

Baptist

on

camp at Green lake
Boston.

THE=—
CLARION.
Whether it’s a

married

The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet

f Hancock Co.
Savings

Leaders for fall and Winter I

were

Monday morning.
burning chimney at

A

time.

Financial success is simply a
matter of sticking to your saving plan—making your
Character stronger than
any

Harbor,

P. A. A. Killam at the

Insurance, Real Estate.

Cousins,
by Rev.

Olin D. Wood and Miss Inez L.
both of Bar
last

Hubbard

Ellsworth high

The senior class of the

Your Home would look

Lamson&

Absolute security, absolute permanency, conservative management and
the foundation upon which this bank
guarantee to you in connection with any
and all business which you may place in our hands.
IBXI:!
Your account is respectfully solicited. We are empowered by law to
act as trustees for the estates of persons deceased. The reasons why its
services are more desirable than those of individuals are many.
Our experience is more extended, and our investment opportunities are
better. Our relations with clients are confidential always. Trust funds
and securities in its charge are kept absolutely apart from its commercial
banking assets. An additional guarantee of perfect security lies in the tact
that the transactions of this bank are under the constant supervision of the
State banking department.
Your business will be welcomed whether it be small, or large and
every
possible accommodation will be accorded to you that is consistent with
service—these four form
painstaking
has been erected. These four we

Coughlin has opened a barber
new
shop in the Phillips building on Main trial on
ground of excessive damages. The
street, over the City market.
motion is overruled by the law court. The
Nofcomis Rebekah lodge resumed its rescript follows:

Miss Essie

C. W. & F. L. MASON,

pearing for plaintiff and Wiley C.
for defendant. The jury returned

dict for plaintiff for |052.06. The case
taken to the law court on motion for

John W.

Dexter.

75.000

100,000
1,400,000

ASSETS,.

Bangor

m.

with her

visit of three weeks

a

sister in

u.

surance

SURPLUS and PROFITS,
STOCKHOLDERS’ LIABILITY,

to Ellsworth fOO must be guaranIf all who desire to return that
MAIL CLOSHS AT POSTOFFICB
night will send their names to Harry L.
Going West—10.80, 11.80 a m; 5.15,0 pm.
Crabtree, secretary of the Ellsworth
Going East—6.45 a m; 8.45, 6 pm.
chorus, and the number is large enough
No Sunday mail after Nov 24; until that to warrant a special, one will be run.
date mail arrives from west at 8.11 a ra; closes
This
means that at least 120
for west at 4.20 p m.
roand-trip
Registered mail should be at postoffice half tickets at seventy-five cents each must be
an hour before mail closes.
sold at this station on or before Thursday, Oct. 10. The desire to hear Madame
There will be a regular meeting of Irene Nordica is very great, and there will doubtO.
E.
less be a rush for tickets at the last
chapter,
8., Friday evening.
Beth T. Campbell, of Island Falls, was moment; hence all who wish for a special
train are strongly urged to act in this matin Ellsworth for a short viiit Monday.
ter at the earliest possible moment.
Mrs. George A. Parcher spent a few
days last week with friends in Waterville.
FROM THE LAW COURT.
Weirs in Bluehill bay near Long island
made good catches of mackerel this week.
Decision In Favor of Guptill In InMrs. Gardner has gone to Massachusetts
surance Case.
to join her daughter, Mrs. Fullerton MerThe decision of the law court in the case
rill.
of Albion K. Guptill vs. the Pine Tree
Mrs. George 8. Swett, who has been in State Mutual Fire Insurance Co., has been
Minneapolis, Minn., for two months, has handed down. It is in favor of plaintiff.
This case was tried at the October term
returned home.
of court last year, George B. Stuart
apMrs. Harvard Greely left last Wednes-

Because of our exceptionally favorable relations
with large banks all over the United 8tates, we are
in a position to assist onr patrons to transact their
far-away banking matters expeditiously and most
satisfactorily. YOU ought to become a permanent
patron of this bank, and enjoy its many privileges.
Write for particulars.
Old

effect Sept. 30, 1912.

CAPITAL,.$ 100,000

—

—

From Wbst-7.18 a m; 4.14,6.25 p m.
From East—11.06,11.57 a m; 6.47, 10.52 p

Open daily 9 to 4; Sat. 9 to 1

«t

has been received from the genmanager of the Maine Central railroad that a special train will be ran from
Bangor to Calais after the last festival
concert on the evening of Oct. 12. Aa to a
special after the concert on Thursday
Nordica night
the manager
evening
says that be is quite willing to furnish
one
provided payment is guaranteed.
This means that for a special train from

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

4%
from

W ord

eral

AT BLL8 WORTH FOBTOFFICR.

Oct 5, will draw interest at

This BANK REACHES EVERYWHERE

Branohes

Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Maine Central R R time-table.
Holx bakery—Flour barrels for sale.
Admr notice—Est of Isaac W Blaisdell.
—Est of Isaac Fairbrother.
—Est of Georgia Treworgy.
—Est of Henry E Davis.
Bangor:
Benson Sc Miller.
Alstbad, N H:
H C Metcalf—Fox decoy.

this city. Both young people have many
friends who wish them well in their
married life. They left in an automobile
for a short trip, some of the young people
giving them a sendoff with confetti so as
to speed the parting guests. They will
make their home here.

I
X

♦

X
t
T

X

X

♦
♦

X

I

;
OF CARRIAGES

j

and Other Stock.

<

To settle the estate of the late Henry E. Davis the entire
stock will be closed out at a great reduction for cash or satisfactory interest-bearing notes. Stock consists of finished, unfinished
and second-hand carriages, Surreys, Bangor Buggies, Runabouts,
Solid-bottoms, Basket-seat rumbles, Backboards, single and twoseat Express wagons, Concord wagons, 1 natural wood Chancellor, 1 4 horse Brake with 3 Horse Pole and whifHetrees and 2
Horse Pole and WhifHetrees, 2 partly finished Buckboards, 2
partly finished Rumbles, 2 partly finished Farm wagons, any of
which will be finished for customers by the same skilled workmen.
The carriages are either rubber or steel-tired.
Sleighs, single and double Pungs, Jumpers, Speed sleighs,
heavy and light-weight robes and blankets, street and stable
blankets, whips, fur rob^s and coats, single, double and team
harness.

J

HARRIET C. DAVIS, Administratrix.

<

Jj
j
1

<j
<
1

4
j

1

3
3

3

Xbbrutsmnui.

itlutual Bcnctit fioinmn
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Prayer Masting Topic For tha Waek

Baginning

Oct. 6, 1912.

Topic.—Tha Christian virtues.—X. Humility.—Luke XVill, ;M7. Edited by Rev.
Sherman H. Doyle. D. D.
In this chapter Christ teaches two
lessons on prayer and Illustrates each
by a parable. The first lesson concerns [>erseverance In prayer and Is
Illustrated by the parable of the Importunate widow and the unjust Judge.
The second lesson concerns humility
In prayer and is enforced by the parable of the publican and the Pharisee.
In this parafle humility and pride are
so contrasted that we are led to see
the contempt of pride and the beauty
of humility not only in prayer, but as
a Christian grace or virtue.
Pride and humility contrasted.
1.
By this contrast Christ sets forth most
strikingly the true character of humility. The Pharisee standing and praying “with himself” rather than to God
and in reality congratulating himself
upon his personal worth and worthiness is a picture of pride personified.
On the other hand, where haTe we a
better illustration of sincere and true
humility than is presented in the publican ? Conscious of his sinfulness and
absolute unworthiness he cannot even
look up to God; but, “standing afar
oft, would not lift up so much as hts
eyes to heaven, but smote his breast
saying, God be merciful to me, a sinner.”
Here is a picture of humility
in complete sincerity that has never
been surpassed. No one can doubt the
sincerity of this man's humbleness and
sincerity must ever characterise true
humility. The pretension to conceal
pride is contemptible and abominable
both to God and man. Better the outward pride of a self boasting Pharisee
than the assumption of a cringing humility which tn reality but hides a
proud heart. God sees the heart and
no one
need ever expect to deceive
Be humble, but ever let your
him.
humility, like that of the publican, be
Miiiric.

2. The sources of pride and humility
contrasted. The Pharisee swells with
pride as a result of a false comparison,
which led tt> a false estimate of himself and his deeds. Pride usually has
its inception in some such comparison.
As compared with the weak and those
who hare had few advantages in life,
we may be inclined to feel proud, but
If we will examine our inmost hearts,
see the sinfulness that lurks therein,
if we will study closely the motives
of our deeds and their true unwortbiness, we can only be crushed with a
feeling of humility. This is what the
publican did. and we see the effect it
had upon him. Before him there was
only God. God's hatred of sin and a
consciousness of the sinfulness of his
own heart and humility resulted.
Alone
with God, see yourself as God sees yon,
and there will be no place for pride,
but only for the deepest and sineerest
humility, expressed in a prayer for for

Xotto:

SUFFERED
EVERYTHING

Aw»r MAOOB”

m

r.UlTKU

"Helpful and Hopeful.”

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
■statedin the title and motto—ittsfor the mutual
tH-nefit, and atm* t*» be nelpful and hopeful
Being for the common good, it Is fsr the comInmon use—a public servant, a purveyor of
formation and suggestion, a medium for theinsolicit#
It
In
this
capacity
terchangeof Ideas.

For Fourteen Years. Restored
To Health by Lydia E. Pink*
ham’s Vegetable

communications, and Itssuccess depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of

Compound.

will not »e printed except by permtsson
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason, address
writer

all

communications

Elgin, 111.— "After fourteen yean of
suffering everything from female com-

The Ambbicaw.
Ellsworth, Me.

«iu.u

iii.i.i ini.

*.»

plaints, I

am

restored

to health.

at last

I employed the
best doctors and

TO-OAY.

Sure, this world is full of trouble—
I ain’t said it ain’t.
Tord! I’ve had enough, an’ double.
Reason for complaint.
Rain and storm have come to fret me,

went to the
for treat-

even

hospital
ment

and

was

told

there was no help for
me.
But while taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound I began

me

What’s the use of always weepio’,
Makin' trouble last?
What’s the use of always keepin’
Thinkin’ of the past?
Each must have his tribulation,
Water with bis wine.
Life it ain’t no celebration.
Trouble? I’ve had mine—
Bat to-day is fine.

-u>

improve

anu

Hope you all got home safely. Now. was
How thankful
not a glorious gathering?

continued its use until I was made well.
—Mrs. Henry Leiseberg,743 Adams St
Keameysville, W. Va. —“I feel it my
duty to write and say what Lydia El
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has
done for me. I suffered from female
weakness and at times felt so miserable
I could hardly endure being on my feet
“After taking Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Vegetable Compound and following your
special directions, my trouble is gone.
Words fail to express my thankfulness.
1 recommend your medicine to all my
friends. ”— Mrs. G. B. WHITTINGTON.
The above are only two of the thousands of grateful letters which are constantly being received by the Pinkham
Medicine Company of Lynn,Mass., which
show clearly what great things Lydia El
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound does
for those who suffer from woman’s ills.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence.

all are that Aunt Sne and her John were
here. Do you suppose that good temperance
speech was given because he jgas at the home
of the Hancock County president of the W. C.
T. U-? At leant it was good, as was all the rest
he said, and we know that, when in his far
Western home.he will want more than ever to
read of ns. We want a good paper from him
next winter. Those who were absent lost a

that town are accustomed to better dinners in
their homes, and yet the ladies demonstrated
that it cost only fourteen cents a
plate, or, in
other words, that such a dinner could be
for
bought
seventy cents Tor a family of fivethat being the number of persons assumed’
in government statistics, to
comprise a

It’s to-day that I am livin’,
Not a month ago.
Havin', losin’, takin', givin’.
As time wills it so.
Yesterday a cloud of sorrow
Fell across the way;
It may rain again to-morrow,
It may rain—hot, say,
Ain't it fine to-day!
—Douglas Mai loch, in American Lumberman
Contributed by “Uncle Madge.''
Dear Af. B. Friend»:

Dell’s letter shall greet you first. She
happy in being present at W. C.
T. U. convention. 1 saw her name in the
has been

list.

_

I'mr a.

it

Tbto column

devoted to the Orange, es
to the grunge* of Hancock county
>column la open to all granger* forth*
discussion of topic* of general Interest, in*
for reports of grange meetings. Make letteri
short and concise. All communications mns
be signed, but names will not be printed ex
cept by permission of the wiiter- All com
munications will be subject to approval b*
the editor, but none will be rejectid withou
good reason.
is

Kiallv

DATES.

Saturday, Oct
Pomona with
Bluehill.

Meeting of Hancock
Halcyon grange, Nortfc
5—

_

HANCOCK POMONA, 13.
Following is the program for the meet1

to

Skies were often gray:
Thorns an’ brambles have beset
On the road—but, say.
Ain’t it fine to-day!

i

2lmong tt)< Granger*.

we

family.

great pleasure.

Perhaps none of the women in that little
Now don’t any of yon fret any more about
town had a
technical knowledge of dietetics,
burdening me. 1 might have been an absent
hut they knew that the “best” meal is that
one had you not come here.
How different it
which is both nourishing and appetizing, just
was from las* year, when I
thought It might a*
the most “economical” meal is not neces!
be my last reunion on earth with you.
the one that costs the least in dollars
This is Friday afternoon. Everything is put j sarily
aud cents, but that which supplies the most
in place and I am living over again the joys
nutriment in proportion to the money exof yesterday. I am not going to send this yet,
for 1 hope all of your hearts are so full you j pended.
They knew, too, as we all do, when we
will have to express it. One thing we missed
! stop to think, some of the fundamental laws
was Aunt Maria’s beautiful
gladiolus that
of food values; as, for instance, that milk and
have been so prominent in the years past.
contain nearly all food properties,
Hope she will have an abundance next year.
therefore a combination of the two. which, of
Who left a blue and white nappy?
! course, is custard, is a complete food. It folMy John was so worked up because his enlows that in families where meat is not served
gine would not go, you remember. Well, the j
! every day, the nourishing custard dessert
next day he went along and turned the crank,
should be saved for the day when there is no
and it went as fine as if it had never bothered.
meat, the lighter and sweeter dessert coming
I think it was just because he showed it off so
giveness.
in appropriately when meat supplies all the
The results of pride and humility proudly the year before. Never mind the required nutriment. In the same
way. cheese
reason, it is all right now.
contrasted. Pride has its punishment
a
complete food, a combination of
A letter from Mary P, of Gardner, is full of being
milk and cheese, as commonly prepared with
The publlcaD
humility its reward.
regrets tLat illness kept her from meeting
macaroni, is merely a luxury when served
was Justified, the Pharisee condemned. with us. Let us
hope to see her and many
with meat, but becomes of great food value in
Humility ever carries with it reward. others next year.
of meat or in “helping out” a dinner
place
Since I began this have been to Bluehill
Christ Himself Is the world's greatest
where there is an insufficient quantity of
example of humility and becuse ot fair. Saw an old sailor, eighty-three years meat.
His humility he was abundantly re- old, from the Sailors' Snug Harbor. He said.
There is no more interesting study, for the
"I read every word of the M. B. column
warded.
He humbled Himself and
housekeeper, than that of food values. The
as soon as I get hold of the paper, which
therefore God highly exalted Him comes to
material
for study is easily found and the
the home." The same report comes
"He that humbleth himself shall be ex from the Soldiers’ home. W'e
student soon finds that she is planning each
ought to try
alted, and he that exalteth himsell and give them words of cheer. Wish they meal with regard to food properties. How
shall be abased.”
would send a description of the places that monotonous cooking is when we think of it as
providing for a three-daily function that
we might learn more of them.
Dkll.
must go on and on, down the years as
long as
Will send along my hastilySept. 17
But bow the drudgery is
written letter, and will say the M. B.’s know life shall last!
BIBLE READINGS.
lessened when each meal prepared becomes a
how to use "soft-soap”.
But remember, too
Job. xl, 11; Ps. xxxiv, 2; ct 5;
much iB bad for the complexion. Before this practical experiment in domestic science;
Prov. vi, 1G-18; xv, 33; xxii, 1-4;
and
how it disappears altogether when the
is in print I hope to take a trip to Auburn and
Mic. vi, 8; Matt, xviil, 1-1, Mark
cook realizes that with her rests the responshall want to tell you all about the W. C. T. U*
siblitywf preparing the fuel that keeps this
lx, 33-37; x, 35-15; Eph. lv, 1-3;
ht>.
convention.
precious human machine running. How allPhil. 11, 1-12.
Dear Aunt Madge:
important it is that the fuel is of the right
When you suggested in a recent American
kind, and that it ia so prepared that not one
that the time had come to select topics for ounce shall he wasted in the
system.
the
and
study during
winter,
added: “Put on
Dr. Clark's Recsnt Journey.
Of course it would be impossible for the
Dr. Clark and Mrs. Clark, who havt your thinking-caps and air the result in the widely-scattered members of the M. B. circle
column,” it was probably, an invitation ex- to serve actual dinners, but if all
those good
just returned from a six months- Jour tended to the M- B.
circle alone, but it was so housekeepers would
give of ftbeir store of
ney in Europe and Asia Minor, stopped irresistible to one who has
received many practical knowledge
;
food
values
concerning
at the following cities, in many ol
helpful hints from yonr column that she and then would make simple menus and
print
which Christian Endeavor conventions ventures to suggest no less of an
undertaking them in the M. B. column, together with the
or meetings were held: Rotterdam, than the solution of the problems that arise estimated
cost of such a meal, for a
family of
Amsterdam, Helder and Dordrecht, ir from the high cost of living.
five, they would earn the gratitude of a wide
Does that sound formidable? The conclu- circle of readers.
Holland; Cassel, Eisenach, Leipzig and
M. A. O.
Berlin,- in Germany; Pabianice and sions reached might not be accepted as the
last word on the subject by the government at
First of all, 1 wish to thank this new
Warsaw, in Russian Poland; Riga and
Washington, but that is no matter if they niece for
St. Petersburg, In Russia; Cracow and
introducing this practical and
could help
housekeepers who are vainly
Lemberg. In Galicia; Czernowitz, In tht striving to maintain the old comfortable timely topic. We need something to make
ub
think.
In a personal note, she refers to
Bukowiua; Bukliarest. in P umanin. standard of liviug on the present scale of
the writers in our column
Brasso, in Transylvania; Budapest prices.
as
being

|

j

j

ing of Hancock Pomona grange with HalNorth

cyon grange.

we feel tor oar departed brother, we drops oar
charter and reverse oar hedge* tor thirty

days.

Address of welcome..

Blanche

Osgood
Response..J.W Bowden

Growing.
During the past month the exceptionally large number of 1,304 new Comrades of the Quiet Hour wns reported
to us, making a total enrollment of
62.811. California, as usual, heads the
list with 647; next comes Ohio with
272. Pennsylvania 152 and foreign
countries 119,

The thought was suggested by the success
achieved last winter by the ladies* society of
a certain church in a western town.
After
grappling with the problem at their meetings, they concluded that the difficulty was
not so much with the high coat of living as
with the cost of high living, and since “example goes farther than precept”, they gave a
series of public dinners as an object lesson to
their townspeople. Following is the menu on
one occasion:
Beef stew with dumplings,
boiled
ntashed
potatoes,
turnip, apple
tapioca pudding with whipped cream, tea and
coffee.
It is doubtful if the majority of families in
saved by His Wife.
She’s a wise woman who knows jnst what
to do when her husband's life is in dauger,
but Mrs. R. J. Flint, Braintree, Vt., is of that
kind. “She insisted on my using Dr. King’s
New Discovery,” writes Mr. F., “for a dreadful cough, when I was so weak my friends all
thought I had only a short time to
live, and it completely cured me.” A quick
cure for coughs and colds, it’s the most safe
and reliable medicine for many throat and
lung troubles
grip, bronchitis, cronp,
whooping-cough, quinsy, tonsilitis, hemorrhages. A trial will convince you. 50cts. and
#1.00. Guaranteed by all druggists.
—

CASTOR
IA
For Infant*
and Children.

Tin Kind You Han
Signature of

Always Bought

“earnest, wide-awake and

!

progressive”,

therefore commits this subject to
them to be studied and tested. The
many
practical housewives in different parts of
the country who meet the question of
and

_

“what shall
thousand

eat”

we

than

more

one

times

every twelve months,
able to present some interesting facts along practical lines.

j surely

should be

Candidly, how many housekeepers out
of every hundred could tell
approximately
the cost of any one meal? Of
course, the
place one lives in makes a difference. The
farm and the vegetable garden, the
dairy

products and the feathered flock render
the expenses of country life
seemingly
much less than that of the city.
But 1 have no intention of

at

Closing

where be went six weeks ago for treat-

BROOKLIN, 261.
At the meeting of Brooklin grange Sept.
24v there were only twenty members and
two visitors present. The lecturer being
absent, no program was presented. It ia
hoped that when the fall work begins,
more interest will be shown.
LAHOINK. 284.
MEMORIAL RSHLrilONf.

Ricker,

a

blacksmith

“Can you tell

if 1 am half way to
Washington park?” 1 asked of an Irishman on the street one day.
“I might it I
knew where

rrply.

yez

UftTu t iQiAtoea.

pk.

Basket (repel,

Deaconn-sa

hospital

in

Hlo.
Mocha.

a

treat of

confectionery and

nuts. Visitors were present from Pine
Grove and Nlcolin granges. George Pond

brought
tions

his

grapbophone,

and the selecto the program,

fine addition
included readings
by Gerald
Thompson, E. W. Burrill, Q. A. Gray;
recitations, Maurice Miller; stories, G. A.
were a

which

Gray,
Miller; solos, Clifford Burrill; remarks by visitors aDd members on
Warren

grange topics.
At the next

meeting, Oct. 12, the ladies
fill the offices and furnish the
program.
Members are requested to come

will

early.

GREENWOOD, 363, EA8TBROOK.
Greenwood grange met Sept. 28, with
ninety-live members and visitors from
Scboodic, Arbutus and Mariavilhagranges.
As it was children’s
night, a fine program
was carried out, after which
candy, apand
w
ere
ples
peanuts
served. One candidate received the first and second
degrees.
MKUUBUL RESOLUTIONS.

IHiereus, Oar heavenly Father hat'seen fit
to take from us our beloved
brother. Walter
M arch, we feel that we have not
only lost a
worthy brother, but a dear friend, who hat
ever, in all his relations with as.
proved himself worthy of our highest esteem.
We, as
members of Greenwood grange, feel that
we
have cause to mourn with the
bereaved
family, and do hereby draw up the following
resolutions:
Hetolted, That as a token of
respect which

Corned.
Vtal:
Btesk,

report of the

frum,”

was

his

*»•

i.

*»
B

k

ok*

BboulJer.

ISO is

Lamb.
Mackerel, each,

Haddock.
Halibut.

Oysters, qt,

2

Bacon.
Balt,
Lard.

n

IS (IS
Fresh Flab.
IS Cod,
OS Sbad.J,
14(10 C lams, M
qt,

_

2
8

so

Fiona, Grain nnd Feed.
Floor—per bhl—
Oats, bu
a
6 00(7 50 Bhorte— bag ISSaiu
Corn. 100B bag
1 to Mia feed,
bag
Corn meal.bag
1 M
Middling.,be «,* "
Cracked corn.
190

til 5
£

_

i..

SUfecrttscmnits.

Coughs
and Colds
;

j

You could not please us better than to ask your doctor
about Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
for coughs, colds, croup, bronchitis. Thousands of families
always keep it in the house.
The approval of their physician and the experience of
many years have given them
great confidence in this
standard cough medicine.
Sold for seventy years.
A-y good doctor will te?l you that a *nolt*
cine like Ayer s Cheery Pectoral cannot do
its best work H the bowels are constipated.
Ask your uoctor if he knows anything
better than Ayer’s Pills for corrects this
sluggishness of the liver.
by

Um J

Mm

C.AYO CO..

VICTIMS OF

RHEUMATISM
FOR TWENTY YEARS.
It doesn't nutter how long you hare
been tortured with Rheumatism. KHEl'HA will atari to drive the poiaonou* mailer that

eauaea

it

from

your

ayatealb*

day’* treatment.
It act* quickly, doe* wonderful KHEl'-

aecond

MA. The uric acid begin* to leave your
ayatem through the kidney* and bowels
almost at once, and the immediate relief it
to pronounced that you won't gu-ss you
are getting rid ol Rheumatism; YOl'LL
KNOW IT.
RUEUMA la offered by Q. A. Karcuerto
the people of Ellawortb and vicinity 11

represented, and a membership of nearly
was reported.
Officers were elected
follows:
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, Portland, president; Miss Isabel H. S.iekney,
East Brownfield, corresponding
secretary;
Miss Clara M. Farwell, Rockland, recording secretary; Mrs. Sarah L. Cram, Ken- only

6.000
as

SO cent* a bottle, and he iaautboriied
nebunk, assistant secretary; Mrs. Emma I to refund the purchase price to any perwa
E. Watts, Portland, treasurer; Mrs. Althea not satisfied.
j
G. Quirnby,
Turner, vice-president at
Thia means that any reader of the EllsUrge.
worth American suffering from Rheuma“What sort of a chap U Wombat to camp tism, swollen, twisted joint-, s*
with?” “He’s one of those fellows who al- Arthritis, (tout or
Lumbago cau try
It *CB
ways takes down a mandolin about the RI1EUMA on money-beck plan
ami Bladder,
time it’s up to somebody to get
busy with on Kidney*, Stomach, Liver
the frying-pan.”
and when KHKl’MA goes in, Hneumatum
A Distinctive Nuinlwr.
Always of unvarying interest, the Saturday,
Oct. 6, edition of the Boston Evening Transcript will be read by thousands of persons
with gratification and benefit because of the
many specially written articles on a variety
of interesting subjects which will be printed
in it.
Anyone who has city, suburban, country or
seashore real estate, house or farm anywhere
in New England to dispose of, will find it advantageous to advertise in this issue of the
Transcript, as it will have an exceedingly
wide distribution and bring excellent results.
Many people who are not regular readers
always look in the Transcript when they need
a house,
apartment, board or room, for they
know that the largest lists of the better offerings are printed there, as welt as “want advertisements of specially capable business assistants and good servante.—Advt.

3bbmi»nnrnt«.

That * why
goe* out.
mile* to get RHEUM A

come for
from O. A P*r-

people

cber.

IMWIUt
A Paint for Every Purpose
!

That

Weathers all Weathers
Indoor» and Oat.

I

For President.

T.

w. w.

?

T.

*5
2
2

and

loots

Roesta,
Lamb:

R.

?

For the Nation’s

W. H.

You

.uro

QUALITY

of

EXCEPTIONAL

every

time

this line of your dealer.

T. ?

T Party

me

started

rto,

Peoslalons.
Pork. B:
2>«4S
Chop.
®a®
Ham. per B

Beef. B:
Bleak,
Roaete.

ARBUTUS.

tainment and

l.cmog.

CranSeJiJy

Pe«ckS,£u

'S

__

CENTURY, 386, DEDHAM.
In New Century grange Sept.
28, the
filled all offices, furnished the enter-

tOgSO
»
10
n

Meats

—

men

Criers

"

tbe

One of the most enthusiastic annual sessions of the State W. C. T. U., held at
Lewiston, closed Friday, after three days
of most successful meetings. Fourteen of
the sixteen county organizations were

R
#
*

Rwtet potaW.,
'>*

Srfu 5S
W 2SS: °ftasfK‘"-»

tbe

nent lumberman of Jackman, went into
the woods Sept. 24 to make plans for bis
450, SURRY.
Arbutus grange held its regular meeting winter operations. He took with him his
Friday evening; about thirty present. 22-caliber rifle. He shot a partridge, and
The first and second degrees were conwhen he found it, it not being quite dead,
ferred on two candidates. The third and he took the butt of his rifle to hit it over
fourth degrees will be conferred next Fri- the head. The rifle was
discharged, the
day. An invitation to meet with Bayaide bullet passing through Mr. Pepper's
grange Wednesday. Oct. 2, was read and stomach. He lived but a few days, lie
leaves a wife and three children.
accepted.

•
*

"4W

From Presque Isle
first snow of tbe season on Monday, causFrntt and
ing heavy losa to farmers.
abade tree* were broken down by tbe
weight of the damp snow, and standing
comes a

"»
"'HR

Buckwheat,
45*65 (irabara,

Janan.

Fire which started in the boiler room of
the Androecogg‘n Pulp Co., at South

Thursday spread to
storehouse and caused damage to
stock of between (5,000 end (10.000.

Burch°cs,rot,'*•

Cabbage
squat?
Onions! B

»

Jbeat

a
Tea-per B—

Boeton,

last

10
25

a

OroMrlN.
Bice, per B
20 $»
Vinegar. n|
» Cracked
Oatmeal, per

CoBsc-par*

at

the pros and cobs yet awhile.
nieces will take a decided interest in this
new topic.

the column.

Cucumbers,

OS
eg
01
Itgis

Tomatoes

Few It.

at-

ITHwmi. The great Matter above hai
again visited onr fraternal home and removed grain was damaged.
Telephone wires
from us onr esteemed brother, Hamnel V. were broken in
many places.
;
Deslsles; and
John Kongas, of Monaon, aged twentyn xereos, Lamoine grtnge feeit that in the
j four, was drowned in Monaon pond Sundeath of this brother they have lost s
worthy
of a boat while
mein be?, who for many
years bad been true day by tbe overturning
to the principles of the order;
therefore be it fishing. Hi* fslber-in-law, John 8. CarlKesofeed, That we extend onr sincere sym- | son, who ess with him, succeeded in
pathy to the bereaved family, and bid them reaching shore. Kongas leave* a widow,
;
remember that he has been called higher
by a a bride of four month*.
loving Father whodoeth all thinga well
Kev. Henry
pringie, secretary oi me
Bnotred, That onr charter be draped in
mourning tor the apace of thirty days: that a I Christian Civic League of Maine, has recopy of these resointions be sent to the be- signed to accept a position as assistant
reaved family; one spread
upon onr grange superintendent of the International Rerecords, and one sent to Th* Elihvostr form bureau with
headquarters at WashAmerican for publication.
ington, P. C. He asks that the resigna8. J. Yocso,
tion take effect Pec. 1, but it probably
Shirlst T. Holt,
will be the last of the year before he
D. Y. McFarland.
—~
severs bis connecticn
finnally with the
TTsaC:
Committee.
^
league.
harvest hom e. 403. went Ellsworth.
Five member* of a Polander family,
<- Harvesllfome
grange met Sept. 28, with and a
boarder, lost their lives in a
Overseer Henry wToiass presiding. After
Arc
which destroyed
their
home at
business, the grange voted to have a Millinocket Monday. The victims were
dance, with refreshments of cake and ice- Anton
Maranski, aged forty-five, hia wife,
cream, Friday evening, Oct. 4, for the pur- and three children—a boy aged four, a
girl
pose of raising funds for new gates for the
aged fifteen months, and an infant-and
The
cemetery.
question:
“Resolved, Joseph Pease, who boarded with them.
that an old maid ia of
pore benefit to the The infant, the only one saved from the
community than an old bachelor,” was flames, died a few hours later.
decided in favor of old maida.
Chester, the eleven year-old son of the
late Fred Graffam, of Saco, who was acciMANKAPAqt'A, 477, SOUTH BLUEH1LL.
dently shot at the grange fair in Saco last
Thursday evening. Sept. 28, was Long- Wednesday, died the following day.
fellow night at Maasapaqua grange. A Edwin C. Schwartz, of West
Kennebunk,
piano solo was given by Elizabeth proprietor of a shooting gallery, was loadGrindell, and a tong by Roy Henderson, ing a small rifle when a cartridge became
with Miss Urindell as accompanist. The stuck in the barrel.
Schwartz, in trying
topic for discussion was: “Which pays to remove it, discharged the bullet, the
the most taxes, the rich man or the
poor ball striking Graffam in the right temple
man?” Visitor! were present from North and
lodging in the brain.
and
Harborside
Sedgwick
granges.
Joseph Pepper, aged forty-five, a promi-

KBW

»
oe

C reen corn, dor,
Cauliflower.

Cberryfleld for fifty years, died last week

Windham

•a«.t.»...;.

pk,

Lsdluoejiead
beaut.
Btrinj
Bunch beets,

ment.

presenting
1 hope the

Those of the M. B.’s who had the pleasure of seeing Aunt
Maria face to face
again sinoe the reunion consider themselves fortunate.
B. J. A., whom 1 am
glad to report, is improving in health,
wishes to thank Aunt Maria, Ann and all
others who remembered her with cards
and gifts of flowers.
She always enjoys

B*l*d.a.....*.*..*.W|0
Potatoes,

fc*'*-do*

—

Zatmar-Xemeti, Debreczeu and Pees
in Hungary; Agram, in Croatia; Triest,
in Dalmatia; Corinth, Athens and Eleu
sis, in Greece; Salonika, Berea, Drama
Xeapolis and Philippi, in Macedonia
Constatinople; Eskisheher, Konia (Ico
niunii, Lystra, Ouchak. Alashehr (Phi
ladelphiai, Sardis. Mngnesta, Ak-Hissai
(Thyatiraj. Soma. Pergamos, Smyrna
Ephesus, Laodicea, Hierapolis, all in
Asia Minor, and in Addition Naples and
Pozzuoli. in Italy.
Many of the cities in the latter part
of this list are the “cities of St. Paul,”
or the “seven churches of Asia,” concerning which Dr. Clark is writing a
book.
In all the Journey covered some 17,000 miles by land and sea. In the
course of It he made some
seventy addresses for Christian Endeavor in eleven countries and (through interpreters)
In eight different languages, while Mrs.
Clark made several addresses, mostly
to or about the Juniors.

Lckn*.......

Indianapolis
Sunday
tend tbe fourth national conservation
and
4.
congress Oct. 1, 2,3

tha

“to

Best loose, per
ton..
Ha led. ..
'imm.
...5»t»

Commission.r Frank E. | Tokay (rapes. B,
to

...tl|k

Chicken*.

Oranges, dor

for

"••H*

•a,

Wednesday.
Mare left

»»«
»M

..
.

Fowl.

The (10,000 cotUge of H. P. Smith, of
Boeton, at Kangeley lave, was burned last
Forest

r*°t»oI

B.

laid, per dot...
oaltrp.

•

KITl'KKV TO OAKIHOU.

Amar.iab

per

th„
“

*~i«.

D*,rJr.

different subject*, quotations from tbe
ritual and auggeationa for tbe future benefit of tbe grange. Mite Uertrude Meson
acted aa lecturer, pro feet.

Business
Report of officers
Election of officers
Recess
Call to order
Mnsic
Election of officers (continued)
Installation of officers........ Fannie Billing*
Suggestions for good of the order, A L
Saunders, J B Wilson
_

Creamery
"ewe.
Preeh

ALAMOOSOOX. 40B. EAST OP.LAJVD.
Alxmoosook grange met Saturday evening with an attendance of twenty-aevvn.
The program consisted of diecueelon ol

State

°*“,r»

n.tsm.

__

Oct. 6:

Markkt^

Th* quotation* below
retail prices Ln Ellsworth

Beeoleed. That we eead * copy of theee
resolutions to the be reeved family; also a
copytoTaa Eluvoiti Aaaeices end Bengo commercial, end plnce e copy on onr recEtta M. (looms*,
ord*.
Pkarlib L. Wit,*, a.
Eds* C. Kisomas,
Committee.

Bluehill, Saturday,

Opening exercises

KLLfl WORTH

UPTOWNS TE A

WEAR

1)1

you buy

UP RIVER FAIR.

mo™2

STILL

ATTENDANCE.
DISPLAY BELOW aver-

AGRICULTURAL

age—FIR* BASEBALL
HOR8EPULLING—THE

—

vear

got started, things

set

were

humming

a whirlwind finish.
and kept going to
first day, hot the sky
It didn’t rain the
the “line storm” was due,
Wts overcast,
tnd there was hesitation about starting;
a
was
first-day attenaance
the result
which was not up to the average.
The backward season alone was responsible for the exhibits of vegetables and
fruit being so tar below the average, bat
drawback the diaplays
in spite of this
were fairly good, and attracted no little
attention, and much favorable comment.
Conspicuous on the west side of the hail
wsa the individual display of Arvtll Jordan, of Waltham. Had half a dozen more
Other enterprising farmers mads the effort
Mr. Jordsn did, the management would
have been obliged to build an annex, or
else have turned exhibitors away. He received many compliments, in which his
wife Joined, for many of the articles were
ol her handiwork. Mr. Jordan also wss

horse, cattle, sheep

line in the

and

gwine depart menu.
The veteran C. M. Smith was, as usual,
in charge of the hall.
Forreet Silaby had charge of the ticketselling, and John Johnston was superintendent of the grounds.
horae-pulliRo.

horse-pulling contests were the best
seen on the grounds, and created no

The
ever

Holstein bull, 11

mos, 1.

Swine.
ArviU 8 Jordan, sow pigs O I C, 2 mos,
1; boar, O I C, 2 mos, 1; Berkshire barrow,
2 1-2 mos, 1.

ol the ever populate
The management
a little alow this
Amherst lair was juat
in getting things into line, but after

high

Broad, grade

end of interest and excitement.
In the singe-horse contest Fred Mice, of
Aurora, took flrat prize, bis animal hauling 3,141 pounds. Leo Jordan took second
money, bis horse hauling '2,420 pounds.
Mr. Mace also one the two-horse contest,

Poultry.

M Smith, Plymouth Rook hen and
chickens. 1.
I>r L A Edgerly, Plymouth Rock, 4
pullets and cockerel, 1.
C

Vegetables, etc.
Judges—C. L. Sband, $ar Harbor; Ernest
Richardson, Aurora; William Eddy, Mil-

linocket.
C M Smith, best
display potatoes.
Arviil 8 Jordan, Waltham, best display
vegetables.
C M Smith, best display grafted fruit.
Fruit.
Willard Watts, King, 1; John Johnston,
Elkhorn, gratuity: Roxbury russets, 1;
2; N Y russets, gratuity.
°x,ordj
EB Foster,
Northern Spy, 1; Hubbard-

ston,

1.

Plums
C M Smith. Wickersham, 2;
Clapp’s Favorite pears. 2: cranberries, 1.
C M Smith,
apples, Wolf River, 1; Stark,
1; R I Greenings, 1; Hubbardston, 2:
Alexander, 2; Astracban, 2; Dutchess, 1;
Wagner, 1.
J G Dunham, apples, Alexander, 1; Bellflower, 2; Nodhead, 2; black Oxford, 1;
King, 2; Wealthy, 1; Tolman Sweet, 2;*
Fameuse, 1.
Lincoln Silsby, Aurora, apples, Golden
russet, 1; Bellflower, 1: Tolman Sweet, 1.
C M Smith, apples, Porter, 2.
D A Archer, apples, Winter Strawberry,
2; Porter, 1: Dutchess, 2; Gravenstein, 1;
Baldwin, 2; Astrachan, 1; red crab, 2;
Ben Davis, 2; Siberian crab, 1.
Urban Clark, cranberries, 2.
ArviU Jordan, Waltham, Melon Juice
plum, 1; grapes, 1; Bartlett peffrs, 1; Ben
Davis apples, 1; Golden russet, 2; Roxbury
russet, 2; Northern Spy, 2; Baldwin, 1;
Mackintosh red, gratuity; R 1 Greenings,
2; Maiden Blush, 1; display crab apples,
1; strawberry apples, 1; Fameuse, 2.
A D Archer, blue permain, 1.
J E Giles, Nodheads, 1.
ArviU Jordan,
gratuity for Winter
sweets, 20-oz, Mildew, Pewaukee apples.
Vegetables.
C M Smith, sweet corn, 1.
Lincoln Silsby, Aurora, Marblehead
yellow corn, 1.
j Arviil Jordan, Cary’s sweet corn, 2;
j fleldcorn, 2; White Stool oats, 1; Bartlett’s
wheat, 1; barley, 1.
—

pair hauling 4,413 pounds, while the
pair belonging to Herman Jordan, of
C M Smith, potatoes, 2; Fillbasket 1;
The
Waltham, pulled 3,806 pounds.
Aroostook seedlings, gratuity;
Early
Jndges were W. L. Mace, of Aurora, Clad Dewdrop, gratuity; Anniversary, 1: Mill’s
and Adelbert
Dunham
Fletcher, o( nrize, 1; Empire State, gratuity; Burpee,
No. 37, gratuity; Green Mountain, 1.
Atnnersi.
Willard Watts, potatoes, Green MounA pretty exhibition pall was given by
John Johnston, potatoes,
8am Silsby, son of H. T. Silaby, of Aurora,
Harmony
who brought out bia pair of steers, which Beauty, 1; Mills’ prize, 2; Rural New1.
Yorker,
trained.
he himself had broken and
Winfield McKinley, potatoes, Beauty of
Their pulling so pleased the lookers-on
Hebron, 1; Gold Coin, 2.
J G Dunham, potatoes, Vermont Gold
that they set np a great about, which the
1.
steers didn't quite understand or appreci- Coin,
Chas 8 Silsby, Aurora, potatoes. Mortate, and it became clear that while they’d gage Lifter, gratuity.
do anything on earth for their bright
Garden Produce.
young owner, they weren't so well disWillard Watts, field pumpkins, 2; Man*
posed towards the crowd; nevertheless gold beets, 1. John Johuston, all-season
the crowd voted unanimously that Sam cabbage, 2; long green cucumbers, 1;
long orange carrots, 2; ox heart carrots, 1;
and his steers were all right.
2.
Lincoln
beets,
Silsby,
Egyptian
his

dining-hall

The

well

was

patronized

It was in charge of J. G.
throughout.
Dunham and William Orcutt, and their
able corps of assistants were Mrs. J. G.
Dunham, Mrs. Clara Nickerson, Mrs.
Emma Summer, Mrs. Nina Kodick, Mrs. L.
Giles, Mrs. Millie Orcutt, Lewis Rankin,
Will Watts, Mrs. Lincoln Silsby, Mrs.
Ella Silsby, Mrs. May Roberts and Mrs.
Annie DeBeck.
BASE

BALL.

Tuesday's game of baseball was between
Amherst and Aurora, the former winning,
2i to 9. Amherst’s battery was Kenniston, c; Watts, p. Umpire, Snow, of Bluehill.
On Wednesday East Eddington tackled
Amherst, and it was a game for blood—one
of the best games
The ninth inning

ever

seen

in Amherst.

closed with the score 2
to2, and the excitement ran high. In the
tenth Amherst failed to score, and their
opponents got one score, winning the
gsme.
In this game Brooks and
the battery for Amherst;

H. Willey were
Whitcomb aud

Willett for East Eddington, and Mills, of
a M. C. I. student, umpired.

Aurora,
A

group of thirteen trained dogs and a
vaudeville show by Frank H. and Dora R.
Reynolds and their little son Teddy R.,
added much to the entertainment both

days.
The ubiquitous merry-go-round, bitting
the nigger’s head (or trying to) and the

ring-throwing

table

were

the other attrac-

tions.
There

was dancing
in the hall both
evenings, Monaghan’s orchestra, of Ellsworth, furnishing the music. Wednesday evening’s attendance was a recordbreaker, almost 100 tickets being sold.
The Ellsworth band furnished acceptable music both day*.
THE BABY

years old and under.

Mrs. Walter Dunham’s baby boy, of Mariaville, got the first prize, and Mrs. Lafy
Hauscom’s baby girl got the second. Ezra
Williams, of Great Pond, Major Leod, of
Bangor, and William Cross, of MariavUJe,
were the

judges.
PREMIUM LIST.
LIVESTOCK.

E. F. Swett, Newport: A. S.
Judges
Young, Otis; C. S. Richardson, Bar Har—

bor.
Horses.
Edith Jordan, Aurora, driving colt, 3

y«, l.

Arvill

horses,

Jordan, Waltham,

4 and 3 yrs, 1.

for

driving

always be kept handy and used. Guesswork doesn’t pay when making butter.
Cracks in the bottom of the rack will
swallow up more grain than the sheep eat,
and (at nothing at that.
The size and strength of the lambs
at birth will be governed by the feed
during the winter.
hay, with a light ration
of wheat bran and linBeed-meal and roots,
is the ideal ration for the ewes.
The colt must have exercise while growing, to develop its muscles and tendons.
Don’t keep the colts tied up in stalls day
out. It will ruin the best colt.
When yo" buy a horse, do you look at
care

Clover

or

of the

ewes

alfalfa

knees? It they are all marked up,
careful inquiry as to the cause of
stumbling on the road.
Remember that the colt has a small
and
stomach, and must be fed with care
intelligence. A colt crammed with coarse
his

make

food develops intoa pot-bellied, dyspeptic,
colicky horse.
Much of the success with hogs depends

Good Attendance at Show Last Wed-

triplet

sons of Rodney Gray and wife—
Kenneth Rodney, Kermit Hutchins and
Kelsey Clement. They are now four and

old, finely-formed, bright,
urchins, and their parents have
good reason to be proud ot them.
Following is a list of premiums

one-half years
active

awarded:
Livestock.

joy

it.

give the hogs frozen swill. Do
frozen or half-frozen vegetables. It will upset the stomach, cause
indigestion and a loss in condition.
When chaff or other particles get into
the eye of an animal, syringe or sponge
Do not

not

give them

HAS CHANGED AS CANDIDATE.
Woodrow Wiloon’o Spoochos Now ThoM
of Office Sookor.
Scattered among tbe platitudes ol
Dr. Wilson’s speech of acceptance are
some truths.
None is more significant
than this:
“We stand In the presence of an
awakened nation. Impatient of partisan
make

William Tell
I

the Prize Winner

believe.’’

Following which he makes believe
that he is telling the voters of the country hts position on the campaign Issues.
No

has

able

Mrs.

determine

to
yet been
Colt, 3 y, Andrew Grindle, 1; Roscoe
Davis, 2. Colt, 2 y, Roscoe Davis, 1; Wal- from a reading of the speech precisely
ter L Brewster, 2. Colt, 1 y, Charles Ginn.
what that position Is. Some slight en1: A A Dorr, 2. Sucking colt, Eugene E
Gross, 1; TO Saunders, 2. Stallion, S B lightenment comes from time to time
Little, 1.
In bis later utterance*, like, for exBest cow, Clinton Arey, 1; Clifton
Sparks, 2. Cow, 3 y, Albion Soper, 1. ample, tbe declaration the other day
Oxen, Fred Blake, 1. Steers under 1 y, A that Tammany is to be safe from his
W Marks, 1.
but none of It la satisfying.
Bantams, El wood Ginn, 1. R I Reds, assaults;
Dr. Wilson, In the preconvention
Harry Soper, 1.
Guinea pigs were exhibited by Miss Jendays, was represented to the country
nie E Eastman, of Bucksport, and were
as a scholarly gentleman, too lofty of
awarded first premium.
mind to practice tbe wiles of the proVegetables.
Golden Hubbard squash, C B Arey, 1: fessional politician, too earnest in tbe
Matilda Harriman, 2. Hubbard squash, C cause of good government to be aught
B Arey, 1; Arthur Gross, 2. Cauliflower,
frank and fearless In bis expresB S Johnson, 1; W L Brewster, 2; George but
Grindle, 3. Red cabbage, George Grindle, sion, too unselfish to put private ambi1. Common cabbage, Samuel Kitfleld, 1.
tion above the public weal, too IdealisWhite rutabaga, Arthur Gross, 1. Rutabaga turnip, Eugene L Dorr, 1. Turnip tic In character to truckle to the forces
beet, Arthur Gross, 1. Pumpkin, Eugene of evil In the nation.
Dorr, 1. Gold Coin potatoes, Eugene Dorr,
But bow Blngularly be has masked
1.
Best display of vegetables, Leslie John
all of these qualities since William
son, 1. Tomatoes, D G Rich, 1. Sweet
Jennings Bryan forced his nomination
corn, D G Rich, 1.
Fruit.
Northern Spy apples, W L Brewster, 1.

Strawberry apples, H Wiley Perkins. 1.
Duchess apples, no name, 1; H Wiley Perkins, 2. Green apples. Arthur Gross, 1.
Nodhead apples. H
Wiley Perkins, 1.
Stark apples, Arthur Gross, 1.
Wolf
River apples. A N Kennedy, 1; Arthur
red
Arthur
2.
McIntosh
Gross,
apples,
Gross, 1. Ox-Heart apples, Aw Kennedy,
1.
Wine apples, A W Gross, 1.
Preserves, Jellies, etc.
Mustard pickles, Carrie Crosby, 1. Astrachan jelly, no choice between Gertrude
Hutchings and M Vivian Soper. Blackberry, grape and crab apple jellies, Vivian
Soper, 1. Rhubarb jelly, rhubarb preserves and green apple jelly, Mrs Linnie
E Keyes, 1.
Canned
beans, Martha
Hutchins, 1. Apple jellyt Mrs Emma
Bhedd, 1. Loaf cake, Ouida Soper, 1.
Bread, Mrs Laura Devereux, 1, Honey,
Dorothy Eldridge, 1.
Flowers.

Zinnias, Mrs Herbert Ginn, 1. Mixed
dahlias, Mrs 1 R Saunders, 1. Quilled and
dahlias, Mrs George Leach, 1.
Geraniums, Mrs Nettie Saunders, 1.
Daturas, Mrs Mark Ginn, 1. Mixed
asters, Mrs B S Johnson, 1. Mixed gladiolus, Mrs Orrin Ginn, 1. Red gladiolus,
Mrs Mark Ginn, 1. Hydrangea, Della
Gray, 1. Mixed variety of dowers, Mary
L Buck, 1. Bouquet of sweet peas, Isadora
common

Maiden-hair fern and sweet
Wreath of
peas, Mrs Fred M Keyes, 1.
sweet peas, Minnie Mooney, 1.

Saunders, 1.

Fancy Work.
Knitted bedspread, Mrs George Marks,
Patchwork
quilt containing 2,604

Kenfirst
awarded
premium.
sington work sofa pillow, Gertrude Soper,
1. Handkerchief pillow, Addie Page, 1.
Willard Lunt, 1.
Mrs
Daisy pillow,
I O O F pillow’, Cora A Lunt, 1. Handpainted pillow, Gladys Dorr, 1. Outline
pillow’, Mrs Laura Devereux, 1; Mrs
Cross-stich pillow,
Aaron Coombs, 2.
Miss Lena Leach, aged 10 years, 1. California rosebud necklace, Margaret Power,
1.
Armadillo basket, Miss Mildred B
Page, 1.
Snuff-box 141 years old, exhibited by
Mrs. Martha Hutchins, was awarded first
were

premium.
BABY SHOW.
were exhibited:
Little, Lena Leach, Malcolm
Carlton Lampher, Elwell Parker Leach,
Eleanor Blaisdell, Nellie White, Elizabeth
Guilford, John Billings, Ruth Billings
and George Clair.
The judges decided that the prettiest
baby was Ruth Louise Little; the heaviest
was Malcolm Carlton Lampher; the lightest Elizabeth Guilford.

The

following babies

Ruth Louise

lice.

upon keeping them free from
It pays to brush the sows with a good
stiff brush. Try it and see how they en-

Cattle.
Arvill 8 Jordan, Waltham, Holstein cow
and calf, 1; pr Holstein steers, 1 yr. 1; 1 pr
grade Durham, 1 yr, 1; Durham heifer, 1;
Ayrshire heifer, 1; Holstein bull, 1 vr, 1:
calf, 4 mos, 1. Willard
A^’shire heifer
water
the eye frequently with clean cold
Watts, grade Durham calf, 7 mos, 1.
of zinc, one grain to
F H
sulphate
Silsby, red Durham heifer, 2 yrs, 1. containing
stable
the
Keep
Lincoln Silsby, Aurora, Guernsey heifer, each ounco of water.
darkened. ______________
1 *Tri 1*
John Johnston, grade Durham cow, 7
(to tramp) —You
Mrs. Youngwife
y«, l.
Urban Clark, Dutch belt cow and calf, 1. always seem to enjoy eating my food, but
for grade my huBband is never suited with it.
Samuel Silsby,
Aurora,
Holstein ateers, 1 yr, 2.
Tramp-Ah, mum, ain’t it a pity you
Silsby, grade Holstein heifer, 3 didn’t meet me drst?

^WilRng

FAIR.

Aurora, ruta baga turnips, 2; fiat turnips,
1. AD Archer, Burpee’s early cauliflower, 1.
1.
pieces, Mrs. Charles H Saunders,
1; Golden butter beans, 2.
Arvill
Jordan, orange pumpkins 1; Three patchwork quilts, exhibited by
made
his
F.
Hubby
George
mother,
Keys,
pumpkin (size) 1; pie pumpkins, 1;
bard squash, 1; cauliflower, 2; mammoth eighty years of age, 1. Braided rugs, Mrs
Crocheted collar, Mrs.
cabbage, 1; citron, 1; Beed cucumber, 2; E E Gross, 1.
tomatoes, 1;
tomatoes, 2;
display of Bertha Wilson, 1; Mrs Laura Devereaux,
market turnips, 1; market 2. Linen punch-w’ork collar, Mrs Mary
onions, 1;
beets, 1; yellow-eye beans, 1; nine kinds Buck, 1. Eyelet embroidered collar, Mrs
Crocheted doily,
string beans, 1; excelsior peas, 1; 100 to 1 Florence Guilford, 1.
Mrs Florence Guilford, 1; Mrs Nettie
pumpkin, 1.
Crocheted lace set, Mrs J
Saunders, 2.
DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.
Wesley Eldridge, 1. Solid embroidery,
Fancy Work, etc.
Belva Leach, 1. Eyelet embroidery, Mrs
Nettie
DeBeck, Waltham; Raymond Hutchings, 1; Mrs Florence
Judges—Mrs
Mrs Carpenter, Bar Harbor; Mrs B 8 Guilford, 2. Initial, Alida Perkins, 1; coronation braid doily, Mrs J E Blodgett, 1.
Jellison, Ellsworth Falls.
1.
Mrs Arvill Jordan, Waltham, 7 kinds Bilk embroidery, Mrs. Willard Lunt,
Lunch cloth, Cora Keyes. 1. Embroidered
preserves, 1; jar pickles, 1: jar sage grown
Lula
Alice
Miss
1;
Keyes,
boucentrepiece,
from seed, 1; honey, 1; Bantam, 1;
lace
Embroidered
edged
Everett, 2.
quet 1; do, 2.
H Kenniston, crazy quilt, 1. centrepiece, Miss Addie Page, 1. Outlined
Mrs E
1. Slumber
Addie
Page,
and
raffia
Indian
centrepiece,
reed
H
Kenniston,
Mary
Men’s
robe, Mrs C E Valentine, 1.
basket, 1; raffia and silk handbag, 1.
Mrs George
Mrs Addie Abbott, quilt, 1; quilt, 2; mittens, Mrs Fred Keyes, 1;
Frances
A
2.
Leach
Crocheted
kimono,
sofa pillow, 1.
Gertrude
Mrs Herbert Crosby, Aurora, sofa pil- Hodgdon, 1. Embroidered apron,
Aaron
1. Tidy, Mrs
Coombs, 1.
low, embr cross stich, 2; embr infant’s Leach,
plate, Mrs S L Phillips, 1. Glove
dress; 1; embr corset cover, 1; do petti- Card
in
burnt w’ork,
and handkerchief boxes
coat, 1; do nightgown, 1; do bib? 1.
Mrs Alice Gibbs, 1. Crocheted bags, Miss
Mrs Frank Giles, log cabin quilt, 2.
2.
Mrs Herbert Crosby, embr collar, 1; do Abbie M Buck, 1; Margaret Power,
Canvas embroidered shopping-bag, Mrs
towel, 1; pr sheets, Mexican work, 1; pr Carrie
Silk and lace work
1.
Crosby,
tourist
lamp
case, 1;
pillow slips, do, 1;
bags, Frances Hodgdon, 1; Alice Keyes, 2.
100 years old, gratuity.
Willie
Mrs
bag,
Carrie Richardson, sofa pillow, 1; embr Soiled-handkerchief
Grindle, 1. Punch w'ork waists, Mrs
towel, 2.
B B Goodwin, 2.
Mrs
Buck,
embr
May
1;
salad
set, 1;
Ruth J Silsby, embr
1. Guest
sideboard scarf, 1; raffia bag, 2; embr cen- Battenburg scarf, Gladys Dorr,
Alice Keyes 1.
pop-corn stitch, 1; towels, oriental darning,
trepiece, 1; knit shawl,
1; Alice
embr centrepiece, 2; do tray cloth, 1; do Initial towels, Marion Gibbs,Mrs
GerKeyes, 2. Initial pillow-slips,
pillow cases, 1; do apron, 1; jabot, 1.
trude Soper, 1. Baby’s embroidered dress
Mat and
and bib, Mrs F P Bowden, 1.
With the Live Stock.
cushion, Mrs Alice Leach, 1. Hardanger
work cushion, Mrs J E Blodgett, Penob| From the Farm Journal.I
scot, 1. Linen embroidered cushion, Mrs
F T Bowden, 1.
Two very beautiful Indian robes w’ere
Never pat hot water directly into the
Louis H Hubbard and
A reliable thermometer should exhibited by Mrs
cream.

and

SHOW.

The baby show was all right as far as it
went, but there were only three entries,
and everybody knows that within a radius
of ten miles of Amherst’s fair grounds
there are dozens of handsome babies two

OKI/AND

nesday—Premiums
The fair at Orland last Wednesday,
Sheep.
ArviU S Jordan, Waltham, Hampshire under the auspices of Narramissic grange,
down buck, 2 yrs, 1; do buck 4
mos, 1; drew a good attendance. No group on the
southdown buck, 4 mos, 1; Hampshire
grounds attracted more attention than the
3
ewe,

GOOD

PRE-

MIUM LIST.

it

*

C. M. Smith, grade
poll Angue heifer,
4 ym, 1 j do bull
calf, 6 mos, 1.
Rexfcrd Grover, grade Jersey, 3 yrs, 1.
IN THE BING WITH GOOD

No Time to

Quibble.

The farmers who stand aloof from Taft because of his advocacy of the Canadian reciprocity need to remember that the democratic
party in Congress was united in favor of it
and that Roosevelt was shouting for it also.
Then they need to remember that the
democratic party is pledged to another tariff
bill like the one which did such great damage
in 1894.
This is
which are

*

time to quibble over things
past and can’t hurt. There is danLet us sober
ger threatening us Just ahead.
down to right thinking and right action.—
no

(III.) Republican.
It was “tariff reform” in 1892. Wilson, in 1912, Bays it is “revision downward”. Even by these titles and
Lawrenceville

tokens free trade is

spelled

the same.

one

Edgar J. Fogg, of Lewiston, was awarded

15 Prizes in Domestic Science
always
speaks

WILLIAM

uses

TELL

highest terms
Pastry baking.

in the

Cake and

of its

and

quality for Bread,

Ask for it
(21)

_

Slice it
you

as

use

it

That’s tobacco sense
Sickle Plug keeps its natural fragrance,
original flavor and moisture better than
any other form of tobacco, because the
into the plug
the natural tobacco
A rich, sweet, cool,
leaf wrapper.
sansrymg smotce—economical
more tobacco for your money.
No package to pay for.

good qualities

are

and held there

pressed

by

—

Nothing to crowd
your pocket. Nothing to spill.

Try it today
Good
Dealers

Everywhere

3

ounces

10c

,t, * * * *

.t ,1.4. .1. * * *4. .1.

She

FLOUR,

Everybody Does

at Baltimore.
There Is no difference, save In the
purity of tbe English, between bis
speeches and the speeches of the professional office seeker of the worst
period In American politics. He steps
pussy footed over all the large questions of the day.
He exhibits a suspiciously broad tolerance for all elements In the body politic, even the
elements which, to nominate him, Bryan found It expedient to denounce by
name In the convention.
There is
none of the rugged frankness of utterance that characterized his writings
in the days before be was Inoculated
with the virus of political ambition.
He Is proving over apt as an advanced
student of practical politics.
It Is not a pleasant nor a heartening
exhibition be makes of himself. The
right minded citizen can feel nothing
but sadness In contemplating a man
sf education and culture so intent
upon partisan and personal victory
that he sacrifices those Ideals of truth
and honesty for which he has always
stood to fawn upon and honeyfugle
the voters.
Dr. Wilson ns a candidate Is not In
character with the Dr. Wilson that
was pictured to us prior to the BaltiThis “awakened namore convention.
tion, Impatient of partisan make believe,” detects the difference.
* .1.

State Fair, Lewiston, this year.

at the Maine

«►

^
LAWS*;;

WILSON WOULD REPEAL ALL
PROTECTIVE TARIFF

«»

The following is taken from
an
address delivered by Professor Woodrow Wilson before
the tariff board In 1882, showing
his views then on the question
of the tariff and the distinct announcement of his position as
a
free trader, opposed to all
tariffs except merely for the purpose of raising revenue:
“But the danger of imposing
protective duties is that when
the policy Is once embarked
upon it cannot be easily receded
from.
Protection is nothing
more than a bounty, and when
we offer bounties to manufacturwill enter Into Indusers they
tries and build up Interests and
when at a later day we seek to
overthrow this protective tariff
we must hurt somebody and of
course there Is objection.
They
will say, “Thousands of men will
be thrown out of employment
and hundreds of people will lose
their capital.’ This seems very
plausible; but I maintain that
manufacturers are made better
manufacturers whenever they
are thrown upon their own resources and left to the natural
competition of trade.
A

*

•

*

*

*

*
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HUBMARK RUBBERS

JJ
■

]|
< >

STANDARD

]J
•

!
j

•

<

1

Wear Hub-Marie

•

Rubber* This Winter

“Standard first quality” means that after 60 years of experience it is the Standard established by us for first quality and
every rubber is branded with the “Hub-Mark.”
Hub-Mark Rubbers are constructed and the compound put
together to give the best possible service under all conditions
and still be sold at a price that will permit everyone to wear
them and get the maximum return for his money. They cost
no more than any first-class rubber.
Try them.
Hub-Mark Rubbers are made in all styles and for all purposes.
The Hub-Mark is your Value-Mark.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write us.

]
J
•

]
■

|
*

«

J
•

*

BOSTON RUBBER SHOE

CO., Malden, Mass.

]

CLARION
VARIETY

■

system."
s
By Commissioner Garland:
Q. “Are you advocating the repeal of all tariff laws?"
A. “Of all
protective tariff
laws: of establishing a tariff for
It seems to me
revenue merely.

I

absurd to maintain that we
shall have free trade between
different portions of this country
and at the same time shut ourselves out from free communicatlon with other producing countries of the world. If it Is necessary to impose restrictive duties
on goods brought from abroad it
would seem to me as a matter
of logic, necessary to impose
similar restrictions on goods
taken from one state of this
Union to another. That follows
as
a
necessary consequence;
there Is no escape from It”

J

very

QUALITY

]J

“Protection also hinders com- J
Immensely. The English
people do not send as many I
<
goods to this country as they
would If the duties were not so !
much and In that way there Is \
a restriction of commerce and
we are building up manufactor- ;
les here at the expense of comWe are holding onr- ;
merce.
selves aloof from foreign conntries In effect and saying, ‘We ;
we *
are sufficient to ourselves;
wish to trade, not with England, J
but with each other.’ I main- »
tain that It Is not only a per- J
niclouB system, but a corrupt ■
merce

FIRST

■ •

includes thoroughly nado
cooking and heating constructions cf every description; all best adapted to the
requirements cf our Maine
climate.
Clarion quality of materials
and manufacture insures
economy of operation, convenience and long life.
Descriptive circulars gladly

•

j

j

sent tor tne asking.

the ideal clarion for wood

I. WOOD &

J
j

BISKOP CO., Bangor, Me. E»tabU»hea 1339 j
SOLD BY J P. ELDRIDQE,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

!

■

I

.1

■

1

111

;

Attention! Butchers and Farmers

]

You will get
cowand beef

'..

hides, calfskins, horsehides and
sheep pelts by selling direct to the tannery
and cutting out dealers’ profits. We offer to
return all consignments free of expense, if
prices allowed are not entirely satisfactory.

<

|

The Bernard Tannery, Whltefleld, H. H.
......

■

Nouee.

Pauper
contracted with the City of Ellsworth
for those who
HAVING
support and
need
the next five

<

]
•

J

..

YOU CANNOT STAND TO LOSE
highest cash market price for

J

]

*

may

!

■

1

years and

to
care
assistance during
are legal residents

llsworth, i
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accomodations Ito care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Dbummit
house.

J
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Nation's Prosperity Depends
His Re-electioiL

Sabscrlptlon Price—$2.00
year; $1.00 for six
months; 50 cents for three months; if paid
strictly In advance. $1 50, 75 and 58 cents
respectively- Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 pet
a

vear.

Business communications should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made payable to Thk Hancock Couwty Publishing
CO., Ellsworth. Maine.

of Substance. With Intereeta of
Country at Heart, Place Republican
Candidate Above Bull Moote Wrecker

Men

This week’s edition of The

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
NOV. 5, 1912.

PRESIDENT,

FOR

William H. Taft,
OF OHIO.
FOR

VICE-PRESIDENT,

James S. Sherman,
OF NEW YORK.
Highway Union Suggested.
For some years, under a State law,
towns in Maine have joined

contiguous

employing

in

a

single superintend-

ent of schools ,thus giving to each such
school supervision as neither alone
could afford. The plan has worked
admirably, wherever adopted, and is

rapidly extending.
On the same general plan it is now
proposed to form highway unions,
and it is announced that Representative-elect
George H. Smith, of
Presque Isle, will introduce in the
coming legislature a bill making some
such provision.
Mr. Smith’s bill, it is understood,
will grant authority to two or more
towns, by vote of the citizens thereof,

j

combine in forming a highway
union for the purpose of employing
an expert road-builder as a superintendent of roads in the various towns.
to

Smith

is, Judge-

It

Bays,

but

an

adaptation to highway use of the
present school union, or district law,
which permits two or more towns to

TAFT GOOD TIMES.

combine of the emplyment of a supervisor in schools.
Mr. Smith says that by the use of
such a law it would be possible for

Good Goal Mora Substantial Than
Wilson Promises.
There was an old song, a favorite In
small towns to secure a more compethe days gone by, with the refrain.
tent highway-builder than they can
“Hard times come agnln no more:”
Three towns, which, innow afford.
Were It not for the dark cloud of
dividually can afford to pay not more Democratic free trade hovering above
than *4* or *500 to their highway
the horizon and the possibility of Wilsupervisor, could, by uniting, afford to son for president, with a cabinet of
have a man worth *1,500; perhaps mossbacks from the south, with their
more.
! heels on the cabinet table and telling
In this way, he feels certain that each other how much better things
road imuroveraent would he greatly I were “before the wah,” Americans
advanced, and that it would be a might be singing that refrain with
material aid in the proper expendi- : zest and glee today, for from all
parts of the Union comes assurance
ture ot tae Sd,000,000 which Maine is
of better times than for years past,
to have for highway improvement
of pressing demands for goods of all
under the provisions of the amendkinds, abundant employment and acment to the constitution, adopted by
The large
tive and profitable trade.
at
last
the
election.
the people
cities are thronged with buyers, and
there Is plenty of evidence that storekeepers, big and small. In city and
COUNTY GOSSIP.
village and at the crossroads, have
The deer bunting season opened Tuesmoney to spend—and mean to spend It.
Be
careful!
Don’t
but
“think”,
day.
How different four years ago! The
know, before you sboot.
country was still In the doldrums—not
yet emerged from the Roosevelt panic
A. L. Gray, of North Lamoine, raised a
of 1907. The nation was looking forand
two
three
weigbing
pounds
potato
ward with hope and faith to the elecounces.
Has any Hancock county farmer
tion of President Taft, then already
beaten it?
recognized as one of the world's greatThe proposition for a macadamized road
est statesmen, safe. sane, broad minded,
with an intellectual grasp equal to the
up Green mountain was voted down at a
special town meeting in Eden Monday. mighty task before him and an unselAt the same meeting it was voted to buy s
fish devotion to the welfare of all his
new $3,000 book and ladder truck.
fellow citizens.
A

|

_

Austin Smith, of South Deer Isle, has
cow

whose antics

help

to vary the
farm. Hardly a

a

mo-

day
notony of life on a
passes but she springs some new surprise.
One day recently, instead of leaving the
tie-up by tbe door, as usual, she jumped
through a window, taking sash and glass
with her.
Official Election Returns.
Last

Thursday

the governor and council
the official returns of the vote

canvassed
for all officers except for governor, provisions being made by law for that vote to
go to the legislature.
The vote for State auditor was: Callahan

(R) 71,935;

Stevens

(D), 86,895.

For congressmen the official vote in each
district follows: First district, Hinds (R),
17,635; O’Brien (D), 15,580. Second dis-

16,796; McGillicuddy (D),
(R),
18,077. Third district, Goodwin
Fourth dis17,221; Gould (D), 16,512.
trict, Guernsey (R), 20,196; Mullen (D),
16,725.
trict

(R),

The returns

on

representatives

the vote

for senators and

show that the

republicans

will have twenty-one members in the Senate and seventy-eight in the House as
against the democratic strength of ten in
the Senate and seventy-three in the House.
This will give the republicans a plurality
of eleven in the Senate and five in the
House, and sixteen in joint convention.
Is Candidate for Attorney-General.
Frederick A. Hobbs, of South Berwick,
announces his candidacy for the office of
att orney- general.
Mr. Hobbs has

county-attorney of
to

1910.

He

served
York

announces

two

terms

as

county—from 1906

that he intends to

progressive ticket at the November election.

vote the

Gumption

v

_

“Is you gwiue ter let dat mewel do as be
asked Uncle Ephraim’s wile.
“Wha’s you’ will power?”
“My will
power’s all right," he answered. “You
jest want ’ter come out hyar an’ measure
die here mewel’e won’t power.”

please?”

Kailroalw

the Farm.

...

anD

35

StramboatB.

MAINE CENTRAL

RAILROAD

Ever notice how easy it is (or a man to
get married a ho isn’t abls to support a
Effect
wife?
8«pt. 3, 1»12.
What is the use o( socking a flllby roll
Be
of tobacco called a cigar, anybowT
BAB HARBOR TO
BAHOOR
eleanl
Tbe self-made man is never finished un* u.
til some woman gets busy and polishes off Bull
Iran...
Ml Desert Perry.
the rough edges.
.fll » t'»«> *m
Waukeag.Sullivn Fy .ft**
"
Footprints on tbe sands of time are ail
right, but be careful not to make them on Franklin Road.til *1 t a 55
June.
00
til
ill
»
it
S'!
1
mother’s clean kitchen floor.
" •
KLUtWORTH
11 at II « J 11
Tbe thing that uses a man up and makes KUswortk Fall*. Ill to u oj
Niootin..
is
him old before bis time is to stop work
o»k«. Jnn tnii
and turn Into a flrat-ctasa loafer.
Phmiy. Mill..*
9
in
Some folka sell out and move every time Bgery’s
Holden
Ill IS 11 30 issiiiu
1100 11 » lutiS
they get Into a tight place. That la jump- Brewer Jane.
tr.
BANOOR.
1100
to*: ;2,2
ing out of tbe frying-pan tutu tbe fire.
r a
r a
» *
I M
Good warm clothing is a capital way to Portland...
s so *11 » ,1
Boston
via
Dover
ar
7
8*j.. £
See that tbe wife baa
aave doctor's bills.
Boston via Ptsmlh ar | .i 9 oft
5
her share. A warm coat will last for many
BANGOR TO BAR

Iln

•'«»

iSZt?*0.*::::.".

.I!2 SS,

...

..

ib-S?
swm'S

{until

tJistSS

...

HAE30R.

IS?

years.
When your husband want!a hammer in
Ha will
tbe bouse. Just taka bim yours.
bring you home a better one tbe next time
be goes to town; see if he doesn’t.
Wben tbe producer end consumer ere
one men, then, indeed, tbe distance between them it reduced to a minimum.
Raise everything possible for yonr own
nte on your own fsrm.

-

—Bronatrnp In San Frandaco Post
OBITUARY.

THE TRACYS OF MAINE.

O

Ancient Family well Represented In
Hancock County.
The Tracy name is indeed an ancient
one—one that has been handed down for
over
seventeen centuries in the femalf

ID BON L. JOT.

The death of Gideon L. Joy, who died
last Sunday evening at bis home in North
Hancock after an illness of only a few
New Ballot Box law.
days, brought to a close a life of unusual
Governor Flsisted, Mondsy, issued his
out
more
than
had
rounded
interest. He
proclamation declaring the set to provide
line, a thousand years on the mile line, an
fourscore years, having been born in 1830 for the use of uniform ballot boxes and
unbroken chain, not a link missing, from
for
so
he
in the town where
many years
tor tbe preservation of ballots cast at
three hundred years after Christ’s time to
had been so well known.
elections, which was passed at tbe special
tbe present day.
of
and
Almira
He was the son
Stephen
session of the legisleture, to be law.
Down through twenty seven generations
Lee Joy, and was born on tbe homestead
The provision! of tbe new law will be In
of crowned heads, then twenty generanow owned by Nelson Stewart at North
force at the November election. Tbe
tion* more of the noble house of Tracy
Hancock. Here he grew into his ’teens, total number of election districts to be
Among the noble names on tbe list are but
tiring of farm life, he ran away to sea provided with the ballot boxes of uniform
Cedric, tbe first king of the West Saxons,
when but sixteen years old and followed
design, in accordance with the provisions
who died in 534; Ecgberbt, the first Saxon
the life of a sailor for fifteen years.
of tbe act, is 631. Tbe iaw also provides
king of all England, who reigned from
When tbe gold craze struck tbe country for tbe return of these ballot boxes to tbe
800 to 839.
He was the grandfather of
in 1849, Mr. Joy felt the call to the West, office of the
secretary of state within
of Alfred tbe Great.
but it wasn’t until the following year that
twenty-four hours after the close of any
Running down the list we come to the he rounded
Cape Horn and songht his State or national election.
Tracy who was created Earl of Hereford fortune in California. After a
couple of
Tbe governor and council are made by
by his uncle. King Edward tbe Confessor.
years there, he returned home, to go s
tbe law a canvassing board, with power to
His son, the second earl of Hereford, was
little later to Wisconsin, where he spent a
deprived of his earldom by William the few years before he came home to settle examine tbe ballots cast in tbe election
districts and returned to the secretary of
Conqueror.
down only a short distance from the spot
state in rase of contests and petitions for
Later we come to Sir William De Tracy,
where he first saw the light of day.
amended return.
who was one of the three knights who, at
In 1S63 he married Miss Jane Cool id ge,
the instigation of Henry 11, assassinated
and they were permitted to share life’s
HULL’S COVE.
Thomas sBecket on the night of Dec. 29,
journey together for forty-six years. Five
1170. From 'aim we pass on to Sir Paul
Walter Msddorks, of East Holden, is
children were born to them, of whom
Tracy, who was crested a baronet June 29, three
Madison L., at M. C. Sweet's.
survive, one son
1611, by King James I, “being tbe thir- and two
Cbsries Jordan and wife, of Wallbam,
Butler
daughters—Mrs.
Henry
teenth created from the institution of tbe
and Mrs. Wallace F. Foes, all of them liv- called on friends here last Friday.
order.”
ing in North Hancock, the last-named
There will be a masquerade ball at
His ninth son, Thomas Tracy, born 1610,
making her home with her father. Mr. Kelley’r ball next Thursday evening.
emigrated to America in 1638. In colonial
Mrs.
Joy is survived by one sister
Mr. Adamowski and family, who have
history he is known as “Lieutenant
P. Clark, of Newton, Mass.
From him George
Thomas Trscy, of Norwich”.
occupied tbe 1st cottage for the summer,
The above is simply an outline of a life
left Thursday for Boston.
have descended the most numerous and
that was most eventful the chapters of
Dave llennen Morris and wife left tbeir
prominent branch of the Tracy family in which would make interesting
readiug.
this country.
summer borne here last Thursday for a
the first thing about Mr. Joy that
Perhaps
It was a great-grandson of Lieutenant
abroad. Tbe family will go to tbeir
impressed one was his wonderful vigor. trip
Thomas Tracy, Jonathan, born December
borne in New York next Wednesday for
be was as active and
Though
eighty,
past
tbe winter.
29, 1713, in Preston, Conn., who came ambitious as a man half a
century
to
Gouldsboro.
in
1782,
August,
A few young ladies gave a dancing party
He waa a man of strong conyounger.
Maine. He landed and built a house on
victions and of ready speech, prompt to in Kelley’s hall Wednesday evening. Tbe
the very spot where the Tracy reunions
advocate his ideas with a certain racineaa bail was tastefully decorated with red and
The old homestead has
are now* held.
of expression, at times, that made him a white streamers aud Japanese lanterns.
never once, since that August
day one iornnuaDie
A bountiful repast was served.
man in aenate.
hundred and fifty years ago, passed out of
Mias Mosley and maid, of Brookline,
His life is a conspicuous instance of the
tbe Tracy family, and it is now owned by
victory that men can achieve over poverty Mass., are at tbe Tea Cap Inn for a abort
the Tracy Reunion association, which is
aud hardship. Seized with a spirit of ad- stay. Miss Mosley has recently purchased
an
the Lee cottage, and will make a few imincorporated company made up of
venture, he shipped in a fishing vessel
members of the family far aud near.
provements in the place this fall.
while only a boy aud waa privileged to be
The thirteen children of Jonathan Tracy
Assn.
Sept. 28.
on one of the fleet that made the great
were Jeremiah, Jonathan, Lydia, Solomon,
haul of mackerel off Cape Ann when
• too toward, SIOO.
Mary, Abigail, Rhoda, Christopher, Asa,
12,000 barrels were caught in one day.
The reader* of this paper will be pleased to
Samuel, Wheeler, Thomas and Daniel,
Some of the older men recall that great learn that there is at least one dreaded dis—

—

Five of

tbe

sons

(Jeremiah, Solomon,

Jonathan, Asa and Christopher) served in
the Revolution.

catch.

After this

he made several

A conservative estimate

DEAL CLOSED.

BIG

Property at Bar Harbor
Sold for Nearly Half a Million.
The New York, New Haven & Hartford

Roberts

railroad

is

now

in

fall

possession

of the

Hardy’s point or Roberts property, the largest deal in the history of Bar
Harbor having been closed Monday, w hen
extensive

deeds

were

and the money paid
be in the neighborhood of

passed

over, said to

$150,000.
The purchase includes

that science has been able to cure in all
its stages, and
that is Catarrh.
Hall's
Catarrh Core is the only positive cure novr
known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh
being a
constitutional
disease, requires
a constitutional treatment.
Hail's Catarrh
Cure is taken internal!?, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
thereby destroying the foundasystem,
tion of the disease, and giving the
patient
strength by building up the constitution
and
assisting nature in doing iu work.
The proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that they oiler One Hundred
Dollars for any case that it fails to care,
bend for list of testimonials.
Address P. J CHENEY A Oo., Toledo, Ohio.
bold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall s Family Pill* for constipation.
ease

deep-

water trips,
narrowly escaping shipwreck more than once. His
to the
places the de- far West were the last of bis tripe
voyaging.
scendants of Johnathan Tracy, of GouldsMr. Joy was a man of great industry
The
nation b
faith
and
hope In boro, in Maine and New Brunswick, at
aud shrewd business ability.
President Taft were not misplaced.
He carried
fifteen or sixteen hundred. Many of them
Gradually and surely the country has have filled prominent positions of trust through many transactions sometimes income out of distrust and despair Into
volving large amounts, sud those who did
and honor and helped no little in shaping
business with him were impressed with
the realization and enjoyment of evei
the affairs of tbe State.
his sense of value and grasp of detail.
growing prosperity. Business has reThe name of Tracy has been perpatuated
He despised show* or sham.
Used to
covered confidence, labor finds profitby being given to various cities, tow ns,
able employment, and In some parts
plain fare and hard work, he had no
There is Tracy City in Tennessee;
etc.
tolerance for an idler.
But underneath
the demand for labor at good wages Is
Tracy and Tracy Junction in Minnesota; hfs
rugged exterior there was a kindly
greater than the supply.
island
in
Tracy
avenue,
Chicago;
Tracy
heart, and many families will mourn the
President Taft has made good. Hard
and
the Androscoggin
Tracy’s Mills, more
times have gone, never to return—prosincerely his departure because of
N.
B.
and
Station,
Tracy
Tracyville
certain remembrances that

vided Taft is re-elected and allowed
to give the country four years more of
The
sanity, safety and security.
frantic efforts of hls predecessor to
get a chance to give the country
another taste of 1907 excite no alarm
—the American memory is not short
enough for that. But another generation has grown to manhood and the
ballot since the last calamitous experience of Democratic low tariff in
18SH-7, and specious and Illusive free
trade arguments are appealing to ears
that never heard them before.
There Is every reason to believe,
however, that the sunshine of Taft's
prosperity will clear the beclouded sky,
dissipate the mist of Wilson free trade,
and enable the younger voters to perceive. as their elders know by experience, the folly of exchanging good
times for conditions that In the past
have brought only business collapse
and general hardship and depressloa
for everybody and toes of opportunity.

on

,From the Foret Journal. |

Timee In 8ight.
The Evening Poet of New Tork.
which professes an Independent attitude toward the presidential contest,
has been taking the vie*s of representative business men in various parts
of the United States on the Improvement In business conditions and the
probable Influence of that Improvement
on the national election.
Among conditions pointing to Increasing prosperity and better times for all
branches of trade and Industry are a
wheat crop estimated by the department of agriculture In Its report for August at 68.000,000 bushels more than
the crop of 1911 and exceeded In magnitude only In three preceding years;
a corn crop. If not injured by early
frosts, estimated to be the third largest
of our yields and 10 per cent larger
than In 1911 and a cotton crop recently estimated as high as 14,000,000
bales, whlctf would be exceeded only
by the extraordinary 16.000,000 bales
crop of last year. The country’s Iron
production of July (usually a "barometer” of trade! surpassed all records
for the month. Orders on the books
of the United States Steel corporation
at the beginning of August were the
largest reported In any month since
the panic of 1907 and showed the
most rapid ratio of Increase, as compared with a year ago. that had ever
been recorded. The total weekly value
of checks drawn on all the country's
banks and passed through the clearing houses has Increased 14 per cent
over 1911, and In large sections of the
west a 20 per cent recovery was reported. Along with this, the reports
of the railway association on the number of railway freight cars Idle In the
United States have lately shown the
smallest total for this time of year
since 1907.

2,352

OCTOBER 2, 1912.

NATIONAL ELECTION,
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end Democratic Free Trader—Good

American is -..'>50 copies.

WEDNESDAY,

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE, JiSr

--

EVERY SECTION FAVORS HIM

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

Average for the year of 1911,

on

services

Hols Bakery. Water
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ELLSWORTH.
Washgt'a June.

Franklin Road.
Hancock..
Weaken*. Fuillvn Fy
MtInsert Perry.
Bnllivmn.
ftorrento.
BAR HARBOR.... ar

*15.
*40.j.
9

15

11®
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Mondays* until Nov. 14 inclusive, * train w*B
leave Bangor at 7 a m; El It wot thill a ra for
Bar Harbor. Returning leave BarHarbortp
ro:

Ellsworth 410 p

m

for Bangor.

♦

Daily except Sunday.
eDally except Monday.
Train# leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a ra and 444
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth ll.oean.16il
p ra connect with W'aahlngton Co Ry.
I Flops on signal to conductor.
fStops only to leave pa##enger* from points
on Washington County Railroad.
Passengers are earnestly requested to proticket* before entering the train*.sod
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to

cure

especially
Ella worth

H. D. WALDRON.
General Pas*»n«er Agent.
Morris McDonald.
Vice-President A General Manager.
Portland. Maine.

AftbrniBniurru.
A
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What

A.

CONTRACT.

Parcher

Wants Every

Person In KlUworth to do.
When G. A. Parcher* the euterpminf
druggist, first offered

s

50-cent

Dr. Howard's specific for the
st! pation and

dyspepsia at

package of,

cure

half

of

coa-

price, and

guaranteed to return the money if it did
not cure* be
his

thought

experience

it

probable

with other

these disease*

that

good many packages returned.
though

he has

not

has

one

have

would

he

from

medicines foe
6

But al-

sold hundreds of bottles,

been brought back.

To those suffering with dizziness, headache*

poor

digestion*

constipation and

training* Dr. Howard’s apecific
quick

relief.

all who

It is

an

offers

invaluable boon to

feel uncomfortable after eating,

and is to-day the popular dinner pill in
all the large eities.

Help Wanted
AT THE

Blood Knitting

st„

ELLSWORTH.

Fifty (SO)

women

and girls wanted,

4 weeks
average wages, after from 3 to
instruction, from *1 to $1.75 per day.

the
to Mr. John Blood at
ana
Church
cor.
office of the company,
School Streets.

Apply

Ellsworth.

held this

afternoon at the home, conducted by Rev
P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth. The
family
have the sympathy of the entire comin
their
bereavement.
munity

Co JLrf.
Bnrrill national bank building. recently occupied by P. E. Higgins,
water heat, electric light; one of the
moat desirable offices in Ellsworth.
Inquire
at Btbbill National Bank.

OFFICE—In

the stretch of
extending from the Maine Central
wharf down the harbor front, nearly a
The Maine Register.
over C. L. Moraug's clothquarter of a mile, and now occupied by
The Maine Register tor 1912-13 has been
ing-store, Main st. Suitable for docthe Rockaway, Marlboro and Newport
tor’s, lawyer’s or insurance office. Inquire of
received.
This
complete
of
year-book
C. L. Morang, Ellsworth.
hotels and several cottages connected
valuable information is looked for each
with them, long owned by W. M. Roberts
small tenement within 5 minbusiness
and
year
by
oteswalkof P. O
professional
men
4 rooms.
Address
all
and the heirs of Tobias Roberts. The lot
P. O. Box flOa, Ellsworth. Me.
over Maine.
As
a desk- book it is almost
varies in depth being triangular in shape*
invaluable. It is safe to say that no book
While plans have not been announed, if
in the average Maine
ftrfp CSUnUI).
business man's
they have been decided upon, it is underis more thumbed than the Maine
stood that the purchase of this property library
family, women and children, can make
Register.
by the railroad is to provide a site for an
money by cutting and shipping to us. Write
The book is compiled and published
by at once for particulars to Pink Pillow Co.,
immense hotel to contain from 500 to 600
Grenville M. Donham, of 3B0 Congress Wood building, New York.
rooms, to be ready for guests in 1914. It
Portland.
opportunity is offered
is understood that this will be built on street,
one or two young women to learn the
trade of typesetting.
the portion of the lot not now occupied
Apply at Ambkican
once
The more eyes an advertisement catches
by the hotels, which will remain as they
learn
<
printer’s trade. Apply at
the more dollars it is worth.
are for a time, at least.
Ambbicak office.
shore

AW
M W

BANGOR.Iv.
Brewer Jane.
Holden.

Oak

HORSEB—1

funeral

{£

....

Mills,

Point, in Trenton. 10 miles
below Ellsworth, with good-sired lot;
came
their I
fine location for summer residence
Apply to
the
best
way.
feature
of his Ellsworth Loan A Bcildjng Ass’*.
Perhaps
Ellsbenevolence was that it was done in the worth, Me.
--———----bywhc.
of
one
who
“lets
not
his
month
of
I
>LACE—Near
Union
spirit
right band
river, in KUsI.
worth,
acres, with shore front, dwellknow what his left band doeth”.
He ing and
outbuildings; good well. For pardrew into his friendship many of the ticulara apply to F. L. Mason, Ellsworth.
strong business men of this section, to
team-horse, 2 driving horsea.
whom the news of his death strikes a note
Apply to Estatb op Hr wry E. Davis,
Ellsworth. Sde.
of sadness. In many ways he was a man
1 flour barrels.
Inquire at
who will be greatly missed.
The

00

*1»

Portl»od.I».

#cr salt.

HOUSE—At

.T....!»AggJ*VL
10

Boston via Dovtr Iv
Boston via Pumlk Iv

OFFICES—Suite
HOUSE—A

Balsam FIB^rwIQT^F.rmerir'^^re

COMPOSITORS—An

BOY-To

Subscribe for The America*

■

CITY MEETING.
protest

ANOTHER

trbamrer's

against

GASOLINE TANK.
1 ask that tanks
be removed—rolls or
or ward

citizens

ACCOUNTS.
business before the
The principal new
aldermen at tbeir regular
mayor end
meeting l«»t evening, was the filing of
another protest against the gasoline and
street. A hearing on
oil tanks on High
their removal was set tor
the petition for
1.
Friday evening, Nov.
The full board was present at the meeting.

Rolls of accounts

were

passed

as

fol-

BOLL or ACCOUNTS NO.

8.

iVo ms.

Amount.
$ 48 00
45 00
295 IS
214 25
88 38
8 85
11 05
1 40
6 60
11 65
6 16
3 07
19 77
19 66
8187
IM
12 00
84 80
2 60

Schuyler FJHiggins,

Police.

Arthur B Mitchell,
Michael J Drummey,
light, B H A U B Power Co,
Clara O Hopkins,

poor,

Electric

guptofachJ,

**

Text book sup,

**

H C Austin * Co,
Miss J A Thompson,
Austin H Joy,
D H Mathieson,
D C Heath A Co.
Houghton, Mifflin Co,
American Book Co,
Edw E Babb A Co,
Ginn A Co,
Charles W Joy,
W 8 Moore,
Mrs Henry R Wood,
Henry R Wood,
Mre C C Camber,
Mrs George L DeWitt,
.Mrs A B Franklin,
Mrs Cora Closson,
Mrs Daniel Richardson,

School,

4 00

00
3 00
6 00
8 00
72 00
42 60
87 60
96 00
22 00
1 70
18 41
21 48
12 58
24 00
12 80
4 00
12 13
18 00
4

Wellington Haslem,
J A Staples,
W J Hamilton,
8;mon Lake,
Edward Haney.
Xeldo Conary,
Schoolhouse. Clifton H Beal,
Walter C Wilson.
Martin A Gsrland,
Arthur W Davis.
Asa C Flood.
Frank Witham,
High school, Andrew M Moor,
Mrs Henry R Wood,
E E Springer.
Library.
Mary F Hopkins,
Mrs II H Emerson,
Harold V Moore,

Mary
Fire

dept,

Contingent,

A

1000

5

Hodgkin*.

R J Goodwin.
h J Ward well*
Wni H Potnroy,
George R Swett.
Earle C Clement,
N E Tel A Tel Co,
E E Rowe,
Austin H Joy.
Edward R Card,
James B Holmes,
Ticonic Hose Co,
Thomas E Hale,
Scbuyle- F Higgins,
L D Patten,
Milton Beckwith,
W J Clark, Jr,
John H Leland.

33 CO
6 00

8
2
306

00
24

50

10 74

7 25
2 00
180 00
18

78

100

12 SO
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00

L W Jordan.
Harold Hooper,
Henry A Eppes,
John F Royal,
Frank H Young,
Harry W Haynes,
Aibert H Norris,
Frank T Doyle,
Ralph A Fernald,
Martin A Garland,
Harold V Moore.
John W McCarthy,
Almon G Jellison,
William E Clough,
William A Austin,
Percy E Flood,
Harold Haddocks,
A B Nason,
William K McGown,
Delbert M Higgins,
William Goggins,
John A Lord,
DL Fields,
John W Coughlin,
William E Harrington.
Arthur W Austin,
N F. Tel A Tel Co,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
Albion K Guptiil,
Charles W Joy.
Mrs Busan Wood,
Ernest D Giles,
Andrew M Moor,
Hollis Davis,
Miss J A Thompson,
B H A V R Power Co,
Everett S Means,
State pauper, M J Drummey,

\
2
J

00

18 25
78 00
15 00
87 50
45 00

Chanty Sadler,

k

2 00
2

00

2

00

4 00

2 00
2 00

00
8 00
2

2 00
2

00

2 00
2 00
2 00
4 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
1 11
6 75
10 00
14 75
I SO
2 00

75
1 50
17 lu
8 75
18 18

COMMISSIONER'S ROLLS.
$549 86
928 48
76 75
Rock-crushing.
18 92
Sidewalk.
-1,569 00
TEACHERS’ SALARY ROLL.
Common schools.
#581 00
148 88
High school.
#4.623

Qrand total.

63

accepted

and

Contingent,
Highways.
Sidewalks,
Bridges,

Highsch,

Text-books,
Sch’house,

Suptofachs,
Police,
Fire

dept,
City library,
Interest,
water,

Elec lights,

Cem lots.
Rep Ha hall,

Poor,
State tax,

County tax,
Overlayings
Totals
*

iBalunAppro-; Total j
print'n credits Drawn'drawn
6,000 00 8.370 78 * 8.157 13* 3.213 65
3,000 00 3,000 00, 3,113 26 *113 28
*
500 00
600 00

Rckcrush’g

State road,
Per h'hway,
Per s’walks,
City sens,

City

REPORT

charging off rolls and orders passed
Sept. 8. 1912.

J''und.

1,000 00
750 00
2,000 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
2300 00
600 00
400 00
400 00
1,200 00
8,500 00
700 00
4,000 00
2,030 00
2,400 00

72 00
2,000 00
3,541 50
8.316 10
2,896 38
1,419 60

16 22
107 39
*20 47
*501 07

483 78
500 00
892 61
500 00
1,162 82j 1,178 29j
750 00 1,251 08
2,000 00*1,00721;
1,400 00,1.537 02:
7,751 19 3.397 02
2,970 00 1,442 81
240 88j
600 65
899 33
400 00
238 3l|
400 001
600 97
1,200 00
3,530 24 2,453 76
622 99
981 99
4,000 00
2,080 00 1,015 00
2,400 00 1,452 81
72 00
822 13
2,040 79
3,541 50 2,070 81
8,316 10
2,696 38
1,419 60

51,825 68 59,974

04

'26,26-4

05

992 79
*187 93
4,354 17
1,527 69
360 82
67
166 69
f99 03

1,079 48
409 00

4,000 00
1,015 00
947 19
72 00
1,718 66

COLLECTOR’S

8,318 10
2,696 88
1,419 60
34,482

82

$34,561

85

Underwear ?

what

just

decidedly

thought the- power
company had unnecessarily delayed the
work of installing the series lights in
place of arc lights, as ordered by the city
government, and thought the board

“THE

SUPERINTENDENT

Potatoes and

ter

laid

was

the table until the No-

on

Sunday
rally concert

The annual

was

meeting for final settlement.
It was voted to give necessary legal notice to H. B. Phillips to clear a drain crossing his property on Water street, near the
private way leading to the brick yard.
The mayor was empowered to employ

the

counsel to ascertain the

of the

and recitations and exercises.

to the

people

vember

Maine Central

railroad

liability
regard

in

Spring street, and if the
liable, to give the necessary
to have repairs made on the

maintenance of
is

company
legal notice
street at

once.

wall

on

Water street at
he

believed

The matter will be

limits.

investigated.

Allen baa returned borne

French is

guest of Mrs. Mary

a

Carter.

Capt. George

Lane, of Rockport,

W.

visited relatives here last week.
Means
are

wife,

and

with his

of

parents here for two

Mrs. Sanderson are delegates
State convention at Port-

Rev. and

Baptist

land this week.
and wife have

closed the

J. H. Hooper
dining-hall at Haven, and

Castle View

are

borne for tbe winter.

part

Winslow'

Moore,

Heath,

Marjory Jellison,
Frazier, Addie Carlisle,
Salisbury
Josephine Severance.
Under the leadership of F. E. Harts-

Doris

Lynch,

Basil

Grace

and

horn, twenty

or more

years ago, the Suna

prosbanner

schools of the county. In the past ten
years, however, aithougn faithful workers

representative.
A year ago the membership was about
100 and the average attendance tifty-two.

The school

was

led to believe

itself cap-

reaching more homes, and the
of the church made a house-to-

P. Carter

are

ladies
house

was

having telephones

in-

stalled in their homes.

of

canvass

cradle-roll

the

community.

added, and later

was

The

Hartshorn

a

A

home

main

school.

thirty-eight,

The
every

baby in the community

the roil.
Mrs. Geraldine Moore, whose picture we
include with this comment, is the superin“The sample cradle roller” is
tendent.
Gerald Moore, her grandson.
Master
being

on

Mrs. Moore has been connected with the
school as teacher for many years, and is
now on her second term as superintend-

Artemas

_

Smith spent last week at Am-

herst.

Archie Johnston, of Amherst, is visiting
Miss Harriet Cole will leave to-day for a
his daughter, Mrs. Charles W. Smith.
She
will
also
Portland.
to
trip
Leon G. Flood, who is employed in Banattend the Baptist conventoin there as a
gor, spent Sunday with his parents here.
delegate.
W. M. Davis and wife came home from
Mrs. H. J. and Madame Byard leave toAmherst Tuesday, having spent a week
day for their winter quarters in Haverhill, there with E. R. Giles and wife.
Mass. Misses Martha Herrrick and BerWalter B. Cram and wife, of Bangor,
tha White, who have been visiting here,
were here Sunday on their
way home
will return with them.
from Molasses pond, where they spent a
Mrs. A. F. Cole and Mrs. Alice Tozier
week.
have gone to Bangor for a visit. Mrs. Cole
The study class met on Monday evening
will go later to Paris for the winter,
and orand Mrs. Tozier will return to her home at the home of Mrs. B. S. Jellison,
ganized with an enrollment of eleven.
in Colorado.
Mrs. G. J. Guptili was elected teacher and
Edward C. Cole and wife have started
It was
Miss Julia Barron, secretary.
on a three-weeks’ pleasure trip, to include
on Monday
visits to their sons in Hartford and Pitts- voted to hold the meetings
burg, and a brother in New York. They evening of each week. The next meeting
w ill also viBit Niagara Falls.
will be held with Mrs. C. M. Whitcomb.

Sept.

H.

30.
___

FRENCHBORO.

spend a

wife.

He

Massachusetts,

left

Sunday night

where

he w'ill have

em-

Mrs. O. J. Guptili was given a surprise
Saturday e/ening, about twenty
friends walking in on her. The event was

Guptill’s birthday, and a
evening was passed. Several
Islesford pleasant
little tokens of friendship 'were taken

week with Mrs. Alvina Lunt.

Miss Cassie Lunt and Leon Hart are
visiting Miss Lunt’s parents, Bert Lunt
and wife.

in honor of Mrs.

along in remembrance of the occasion,
Mrs. Guptiirs many friends wish hei
many happy returns of the day.

Rev.

--

f

Apples.

Apples, Potatoes, Cranberries

_MARINE
Hancock

Specialties.
weekly market report.
100-102 Faneull Hall Market,
Boston, Mass.
our

County

8end for steucils and

Ports.

Sept 23, sch Henrietta A Whitney, Port
Reading, coal for C W Grindal
Ar Oct 1, sch Lulu W Eppes, Salem
Surry—Ar Sept 27, sch Ann C Stuart, Searsport
West Sullivan
81d
Sept 25, schs J S
Beecham, New York city; Portland Packet,
Boston; Carrie and May, Bar Harbor
Southwest Harbor—Ar Sept 24, sch George
D Edmands for Hall Quarry to load stone
Ar Sept 26, sch Effie M Morrissey
Ar Sept 28, sch Annie F Kimball, Emile

Ar

—

Belle

CARTER—At Stonington, Sept 28, to Mr and
Mrs Arthur Carter, a (laughter.
[Ruth

Campbell.]

DUNBAR—At Sullivan, Sept
Mrs
Harvey W Dunbar,

24, to Mr and
a

[Dorothy Alice.]

daughter,

LUNDWELL-At South Brooksville,
to
Mr and Mrs John Lundwell,

NOTICE

to

DIED.
ALBEE—At West Tremont, Sept 28, Mrs Matilda Albee.
BOWDEN—At Orland, Sept 30, Mrs Elsie J
Bowden, aged 59 years, 9 months, 17 days.
FRANKLIN—At Bar Barbor, Sept28, Mrs Maa
Franklin, aged 49 years.
HANNAH—At West Tremont, Sept 25, Mrt
William Hannah.
HARRIMAN—At East Bucksport, 8ept 27
Andrew J
Harriman, aged 72 years, ;
months.
HODGKINS—At Lamoine, 8ept 80, Ellen A
widow of Winfield 8 Hodgkins,aged 64 years
7 months, 12 days.
JOY—At North Hancock, Sept 30, Gideon 1
Joy, aged 81 years, 10 months.
LUNT—At. Seal Cove, Sept 25, Capt Abnei
Lunt, uged 77 years.
MORGAN—At Seal Cove,Sept 26, Mrs Willian
Morgan.
NOYES—At Castine, Sept 24. Nelson Parkei
Noyes, aged 76 years, 5 months, 2 days.
RAND—At Winter Harbor, Sept 15, Mrs Albert Rand.
At Prospect Harbor, Sept 29, Mr*
SOWLE
Nathaniel Sowle.
WEST—At Lamoine, Sept 29, Charles L West
aged 30 years, 3 months, 3 days.
At Lamoine. Sept 28, Harold M
YOUNG
infant son of Mr and Mrs Clarence B Young
—

—

days.

Hbbcrtisnuenta.

Barks Herbs

That have great medicinal power, are
raised to their highest efficiency, for
purifying and enriching the blood, as
they are combined In Hood’s Sarsa-

parilla.

40,366 testimonials received by actual

to take

Sarsaparilla

liquid form or
today
chocolated tablets called Saraataba.
Get it

In usual

a

j

business school in

Mercantile Methods,
Stenography, Bookkeeping
fitted them to steer straight to a
Let us help, engood sak y.
courage, '.each you how to guide
to success.

Write for our free Catalog. It’s
filled with practical helpful information. If possible, call at our
—j
^
office,—let us show you through
^ the School.

r

Shaw BnsinessCollege
GOODALL

Dirsss 0©@eIs
From Loom

f

to Woaror
AT MILL PRICES

SMuctiecaunUfe

It*o
We

HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICES
Years

Twenty

EDWARD F. BRADY,

make

make it sell.
it
good*

Qoodali Worsted Oe.

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

Sanford, Maine

Salesroom,

INN.

LAKE

GREEN

wearers

COLORS: Natural Tan. Olive and Oxford. in Plain and Fancy Weaves. Also a
full line of up-to-date Worsted Cloths, in
the latest patterns and colors, now ready
for Fall and Winter. Send for samples.

Experience.

Telephone
Personal attention to all de*-- g.
or mail orders promptly attended to.

The new summer hotel at Maddocks Landing, foot of Green
Lake.
and furnishings
cuisine and service perfect.
Easy of access,
from Green Lake station by motor boat;
from Ellsworth by carriage or auto.
for a week or the
For a day’s
season, no such spot in this vicinity.

Ideally located; buildings
brand new;

FOR SALE

Boating, bathing, fishing.

A

bargain

outingj

F?at:e>£j

$2.50 per Day.
week

rates by the
Write for particulars.

Special
James F.

or

month.

Proprietor.

Farmer,

lot

on

cellar,

a

with

cement

floor.

House in

good

Lot 5x6 rods.

New Location ManningBIk.

O. W.

Ellsworth.

Tapley,

Insurance and Real Estate.
I---

IS YOUR
Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
Summer
NO
‘NO
WAN Hr. K.'
PAY,
All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.
Ellsworth. Me
Kstey Building. State St..

house and
stone

condition.

Office Day : FRIDAY
Bangor Office : 12 Grove St.

in

Maple street;

Dr.H.W.OSGOOD

KLLS WORTH

Roots

Hood’s

in the

men

Boston

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

sure

Many

POULTRY AND EGGS WANTED

WESTON-THURSTON CO.
New Fsaeoil Hall Market

MARRIED.
COUSINS—WOOD—At Ellsworth, 8ept 30, by
Rev P A A Killatn, Miss Inez L Cousins tc
Olin D Wood, both of Bar Harbor.
GROSS-AUSTIN-At Ellsworth, Sept 30, by
Rev P A A Killam. Miss Sadie C Gross tc
Bert L Austin, both of Ellsworth.
MILLER—WEBB—At North Sullivan, Sepl
27, by Rev E F Wood, Miss Bernice Mas
Miller to Edward Lincoln Webb, both ol
North Sullivan.

Be

_

Shippers.

PLUMBING.

count in two years.

big

public eye—in business—in government—declare that their training in

Massachusetts law requires that all
VEAL
be inspected and tagged before it can be received in this market. If in doubt how to
comply with this law, write to us
properly
before shipping.

WOOD—At Ellsworth, Sept 27, to Mr and Mrs
James H Wood, a daughter. [Ruth May.|

5

vr

-yr

future ahead.

Boston, Mass.

Our

a

son

[Ernest Melvin.]

aged

earn

f^r
to have

new

Sept 21.
a

own

craft—to

APPLES, POTATOES, EGGS, GAME
AND POULTRY, to
Chatin Brothers,

to

—

Bangor, Maine.

YOUR

SHIP

A

BORN.

equipped

steer your

yourself

HALL & COLE.
Fruit and Prodnce Commission Merchants

ployment.

LIST.

It’s delightf u1
to
be

5

~

for

on

Mrs. Cora Lunt and Mrs. William Teel
have gone to Rockland for a few days.

Miss Grace Davis has gone to

guest of his parents, John C. Meader

and

be-

Its present
are in the
cradle-roll contains

matter of local pride.
enrollment is 310, of whom 257
come a

end

bible class

and the school has

organized,

ent.

Mrs. M. E. Friend, J. W. Cousins and
J.

girls,

The young
in the exercises were

Shack ford,

department.

Dorchester,

weeks.

to the

and five

able of

Mrs. Hiram Eaton bas gone to Bluehill
to work for A. Osgood.

Guy
Mass.,

Sunday
ple
participated in by five boys

Dorothy

se-

chorus of young peoschool, a pretty drill

a

of the

who took

bright

gave themselves with enthusiasm to the
work, its attendance has not been so

bCjI/u n iv tv.

Miss

number of

in

Adjourned.

Miss Belle
from Haven.

of

postofflce lot,' day school at the Falls enjoyed
the street perity which made it one of the

the

were

were

gram contained a
lections sung by

Dana

The mayor called the board’s attention
to the fence on Main street and the new
which

evening.
nearly a hundred

held in

the weather,
present. The pro-

spite

In

Way—
We Help

Veals and Lambs

Miss Martha Barron has gone to Lowell,
AND A SAMPLE Mass., where her niece, Martha Gasper, is
Ask Dr. A. G. Young,
very ill of typhoid fever.
CRADLE-ROLLER.”
Mrs. Frank Herrick, who has been with
Sec’v State board of health,
her daughter, Mrs, P. G. Tourtelotte, for a
school during the past year. The number
Augusta, Maine, how to
week’s visit, has returned to West Surry
should take some action to facilitate the included two
members of the home deto
care
for
her
comply with new law, and
mother, Mrs. Albion
work. “In at least one instance,” he
partment and the deacon emeritus. One
who is very low.
then ship to us.
said, “an arc light had been taken out, baby from the cradle-roll also had died. Saunders,
but the series lamps have not been in- A
gold star was placed against her name
WEST ELLSWORTH.
stalled in place of it. The city is paying and a
lullaby was sung by Lois Guptill.
for lights it does not get.” He thought it
At the close of the school, appropriate
Mrs. C. J. Carter, who has been ill of
we: wanx
was time to put in a “kick”.
The board souvenirs were presented to all
present. grip, is improving.
did not make any official “kick”, however. The
souvenirs, which contained a halfMrs. Vira Webb, of Northeast Harbor,
Stephen Gross personally appeared in tone of the superintendent, were a com- was the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Nellie
behalf of his claim for damages for into
all
IMMEDIATE RETURNS.
plete surprise
concerned, and gave Guptill, Saturday.
juries received by a fall on the sidewalk an opportunity for a slight tribute to Mrs.
Bertie Meader, wrho has had employabout one year ago, and referred by the
who
has
W. W. Benjamin,
Boston, Mass.
Moore,
always been a faithful ment at Northeast
Harbor, was the weeklast board to the present board. The mat- worker in the
school.

Moore

Alderman

Bangor,"

Steer
Your Own

fOMMlSSlON^MERCMA^'

The remains of James M. Bartlett were
Mr. Wood, who has preached here
here for interment in Junipei
brought
has
during the summer, with his wife,
Wednesday afternoon,
cemetery last
*2
Beason.
for
the
Collected on above to date..
to
Bangor
gone
Mr. Bartlett had lived for the
Although
98
to
$25,537
Charles Lunt and wife have gone
past five years with his son, E. F. Bartlett,
Tax of 1912.$51,825 58
West Tremont, where their son Emery at
Eastbrook, and was born less than e
will be operated upon for an abscess on his
Collected to date. 21,306 07
the church at Eastbrook, where
30,020 51 neck.
I1 mile from
Qthe funeral was held Wednesday morning,
Sept. 30.
Total uncollected. $M,658 44
4,157

We

BENSON & MILLER

to

10, ’12, $80,408 53

selling freely.
Investigate

you want.

60

REPORT.

Tax 1887 to 1911 uncollected Feb
Tax deeds.

just

best-for-your

We
have

1,470 69

Overdrawn. Total overdrawn, #772.88
TAX

Showing

DRESS MATERIALS

business

AUDITOR'S

Just Arrived

$1.50 tQ $3.50 per yd.

729 88

SUMMARY OP

|

—splendid goods,
put

Miss Susie Cole bas returned from South
Bluehill, where she bas been employed.
Mrs. Mary Walton, of Dexter, has been
•2,324 75
visiting her brother, W. N. Means.

STREET

After

he

NEW COATINGS

129 12

Permanent highway.

was

FALLS.

RALLY DAY.

Especially

Highway.

The report of the auditor
died.

ELLSWORTH

Cold Weather Coats

lows:
fund.

Sbbntifsrawtitg
was for many years a resident of Ellsworth Falls. Mr. Bartlett engaged as
man in the lumbering
industry
■ ..
In many respects Sunday was the great- young
——
and followed it until he retired a few
est day in the history of the
Sunday
$12,24156
He
was well and favorably
years
ago.
school here. It was rally day all day
Paid out since last
An
of Fashionable
Fine
report...
9,435 78
known over a large part of the State,
long, and in spite of the unpropitious
For
a long time he managed the mill of the
Cash on hand..
$ 2,805 78 weather, the plans for the day were all
late M. G. Shaw at Bath. In Ellsworth he
Petition of the New England Telephone carried out.
was employed with the Grants, the Halls
A Telegraph
The church had been tastefully decorCo., for permission to build a
and with Hartshorn, Ellis & Co., all ol
line on the Mariaville road to Otis
line ated with flags and bunting, kindly loaned
whom he served acceptably.
He is rewas
granted, no remonstrants appearing. for the occasion by L. R. Cook, of Yarmembered with high appreciation by
mouthville. The conquest flag and the
PROTECT AGAINST OIL TANKS.
of very latest creation ;
former associates here, to whom his
stars and stripes dominated the decora- many
M. S. Smith presented the
sadness.
Mr. Bartlett id
following tions
on sale at
other flags were in evi- passing brings
although
petition, signed by himself and twentysurvived by seven of his nine children—
dence.
four others:
Mrs.
M. Stone, of Boston; Fred H.
Agnes
The morning worship was enriched for
To the Bon. Mayor and Aldermen
of the City the day, but the greatest effort had been Bartlett, of Van Buren; Mrs. Louise Royal
of KUe iorth:
and Mrs. Charles P. Smith, of Ellsworth;
Samples sent promptly on request.
We, the undersigned, citizens of ward 1 in made for the Sunday school. Though it Hiram
P., of New York; Edwin F., of
Ellsworth, do hereby protest against the was dismal and rainy as the hour drew
Eastbrook, and James, of Stockholm, all
maintenance by the Standard Oil Co. of its oil near, 184 crowded the Sunday school room.
of whom, excepting the son in New York,
The season’s best in
tanks on High street. We do this with
Mrs. Foster’s bouquet of little faces
were present at the funeral.
the firm belief that
they are a menace to life seated on the platform easily surpassed
and property, and ask that
are now
you take some ac- the other classes in interest. The Hartstion whereby we may have a
N1COL1N.
hearing before horn bible class contributed the largest
our line.
your board with reference to an abatement of
number, although Good Will class, taught
said nuisance.
Benjamin Maddocks spent the past week
are also featured here
by the superintendent, lacked only two of with relatives in Belfast.
Mr. Hmith addressed tho board in re- as
Want the
many in attendance. The order of the
gard to the tanks, as a menace to life and
Sidney Moore and wife spent Sunday
Sunday school was not changed for the day with
friends at Old Town.
money
property, and a damage to property
sure
are
except that a tender mention was made of
through depreciation of values at least those who had been
Arthur Sweeney, who has been emout of the
promoted
25 per cent.
ployed at Bar Harbor, is home.
It was voted to notify the Standard Oil
Our Carter’s knit underCharles Sweeney, who has been visiting
Co. to appear at a
hearing on the petirelatives at Bar Harbor, is home.
wear is
“it”.
tion Friday
evening, Nov. 1, at 7.30 o’clock.
Ruel McGown, of Berlin, N. H., is visOTHER BUSINESS.
iting his brothers Melvin and Howard.
The resignation of William H.
Mrs. Laura Loring and son Harold, of
Pomroy
as driver of the Are team was
Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with her
accepted.
Me.
No successor was elected.
Harry J.
mother, Mrs. Francis McGown.
and
eafe
for
mall
We
make
eaey
you.
trading;
by
Brown is now serving as driver.
The men's banquet at Agricultural hall
The contract with the State for the
Thursday evening, was well attended.
Surry road improvement was signed by
The speakers were Rev. O. J. Guptill, of
the aldermen. The contract
provides for
Ellsworth Falls, and Mr. Sullivan, presiComm(*0ion fflcrd)ant«.
surfacing the road with gravel to a width
dent of the Danforth class for men, of
of Afteen feet and a depth of six inches for
The advertisements below represent some of
Bangor.
a distance of 8,282 feet, which will
the leading houses of New England. Onr
carry
readers will doubtless find them or value.
the work to Wood’s hill, or about
3,300
DOLLARDTOWN.
feet this side of the Surry line.
Aid. Heath moved that Ave new series
Miss Nellie Haynes, who has been suflamps be installed on the Ellsworth Falls
fering from a sprained ankle, is gaining
road between Pond spring and the Falls
slowly.
The motion was carried. The Bar HarErnest Smith and wife, who have been
bor & Union River Power Co. was given
visiting Mr. Smith's father, Vin Smith,
WANT
permission to erect a line along said
have moved to Ellsworth.
report.

Balance on hand at last report. $7,774 79
Received from taxes... 3,506 39
Received from other sources..
960 38

In shape to wear?
clean and press it.

All

Kinds

of

Suit:

If not. let

me

Repairing.

DAVID FRIEND.
Ellsworth

Main street,

$rafe00umal CartiB.

XLICE

H.

SPECIALTY

S C OT T

Metcalf’s Fox Decoy
$1.00

MADE OP

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Sate Deposit & Trust Co., ol Portland, tor furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter) typewriter supplies
Oor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

k

p

H.

C. ■ETCALF

A reliable (ox scent used
extensively by old trappers. Either land or water
trapping. Cash with
order.
«.
* CO.. AlatMC.

|

COUNTY NEWS.
SALISBURY COVE.
T. Campbell, of Island Falls, spent
few days here last week.
Seth
a

J. A. Freeman, of Southw est Harbor, attended the Leland reunion.

Mr*. Sarah Banker, Mrn. Mary Croealey
and tbeir guests, Mr*. Guptill and Mrs.
C. J. Dunn, of West Gonldsboro, and Mr.
and Mrs. Bruce and John Coomb* and

__

Mrs.

Frank Leland and family have closed
their cottage here and taken a house at
Bar Harbor for the winter.
Hall, wife and young son Waiter
in Qlenburn. They made the
trip in their new automobile.
The Leland reunion was held at the
Lewis

are

visiting

grange nail Saturday, Sept. 28. An inwas
teresting
given. The
program
gathering was much enjoyed by all present.

Leland, Harry Stearns, jr., and

Herman

Mary Jordan,

completed

who have

their

two years at Eden Central school, have
entered Bar Harbor high school in the

junior class.
Sept. 30.

R.
_

OBITUARY.

The death of Melissa J., wife of Frank
A. Wood, of Salisbury Cove, which occurred st Bar Harbor, Sept. 16, was s
A
severe
shock to her many friends.

developed

severe

cold

which

proved

pneumonia,

into

fatal after

only

week’s ill-

a

ness.

Mrs. Wood was the daughter of the late
John and Gena (Hopkins) Rich, and was
born in April, 1853, at Eden, where she
had always resided. Besides her husband,
she leaves one son—Joseph WT. Wood, of
Hull’s Cove; two sisters—Mrs. Elmirettta
Leland and Mrs. Ansel B. Leland, of Bar
Samuel N.,
Harbor, and five brothers
Orient C., Perry, Gilman and John, all of
—

this town.

was

fusion of

cemetery. A profloral tributes bore

at Leland

beautiful

testimony

silent

in which she

was

to the love and esteem
held.

Mrs. Wood was possessed of a mirthful,
optimistic disposition, full of wit and
originality. She will be greatly missed
both in the

circle and

home

neighbor-

hood.

S. 8. Clark and wile have gone to Boston

George

Russell

has

rented

the

Mrs. Ada

Bartlett is keeping house for

Charles Preble.
Miss Sadie Haley, of Orono, is

guest of

a

Mrs. Charles Allen.
Mrs. James

Meynell and children have
Nova Scotia.

Sibley and wife, of Chelsea,
Mrs. Otis H in man.

are

Calvin Moon, of Stonington, is visitiug
mother, Mrs. C. A. Moon.

his

Josephine Hawkins has resumed her position as clerk in the postoffice.
Lay service will be held at Mrs. A. S.
Cummings’ Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock
Sorosis will hold its first meeting for the
fall Thursday. Supper will be served at 6
o’clock.

spent most of her life here. She
had spent the summer with her brother at
Prospect Harbor, and was to have returned to her home in Gouldsboro in
a

week.

leaves, besides her husband, one sister-Mrs. Malina Newman, ot Manset, and
one brother—Enoch Newman, ot Prospect
Mrs. fallen
Another sister
Harbor.
She

—

Staples, of Atlantic,
of paralysis.
Mrs.
sorrow
woman

“Westiawn” is closed for the ;

season.

into

Hawkins.

Beginning Oct. 1, the 11.06 a. m. and
p. m. evening and Sunday mails were

4.20
dis-

continued.

Sunday school will

Sunday at
dially invited.

next

Mrs. Charles

its sessions

resume

2 o’clock.

Simpson

All

and

are

daughter

Harry Dunbar and wife are receiving
congratulations on the arrival of a little
girl (Dorothy Alice), born Sept. 23.
Ralph Emery and wife, of Newton,
Mass., and Miss Alice Emery, of Boston,
recent

guests of Mrs. A. S. Cum-

mings.

FRANKLIN.
was

acquaintance.

_

Thompson cottage
Tuesday.

will be closed for

Mrs. Susan Shoals spent last
Ellsworth Falls with friends.

week at

T. T. Leland, who has been confined to
with siatica, is bettgr.
Lester Hopkins, who baa been employed
at Bar Harbor through the summer, is
borne.

Moore.
Mrs. S. C. Hopkins spent a week recently at Bar Harbor the guest of Mrs.
Walter Bird.
B.
__

Mrs. Stella Shaw has gone to Bangor.
M. Martin visited friends in

Charles

Brockton, Mass.

held at the

Miss Effie McFarland, of Brnnswick, is
the guest of ber sister, Mrs. G. L. Stewart.
Andrew Martin, who was called here by
tbe death of his mother, Mrs. Matilda
Martin, has returned to Boston.
M.
Sept. 30.

Sept. 24.

Mrs. Mary Perry, of Bar Harbor, recently
visited her sister, Mrs. Abbie Dunn.

_

The laidies’ aid society will meet witn

Sphinx study club held its regular
meeting Friday afternoon with Mrs. Alice
Higgins.

Mrs. Joseph Thurston, of Cambridge,
Mass., ia spending a tea weeks at C. C.
Warren’s.

The

John Walls and wife returned last week
Harbor, where they have spent

after

the

to

season.

Mrs. Hannah

church

Sunday,

service

the

Baptist

G. Mayo and
their vacation.

as

family are away on
The picnic at the
at Donnell’s pond

at

Rev.

Red
was

Men’s

new

camp

enjoyed by

mem-

bers of the order and of Pocanontas tribe

Saturday.
Mr. Palmer, of Brooksville, who was
expected to Bpeak at the Methodist
church Sunday, is the guest of Mr. and

at

McKinley,

guest of her girlhood friend
Mrs. A. H. Coggins, the past week.
Smith

with

no

hope of

will be

held at

son,
her

has

given

the

Saturday by

on

The funeral of James
at

inside of

his dwelling at the Corner a thorough
The
renovating with paint end paper.
family moved in Iasi week.
Y.
Sept. 30.
_

BAR HARBOR.

M. Bartlett took

her

Higgins

Falls to attend

last

year’s primary grade

The

pleasure

collision

was

bile

East brook Wednesday at the
F. Bartlett, Rev. Mr.

Guptill officiating.
Ellsworth Falls.

Interment

was

at

*

The pleasant gathering at camp Laughincluded Mrs.
ing Water Wednesday
Adelaide Dunn and daughter Bernice,

NORTH HANCOCK.
Mrs. Everett Googins is home from
extended visit at Fort Fairfield.
Clarence

Stratton,

Phyllis spent Sunday
liams and wife in

and
take
the

cause by toning up the stomach and curing
Michael
Hessheimer, of
the indigestion.
Lincoln, Neb., had been sick over three years,
but six bottles of Electric Bitters pat him
They have helped
right on his feet again.
thousands.
They give pure blood, strong
nerves, good digestion. Only SO cents at all

druggists.

There

visiting Mrs. Lydia Springer.
\
Bartlett, ot Ellsworth, :
tew days last week at Henry Hart- !

are

Much sympathy ia expressed by friends
of Clarence Young and wife in the lose of
their infant son.
Hubbard,
Sept. 30.

DriiK Habits Specially Treated
with Great Success.

WEAK

JUfflTjJi RUBBER
Tbia Winter

year in

_

were

no

services at the church

Mr. Walker was called to Vermont to his old home to preach a funeral
as

sermon.

Capt. A. A. Hanna and son Alvin have
arrived from Boston, where they have
been the past two weeks to leave the
steam yacht Katrina.
H.
Sept. 30.

the

_

WEST STOMNGTON.
Rosie Steele has gone to
tend school.

throwing out the occupants.
Sargent fell from the automo-

Castine to at-

Mrs. Maynard Stinson,I who baa been
ill, is out.
Miaa Elvira Fifleld left for ;Fryeburg
Monday to teach.

with considerable force and was badly
up, though no serious injury wai

very

The doctor, after finding no
seriously injured, took Miss Sargent

sustained.

home, where, with the best of care,
she is now nearly recovered.
Spkay.
Sept. 30.

to his

WEST

c
ES
T\t
hu|

Shoot

C«h*

to Hit

*

itaMisi ncoi4
Mora—Their Use Guarantee* the Life—
L
the Continued Accuracy of your Arm.
I 96 years of gun-malting—50 years of cartridge-making
B have taught us—
HL
To make cartridges noted for straightshooting—hard-hitting—sure-fire. To attain
preetaMaiSwa accuracy without impairing fa* acTo make for each kind of arm the
curacy
ij
cartridge it require* to sJuat its last—and to
I
I
keep sheeting its gear.
There is a Remington UMC cartridge specially made £
1
for year rifle—year pistol. Every Remington-UMC mi
I
cartridge is tested in the arm for which it is made.
&
Our Guarantee is behind these cartridges—and behind
*
any standard arm, to the full extent of the maker's
own guarantee, when these cartridges are used.
Shoot the (Cartridges that shoot straight. Shoot the
cartridge* that keep your gun shooting straight. Shoot
«| ■

lcw

t

Remington-UMC cartridges.
u
iemiodtoB Ama-UniOB Metallic Cartridge Co.

j

Mrs. Greely Small has gone to Northeast Harbor to spend a few days with her
son

EDEN.

Miss Katherine O’Neil is
O. B.

employed

at

Knowles’.

Charles.

Harold Stinson and two children
spent Friday with Mr. Stinson’s parents,

Miss Addie L. Swazey
Boston for the winter.

has

Miss

Eleanor

Henry

Kittridge

has

its

an-

gone tc

study music.

Robbins has

back to bis home at the

bis

family

Centre.

W.
an

wife and daughter
with Reuben Wil-

Franklin.

are

is

were

now

Castle and wife, of Massachusetts
the guests of Mrs. William C

Higgins recently.
Miss Ellen Reed, of HolTs Cove, is spend*
ing a few weeks with her sister, Mrs
William Lurvey.

Saves Leg Of Boy.
“It seemed that my 14-year old boy would
have to lose his leg. on account of an ugly
ulcer, caused by a bad bruise,” wrote D. F.
Ho warn. Aquone, S. C. “All remedies and
doctors'treatment failed till we tried Buck*
len’t. Arnica Salve, and cured him with one
box.” Cures burns, boils, skin eruptions,
piles; 25c at all druggists.

has

just passed hex

She is very smart.

Fort awes In Faces.
There’s often much truth In the saying
“her face is her fortune,” but its never 'saw
where pimplea, skin eruptions, blotches oi
other blemishes disfigure it. Impure bloo4
is back of them all, ana shows the need of Dr
King’s New Life Pills. They promote healtt
and beauty. Try tbeni. 25 cents at all drug-

gists.

Mux.

28.

COREA.

Ralph Stewart has bis bungalow completed, and has moved in.
Mrs. Everett Gray, of South Brooltsville,
is visiting her parents, O. H. Stewart and
I

Order

Flavoring Extracts

be sure
way to cut out the element of luck and
of results. There are as many grades of flavoring extracts as there
are manufacturers.
They all LOOK alike, but you can safely judge
them by the reputation of the people who made
them.

Walter Young and little daughter
Winona are home from East Sullivan,
where they have spent the summer.
R. T. Baldwin and family, of Brooklyn,
N. Y., have returned home, after spending
the summer here with Mrs. Baldwin's
parents, A. C. Lufkin and wife.
8.
Sept. 27.
Mrs.

Stickney & Poor’s
Flavoring Extracts
that has been a
four generations of New
England housewives. To the production of these
extracts the Stickney & Poor Spice Co. devote
the same conscientious cart that has made their
mustard and spices the standard of quality. Onl>
the choicest raw materials are used, and every
element of value they' possess is retained in
Stickney & Poor’s Flavoring Extracts in highly
For thts reason these exconcentrated form.
tracts are the most economical you can use.
Nearly all grocer® well them In l©c and 25c
•****;
lot
a
bear

antce

_

HANCOCK POINT.
Miss Gladys Mayo is the guest of Miss
Jennie Ball.
Mrs. Peaaley and children will
Jonesport Tuesday for a visit.
E. K. Baker and wife, of Bangor, are
visiting Mr. Baker’s sister.
Mr. and

leave for

Mrs.

Arthur Lounder has returned from
where she has been the
past

Ellsworth,
week.

Chester, of Owl’s Head, has sold her
here to Mrs. Sampson, of Washington, D. C.
Sept. 28.
E.
Mrs.

bouse

Tortulng eczema spreads its burning area
Doan’s Ointment quickly stops
every day.
its spreading, instantly relieves the Itching,
cures It permanently. At any drug store.Adel.

—

$ i

By Name
That’s the only

wife.

moved

glad to know that Miss Muriel
gaining in health, and is able
Tripp
to walk a little.
All

William Stinson and wife.

gone to

Mountain View grange will hold
nual fair Friday, Oct. 4.
Kent’s Hill to

I

Sept.

Harry Maddocks and wife, Mrs. Carrie
Mrs. Roxana Hamor
Springer and son Ellis attended the play
A Log on the Track
in Ellsw orth Saturday evening.
eighty-sixth birthday.
of the fast express means serious trouble
Anon.
30.
of
does
loss
so
not
Sept.
removed,
appetite.
ahead if
means lack of vitality, loss of strength,
If appetite fails,
weakness.
nerve
Electric Bitters quickly to overcome

spent a
lett’s.

{

27._F.

Sunday,

shaken
one

and children, ot

home

in his boat, the Comet, jtook
Isteaford Saturday to attend the
C. E.l local union. They
report a fine
meeting.

way home whereby Dr. Phillips’ automobile and Harley Murphy’s milk wagon
mixed up,
Miss Ellen

came

fifteen to

someon

wife

Miss Marion

■Capt. Pray,

teacher.

accident

Edgar Springer,
Sound,

be owrimaw by the JtKAI, 3bDAT
Kesuitj
TKRATXSKT. So Ufpodermk*
absolutely certain Call upon, address or { h-nie
The Neal Institute, (W |*le«u>am Aveuus,
Portland, Me. Tel. 421C.

can

_

Mrs. Caroline Lawler entertained a large
party at the Lawler cottage, NorA general good
wood’s cove, Sept. 25.
time, with a bountiful dinner and supper,
a

few day*.

Somes, who was attending Bnckaport seminary, has returned home ~on account of his trouble with his eyes._

E. L. Higgins leaves to-day to be
present at the wedding on Wednesday,
After a wedding trip, Mr. and
Oct. 2.
Mrs. Higgins will come to Southwest Harbor to live.

the result.

Ethel Eaton la at Bar Harbor fora

Mark

Lisbon

Mrs.

was

a

DRINK HABIT

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Mrs.

Frank Leland is viaiting Mrs.
Emily Hi* in Bangor.
J. W. Somes, who had a bad ill turn last
week, is gaining slowly.|

Taylor, is well and favorably known

as

spent

week; tn all month* h* «u able to b* itske<l to
*»«* a txmtntrt for 93HW a yaw.”—from a gecotna latter among the aeons w« have, proving ab
sedately that the

Mrs.

wedding as one of the
The bride. Miss

a

who has

W. Wallace Conner ha* returned to BelHis little
fast, where he it employed.
daughter Dora i* with her grandparents,
W. G. Conner and wife.
L.
Sept. 30.

MT. DESERT.

in the event.

principals
here

Friday

Mitchell left Monday for
they expect employ-

The Somes house closed Oct. 1.

Williams, a guest at the
George Gilley, is ill of typhoid
fever, ^though not of a dangerous type. A
trained nurse is in attendance.

Miss Vilda

ter—Ruth. Sincere sympathy is felt for
the bereaved husband and children.

home of his son, E.

It

Dally- ^

Saturday
far a two weeks’visit with her father, J.
F. Robbins.

Miss Hazel

for

gone

where

Dorchester, Mass.,

Sept.

left

have

Brooklin.

packing apples.
Maud Bobbins,

The Claremont closes tor the season this
A few late guests still linger or
will go to-jlay, among them W. L. Underwood and sister.

Fred

wife, of Palermo,

days here,

Vernon Small left Thursday for Paris,
Me., where he will be employed this fail

Clement, with her little
few days of last week with

spent a
mother, joined

few

ment this fall.

library

the

a

Mr. and Mrs.

The annual meeting of W'illard W. C. T.
U., postponed from Sept. 20 on account of
the storm,
Oct. 4.

spending

Yarmouth,

recovery.

Lurvey, of Sound, is at E. E
Mrs. Max Franklin died Saturday, after Sargent’s and attending school.
a few
clays’ illness of paralysis. Mrs.
Miss Mildred Mayo spent a few dayi
Mrs. Young at the hotel.
Franklin suffered a similar shock two last week in
Bangor w ith friends.
in
health
had
been
and
poor
Mrs. Rachel Smith, Mrs. Lucretia Down- years ago,
Mrs. Cora Manning, of Idaho, spent a
She was born in Germany
ever since.
ing, Mrs. Ida Wilson and Mrs. Jennie forty-nine years ago, and came to thia short time recently with her sister, Mrs
Dyer spent Thursday with their sister, country a bs*le twenty-three years ago. Vesta Salisbury.
She leaves one son—Morris, and a daughMrs. G. A. Martin, at Hancock Point.
place

„„

Learn the Cause of

Mrs.

been the

George

Moulden is seriously ill at
daughter, Mrs. Thurston,

the home of her

NORTH LAMOINE.

Tuesday afternoon.
A. L. Tripp, of Waterville, is visiting
Lewis Springer, of Portland, was the
relatives here.
week-end guest of L. F. Springer and wife
Mrs. J. R. Schell, of Chipley, Fla., has
at Green Gables.
no

Horace Merrill and

from Dark

Mrs. Walter Lawrie

was

v

Mr*. McKay, who has been ill some
time, shows little, If any, improvement.

what marred by

Miles has joined Mrs. Miles

sea-

William

house

FRANKLIN ROAD.

from the

Saunders, of Cambridge. Mass.,
is viaiting his mother. Mrs. Sarah Saunders.

Ethel

Mrs. Geneva Gregory, of Bath, spent the
week-end with her mother, Mrs. Caroline

Henry Estey and wife, of EUsworth,
were recent guests of Miss Adelia Clark.

John W. filaiadell finished the season’s
sawing at his mill last week.

_

home of

the bed two weeks

is home

Ralph Saunders
son’s yachting.

week.

season on

Sept. 30.

C.

husband.

Ellsworth

in

was

man,

WEST TRENTON.
The

in

Saturday.
The French reunion

personal
G.

William L.

Mrs. G. M. Collins

a

every'

ot

Calais last week.

H.

30.

few weeks ago,

brings

heart

the

a

cor-

Marjorie are to be guests of Mrs. Blanche
Burke in New York.

There

4

NOW GETS BIGGER PUT

land.

guests.

Mrs. Chester

and child of her

Sept. 30.

the

Dr. Henry Hawkins has been the guest
few days of his mother, Mrs. Moses

died

Sowle's death

Mrs. H. H. Saunderson has returned to |

town hall

Lorenzo

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Mary Emma Newman, wife ot Nathaniel
Sowle, of Gonldeboro, died at tbe home of
her brother, E. S. Newman, at Prospect
Harbor, Sunday, Sept. 28, after an illness
of two weeks, of paralysis.
Mrs. Sowle was a native of Gouldsboro,

about

tbe

were

Sept. 30.

_

and bad

returned from

Cambridge.

Colwell

T. E. D.

Sept. 28.

Spridel cottage.

Sept.

■

_

OBITUARY.

were

Weak, Weary Women

NORTH CASTINE.
Mr*. Helen Conner Is borne from Rockland.
Mr*. Fred Dun her left Saturday for
Brockton, Mas*.
Miss Ads F. Conner ha* gone to Castine

—

GOULDSBORO.

Mrs. W. H.

a

overseer

~

_

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

guests

Hillcrest house. Mr. Qraten is
at D. G. Hall's farm.

&&nti*e88ua.

Mayo has been making exten- to rislt relative*.
and End Them,
on a visit.
sive repair* on his boose, putting on a
Mrs. Alice West, of Jefferson, has bee*
Mrs. C. F. Wardwell end Mrs. Margaret
Mrs. William L. Haskell, cf Lewiston, piazza and giving it a coat of paint.
visiting relatives here.
MHutchins, who hate been ill, are improvwas here last week calling upon friends.
Sept. 30.
ing.
Lelia Coombs has gone to Hull’s Cove
Winter
of
and
wife,
When the back aches and
Capt. A. L. Strout
SEAL COVE.
throbs.
to work for her sister.
Mr*. Wallace Conner Is visiting her parHarbor, have been at A. R. Joy’s the past
When housework is torture.
Mias Bernice Ashley i* teaching in ents, Eastman Dodge and wife, at BrookaFrank Bradbury has been in Bangor week or two.
fllle.
Kenduskeag.
looking for stone jobs.
When night brings no rest nor
Mrs. A. H. Waagatt and daughters were
sleep.
Mr*. EUen Kenney, of Rook land, visited
Everett Conner ia home from Deer late,
Mrs. Willard Clark has returned from guests of relatives In Bar Harbor a few
When urinary disorders set in.
been
Mr*.
recently.
a*
has
Stickoey
been
when he baa
Emily
telephone
employed
Washington county, where she
days last week.
Women’s lot Is a weary out.
Mrs. Sophroma Harper is spending a operator.
visiting the past six weeks.
Gus Smith and wife, of New Jersey,
Pearl Coombs, Kugeue Orcutt, Alden were guests of their uncle, E. W. C, saves, tew days in town.
Lafayette Parkins and wife, of OrringDoan’i Kidney Pills are lor weak
kidJeases R. Kelley and wife are receiving ton, wen recant guesta of Mr*. Frances
Ryder and Irvin Springer are making re- the last of the week.
neys.
Devanux,
on the birth of a son on
pair* upon their buildings.
Misees Lucy and Mina Pinkham, of East congratulations
Have proved their worth In
Mr*. Colby Gray and William Steele, of
Rome are digging their potatoes. There Steuben, were week-end guests of their Sept. 14.
thousand, M
is a fair yield, but the acreage is smaller aunt, Mrs. George W. Colwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Walls and Mr*. Lei is Castine, were visitor* Saturday at Frank CUM.
wet
spring.
E. Wit ham’s.
than usual owing to the late,
are borne from Northeast Harbor,
The W. F. Bruces, with a party, war* RumiU
Read this woman's testimony.
Beans are poor.
and Mrs. May Lunt from Seal Harbor.
Elias Perkins and family, of Somerville,
guests of John 3. Coombs and wife at
Watson McGown ha* finished his labors Georges pond. Franklin, Friday.
Mr*. Mary Ye*ton, of Malden, Maas., Maas., an guests of his mother, Mrs.
Mrs. E. t_ Robinson, 20 Dillingham Sj
at the mill here. He left for Carmel this
who visited her sister, Mrs. R. L. Latty, Mary Perkin*.
Bangor,
Ma., says: “I would not be
C. P. Dorr, of Ellsworth, with an autoand niece. Mrs. L. R. Hodgkins, has remorning to ran a mill there. Martin mobile
W. 8. Bridge* and wlfa, of Penobscot,
without a supply ol Doan’s Kidney
party, including Mrs. George
Rn,
Clark and Ernest Homer went with him.
home.
turned
were guests at Oapt. Edwin Ordway’t SatDodge, were at Alfred Hamilton’s last
in the houee, and yon cannot make
His family will remain here for the presay
week.
Oapt. Abner Lunt died at bis home here urday and Sunday.
ent.
endorsement ol them too strong, l
after a long illness, aged about
W. F. Jude, superintendent ot schools,
g,n,
Daniel Deaay and wife have re- Sept. 25,
CSpt.
30.
Sept.
__Ch’e’eh. turned from s trip which included Port- seventy-seven years. Oapt. Lunt waa a waa In the out-districts grading tbe statement lor publication In praise ol this
kind husband and father, a good neighbor school* last week.
SEAWALL
remedy some years ago, and can add at tin
land, with viaita in Romford, WetervlUe
and worthy citizen. He leaves four sons,
Mrs. Augusta A. Leach returned Friday time that continued uee ol this
C. E. Metcalf and wife spent Sunday at end Bar Harbor.
remedy
and a number ot more distant relatives.
from a visit to her mother, Mr*. Carolina
their home here.
Mrs. Asa Stevens and the girls of her
entirely rid my system ol kidney trouble.’
Funeral service* were held at the home
Ames, in Bucksport.
class
• Jacko’
echool
chartered
his
has
Sunday
enjoyed
sloop
Henry Spurting
The above statement must carry convicFriday afternoon, Rev. Stephen H. Green,
Mrs. David Dee and daughter Josephine,
lantern picnic supper in Lighthouse grove
to Milton Torrey and Maurice EL Beal.
ot St. Saviour’s chnrch, Bar Harbor,
tion to the mind ol ovary reader. Don’t
summer
left
last
have
the
who
evening.
here,
spent
News was received here Thursday of the Saturday
officiating. Burial eras In tb* Reed cemesimply ask lor a kidney remedy-tek di«week for Denver, Col.
W.'F. Bruce and wife, with an automo- tery.
death of Capt. Peter Benson at New
Mr*. Charles Devereux, of Castine, with tinetty lor Doan’s Kidney PUU, the unu
bile party, including E. W. Cleaves and
York.
Mrs. Ruby Morgan died at ber home
wife and Miss Cleaves, were dinner guests
her son Richard, is visiting her father. that Mrs. Robinson bad
the remedy
Vinal Pierce’s young son Armstrong
here Sept. 28, after a long illness. Mrs.
Bennett Dnnbar.
st Henry Cleave*’ In Smithville on Sunday.
backed by home testimony. 50c. all store*.
had his hand badly crushed by a heavy
Morgan leaves a husband and five chil- Capt.
Harvey and Grayson Webster are work- Poster-Miiburn Co., Props., Buffalo, .N. y.
door recently.
QMrs. C. C. Hutching* has returned Jtrom dren, a mother and three brothers; aldb
Winter Harbor, where she went to care many more distant relatives, and a wide ing for Dnncan Dnnbar, filling his silo
Sadie La Count left to-day for tier borne
“When Your Back is Lame
Remember
for her sister, Mrs. Gossie Harrington, circle of friends. Deep sympathy is felt with corn ot excellent quality.
in West Tremont, accompanied by her
the Name.”
who
was suffering from an attack of acute
tor the bereaved ones. Funeral services
Mias Nellie Walker, who teaches in th*
sister, Fannie Moore.
indigestion.
were held at McKinley, and burial waa
Emerson district, has been confined to
George B. Dolliver and wife are receivcJames Gillanders took an automobile there.
tbe houae several day* with aora throat.
ing congratulations on the birth of a
N.
Sept. 30.
party of young people on a ride Sunday of
Mrs. George Rump, with daughter Mardaughter, born Sept. 24.
•*
an ‘ttrfui ntbjrrt but bp can*
My brother
170 miles to Bluehill, Sedgwick and Brookgaret, has rrturned to New York, after an ont of your y■
a tnrmi sum in tkrr*
DEEB
ISLE.
Mrs. Lucy King left Friday for DanversSOUTH
duf$, la
with dinner at Buck’s Harbor and reextended visit with her aunt, Mr*. J. E l«U than a
lin,
he wo* back at hi* job which b*
port. Mass., to spend the winter with her turn. Miss
Mrs. Anthony Page ia visiting in Rock- Blodgett.
Miss Cole and C. B.
had loat at 920 per treck, and wm get ring |30 a
Quptill,
Parker.
Mrs.

Rath Allen is teaching in Farmington.

of

Miller, of Dorchester, Mas*.,
was a recent guest of friends here.
W. P. Hewins and wife, of Mil bridge,
were gueets of friends here Sunday.
Mrs. Della

WEST FRANKLIN.

daughter,

R.

Sept. 28.

Edwin

a

COUNTY NEWS.

—

The funeral was held at the chnrch at
Salisbury Cove Wednesday afternoon, the
pastor. Rev. Elias Anger, officiating. Interment

a

B.

Sept. 30.

E. a. Atbott,
Portland,
recent guest of Mrs. L. P. Col*.
Mr*.

wile, ol Prospect Harbor.

wa»

re-

Mr*. Arietta Bunker is in very poor
health. Her many friends hope that ebe
will soon recover.
Henry Qraten and wife bare moved into

PROSPECT HARBOR.
of

She

and bar general health i> good.
ceived a number ot postcards.

NEWS.

COUNTY

a

time-honored

of

quality

gtjJtr-

name

to

It** worth
Write for our book of receipts.
any housekeeper who want* to know how to maat
most out of a hat she buys for the t*ble.

in

Among the other Stickney A Poor Products are: Mustard. Pepper. Cinnamon. Cloves.
Ginger. Mace, Pimento, Sag*-, Savory, Marjoram. oe»erj
Salt. Curry Powder, Paprika. Tapioca. Nutmeg. Cassia. Allspice, Who*
Mixed Spice, Pastry Spice. Turmeri.-, Thyme. Soda, Cream of Tartar. Klee
Flour, Potato Flour, Sausage Seasoning and Poultry Seasoning.
Bay “Stickney A Poor's** when ordering.

STICKNEY A POOR SPICE CO.. 1M State Street. Botton
Ac

A*

A*

Aa

A*

A

THE NATIONAL MUSTARD POT

COUNTY NEWS.,

long

a prominent and
esteemed oltlaen
died Tuesday,
Sept. 24, aged sixty-six’
J"n Over two years ago Mr. Noyes fell
BLUSH ILL.
and broke hfa
hip, and bad been a helpless
pBooasaarvB bally.
invalid ever since.
ol
tbe
club
progressive
Mr. Noyes was born In Deer
Tbe second rally
Isle, bat
of Blnehlll was held Saturday Sept. 21. came te Castine when a boy, with his paran
out-door
were
rally
npaet ents. He enlisted as a private in Co.
Tbe plans tor
B,
weather, and the rally was Second Maine
by unfavorable
volunteers, in April, 1861,
hall In the afternoon.
and was discharged July 16, 1861, on
beid at the town
The speakers were Halbert P. Gardiner aocount of Illness. He was drafted
August
of Patten, national progressive committee- 10,1863, and mustered Into Co. A., Third
of Wells, former Msine
man; William M.Ttipp,
volunteers.
He served with this
democrat and private secretary of Senator regiment until June 5, 1864, when he was
Obadiab Gardiner; Bussell Wood, of Cam- transferred to Co. A., 17th Maine volunbridge, Maas., a former republican mem- teers. He served with this regiment until
ber ol the Massachusetts legislature, and June 4, 1865, when he was transferred to
the Lewiston Journal.
Co. G, 1st Maine heavy artillery. June 7
g»m Conners, of
Tbe Ellsworth band furnished music be was promoted to
sergeant. His final
with
a
Roosevelt cam,nd national songs,
discharge from the army was Bept. 11,
were
There
sung.
was a free
1866. He thus had the peculiar distinction
paign song,
of serving in four different
dance in tbe evening.
regiments.
Tbe Bluebill progressive club has a During his service, he
participated in the
membership ot aixty-flve. Its clubroom battles of the Wilderness, Cold Harbor
is fitted up With pictures of Roosevelt aud Petersburg.
and Johnson, fiagr. and banners. John F.
He was postmaster in Castine under
Wood is president, Walter E. Stover, Presidents Garfield and Arthur. He was a
secretary, and Gaton S. Osgood treas- ship and house carpenter by trade.
urer.
He leaves a widow, four daughters—Mrs.
E. J. Brooks, of Orange, N. J., one of L. A. Nickerson, of
Boothbay Harbor;
Kluebill's prominent and helpful summer Mrs. B. F. Perkins, Miss Grace Noyes and
residents, ban entered beart and soul Into Miss Ethel Noyes, of Castine, and two
tbe progressive cause, and to bis efforts sons—William, of New York, and
Harry
are largely due tbe success of tbe movecf
Harbor.
All the

Boothbay

ment here.

present at the funeral, which was
held at the home Thursday afternoon.
Rev. Mr. Peterson officiating. The flowers
were abundant and beautiful.

Mrs. Nellie Sweet has closed her house
Parker Point avenue, and gone to Bos-

ton for the winter.

;

EAST ORLAND.

Burrill have
The Misses Whittlesey
Mrs. T. F. Mason is at home from a visit
closed tbeir summer home, “Inwood,” and in Boston.
I
gone to New York for the winter.
Miss Doris Blake is in Bluehill attendhas returned to
Mrs. Harriet Hooper
ing the academy.
jfew York, after spending the summer
Guy Leach went to Bangor Tuesday to
with her daughter, Mrs. M. K. Olds.
enter the hospital for surgical treatment.
have
returned to their
The Misses Owen
Irvin Bell and wife and J. B. Brainerd
home in Philadelphia, after spending the
and wife have returned to Portland, Conn.
summer in their cottage on the eastern
Mrs. Carrie Leach was in Bangor Saturside of the bay.
to visit her son Guy, w’ho is in the
Curtis Walton, a leading architect of day
Cle veland, O., was in town last week mak- hospital.
Mrs. Charles Gibbs left Saturday for
ing arrangements for the building of the
Hingbam, Mass., to visit her niece, Mrs.
Haskell cottage at Parker Point.
White.
K. K. Quay and family, of Bewick ley. Harry
Pa., who have occupied “Winscotte” the
#Kev. J. T. McFarland and wife and Miss
Frances McFarland have returned to their
past season, left for their home last week.
home in New Vork.
♦
Th v expect to return next season.
Mrs. Alvah Abrams mid grandson,
Mrs. Thomas Tapper, of New York and
and

hill,

Russell, left Saturday
home in Hartford, Conn.
Alvah

purchased the property
kn wn as the Granger mine of Mrs. W. K.
Grindle, running from the shore nearly
through to Bouth street.
>

has

for their

family have closed
Dora and Alberta Dunbar, Persia and
home, “Elwln Cove,” and
left for their home in Orange, N. J., Bept. Helen Pickering, Warren Dunbar and
27. Mr. Brooks has erected a fine granite Ernest Snow are attending Bucksport
fountain for both man and beast at scmiuary.
Friend’s corner.
M.
Sept. 30.
Coburn Haskell and wife, of Cleveland,
WALTHAM.
O., were m tow n last week looking after
their newly-acquired
Charles Jordan and wife visited relaproperty,
pursummer

Parker Point.
Boston in
hi* seventy-foot yacht Gladioli.
H.
Bept. 30.

chased of Prof.

Hill

Mr. Haskell made the

at

trip

tives in Bar Harbor last week.

from

Mrs. Weed, of

Winterport,

is

visiting

sons
Willard and Llewellyn Rich, and
two brothers
Llewellyn Albee, of this
place, and Jndson Albee, of Bernard,
Thelma.
Sept. 30.

H. 8. Kane and wife returned from Addison Monday.
Mrs. Naomi Allen
Rockland last week.

visited

friendB

Alton Herrick and Mahlon Hill
on a vacation.

in

are

at

home

daughter,

Charles

Rabold has closed her
New York.

cottage
Morrill i Goddard and family left for
their home in New York Thursday.
Bertha Alien, of Rockland,
sister, Mrs. W. C. Allen.

Alice and

visiting

are

their

West End dining hall closed Bept. 28, afthe^raost successful season in its his-

ter

tory.
Rev. Gideon Mayo and wife and Miss

Mary Mayo,

Franklin,

of

PENOBSCOT.

Mass., are visiting

relatives here.

dance at the town hall Saturday evening. Atherton’s orchestra.
Ivan Leach and sister, of Waterville, are
visiting their grandmother, Mrs. Sarah
Leach.
was a

Mrs. A. E. Varnum returned Saturday
from an extended visit with her son in

bummer

Treao

Mrs. M. A. Wardwell and Master Albert
Wardwell spent last week in Bangor, the
guests of Mrs. W. J. Creamer.
Miss Hortense Wardwell and Louise
Littlefield spent last week in Bluehili with
Miss Wardwell’s sister, Mrs. Ralph Emerson.

Benjamin Snowman, of Southington,
Conn., and Elmer Snowman, of Litchfield,
Roy Tolcott and family have returned Conn., have returned home, after spendto Somerville, Mass., after spending the ing a short vacation with their father, L.
friends here.

here.

A. Snowman.

Frank Stanley, of Avon, Mass., is in
town, called here by the illness and death
of his mother.
Mrs. A. W. Bridges went to West TreSunday to attend the funeral of her
aunt, Mrs. Matilda Albee.
mont

Sept. 30.
NORTH

School

moved back to West

ere, bus

was

PENOBSCOT.

Wednesday

suspended

account of the fair at Orland, which
fails to draw a large crowd.

on

never

Rev. Leslie Wuhee, who has been visitWEST BROOKSV'lLLE.
ing relatives in North Surry, left for his
Samuel Jones has erected a new hay
hnine Sunday.
barn.
Mrs. Sophronia Closson, of South ThomThere have been very few herring in the
son, is visiting her brother, William Bagaduce river as yet.
Divis, at North Bend.
Mtb. Leroy Treworgy left this morning
Mr*. Jennie Joy, who has been visiting for New York on business.
Mrs. Lucy Emery the past week, has reMrs. Annah Green, of Bucksport, is the
turned to her home in Bangor.
guest of Mrs. Charles Babbidge.
Mrs. Eugene Conary has moved from
Mrs. Emily Blodgett, of
Chicago, is
the Osgood house to the building formerly
with Mrs. Maggie Blodgett for the winter.
owned by the late J. F. Staples.
Mrs. George A. Stevens, after spending
Mrs. Mary Crocker, who has been visitMrs.
three weeks with her daughter,
ing her mother, Mrs. Reuben Osgood, has Horace
Mills, in Boston, is home.
in Boston.
returned to her home

Atkins, pastor of the
Congregational church, left for Boston
this morning on a two weeks’ vacation.
Rev. Charles Field

Mrs. Eugene Gasper, who has spent the
with her father, Joseph Gray, at
East Surry, is back at her old home.
summer

The

many

friends

here

of

this town,

Mrs. James Varnum, who was called
here two weeks ago by the illness of her
brother, Dea. G. G. Mills, returned to her
home in Arlington, Mass., Thursday.

Mrs. Ed
of

Withee, formerly
Swan’s Island, are pained to hear of her
serious illness.
of

Sept.

now

_

Davis,

CAPE ROSIER.

North Bend,
temporarily crippleti with rheumatism,
^as the victim of a harvesting bee at the
hands of his neighbors last Wednesday.
His first knowledge of trouble was when
he discovered ten men making a raid upon
his potato patch. Mrs. Davis, armed with
an axe, started toward the raiders, but
fortunately for them, the hen-pen lay in
her path, and she vented her murderous
designs on several unoffending chickens.
Eater the victims of the assault furnished
the basis for an excellent dinner. Before
night, all of Mr. Davis’ potatoes were dug
and his beans pulled and stacked.
Spec.
Sept. 30.
William

_Tomson.

Sept. 30.

ANON.

30.
of

who is

Percy Clifford
New

relatives.
Hon. W. A. Walker and wife went Saturday to Lewiston, where their son Edmund is in the hospital with injuries sustained in an automobile accident, as described elsewhere in this issue.
a*
Sept. 30.

is

building

a

bungalow at

spent the

Haven,

have

at their

summer

returned

cottage at

R. L. Smith is spending a few days in
Boston; Capt. Fred Phillips is taking his
place as agent for the Eastern Steamship

Co. here.

Mrs. M. E. Taylor will leave for her
home in

Bedford, Mass., Tuesday,

after

spending the summer with her son, H. M.
Pease. She will visit at Rockland on her

E. E. Gross sold a nice suckling colt
week for flOO. It was the largest on
exhibit at Highland grange, weighing
about 600 pounds.
It has been rather a hard season for
farmers.
The
hay crop, which was
medium in

quantity,

owing

the

to

fell short in

unfavorable

quality,

weather for

harvesting.

Very

little potato rot has been reported
yet. Some of the farmers are wonderwhat
ing
they will do with their potatoes,
which are usually hauled to Bucksport for

as

shipment, as work on the State road near
OBITUARY.
Bucksport has excluded a portion of that
Rosa, widow of Dea. George Snow, died road from public travel, and they are
Saturday afternoon, Sept. 28, after an ill- obliged to climb a hard, steep hill before
ness

of many months.

reaching the village.

*

Mrs. Snow was the daughter of the late
Rebecca Herrick and Capt. Elijah Reed.
She was married to Frank Stanley, of this
town, and with him went to Virginia
to live.' She had three children by this
marriage—Mrs. Harriet Freethey, of this
town; Frank, of Avon, Mass., and Arthur,
of Roxbury, Mass. After Mr. Stanley’s
death, she came North to live. In 1890 she
was

Gray has bought a motor boat
of Ralph Condon.
Ira Redman and Nellie McDonald, of
Boston, are visiting relatives here.
Friends of Arthur Gray will be pleased
to learn that he is able to
New

work at

married to Deacon Snow.
To them
born one daughter—Mrs. Ella Bracy.

New York boat,
Ray Manson,
is spending a few weeks w ith his parents,
Hugh Manson and wife.
Capt. Jesse Gray has returned from
Dark Harbor, where he has been sailing a
yacht through the past summer.
Wales Gray, who has been in Boston
several months for treatment of his eyes,
returned Friday, Blightly improved.

Sept.

WEST TREMONT.

Sept. 30.

on a

U.

28.
___

with her

mother, Mrs. Zulma Clark.

H.

Mrs.

Maggie Stanley

is

visiting

day.

Wilder Robbins

Andrew J. Harriman died at his home
Friday afternoon, Sept. 27, aged
seventy-two years. He, leaves a widow
and two daughters—Mrs. Ada J. Coombs
and Mrs. Flora Grindle.

came

home

Lunt.

Miss Porter is the guest of Mrs. Dellie
Harding.
Earl Walls and wife are guests of Ezra
Lurvey and wife.
Master
Hillard Hamor is
attending

Farley and wife

Merle

the

on

receiving

are

birth of

a

con-

son, born

26.

Sept.
Mrs. Lena Robbins is home from Mcwhere she has been

Kinley,

summer.

Clark, jr.,
Sunday.

and W. A.
Sand Island

orking

and wife went to

Herbert Thurston returned

to Boston

Cline, Miss Eggleston and the
Misses Millie, Helen and Bessie Reed,
Miss

went to

Islesford

to

the

local

union

meeting Saturday.
Capt. C. P. Lunt, wife and daughter
Muriel arrived home Saturday from Nova
Scotia, where Capt. Lunt’s vessel went
was

lost.

Janet C. Lunt left for Boston
Saturday, after spending two w’eeks with
her parents, George W. Lunt and wife.
Miss

Miss Lunt
Daniel

w

ill sail for Porto Rico Oct. 5.

Dow'

and

home from Owl’s

wife have returned

Head, where they have

summer.

They

were

Arthur Bain, wife
children and Mrs. A. A. Bain.

panied by

accom-

and

two

girls and boys walked to
Bernard Saturday evening to serenade W.
A. Clark, jr., and wife. On arriving there
they found that the newly-married couple
The
had gone up to Mr. Clark's home.
went there and

serenaded

them,

spent the evening.

Matilda Albee died Sept. 26 after
Her
being helpless for over a year.
Mrs.

held at her home
Corson, seacoast

was

officiating.

Besides her

Sunday,
missionary,

on

husband,

she

leaves two sisters—Mrs. Bonsey, of Bucksport, and Mrs. T. W. Talcott, of Arling-

ton, Mass.
Mrs. William

Hannah died Sept. 25, af-

The funeral was held
a long illness.
the church, Rev. George Richardson, of
constipation,
Doan's Regulets
Southwest Harbor, officiating. She leaves,
stomach, stimulate the liver, promote digesbeside her husband, three daughters
tion and appetite and easy passages of the
Mrs. Lucy Gott, of this place; Mrs. Myra
bowels. Ask your druggist for them. 25
Kent, of Atlanta, and Miss Mary; two
cents a box.—Advt.
tone the

at

—

OBITUABT.

Nelson P. Noyes, a veteran of the Civil
^ar, a former postmaster of Castine, and

here,

Bailroabs anti Steamboats.

visited relatives here

Saturday.

York, after spending

the

summer

at

Eastern

Steamship
Corporation.

her

home here.

here.

At

booming

in the

present they

apples.
Sept. 30.

and

are

canning factory

canning squash Bar Harbor and Boston $4.75,
One Way. $8.50 Bound Trip.
A.

aoscr'istnunts

and
Bluehill
Boston
$4.50.
One Way. $8 Bound Trip.

Sound Sleep

is usually impossible to the bilious.
But biliousness yields—and headaches, sour stomach, indigestion go
—when the bowels are regulated and
the liver and kidneys stimulated by

BEECHAM’S
PILLS

Sold everywhere

In box*?' *Oc

25

FREE SAMPLE
INDIGESTION

Way.

and Boston $4, One
$7.00 Bound Trip.

J. T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor 2 00
dally except Sunday for Seal Harbor,
Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting
with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Boothbav leaves Bluehill 1 00 p m
dally except Sunday for South Bluehill, Brook
lin. Deer Isle, Sargeutvllle, Dark Harbor and
Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Catherine leaves Sedgwick 8 00 p m
dally except Sundav for Herrick’s Landing,
South Brooksvllle, Eggemoggln, Dlrlgo and
Rockland, connecting with Bteamer for Boston.
Steamer
m

6ortbeast

RETURNING
Turbine Steel Steamship Belfast or
Camden
Leaves Boston 5pm dally except Sunday for
Rockland, connecting with steamer leaving
Rockland 5.15 a m, daily except Monday for
Bar Harbor, Bluehill, Sedgwick and Intermediate landings.
E. L. SMITH, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hfrkick. Agent, Bluehill.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

Banking.

REMEDY

ISAAC FAIRBROTHER, late of ORLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All persons
bonds as the law directs.
aving demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment iinmediatelv.
Cora E. Coolidge.
St^Albans, Me., Sept. 25,1912.

given

subscriber hereby gives

he has been
THE
trator of the

estate

notice that

duly appointed adminis-

of

TREWORGY, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
GEORGIA

bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Owen H. Treworgy.
Ellsworth Falls, Sept. 25,1912.
subscriber

gives

that
adminis-

notice

hereby
she has been duly appointed
THE
tratrix of the estate of

HENRY E. DAVIS, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
demands
against the eshaving
desired
to
said deceased are
tate of
the same for settlement, and all inebted thereto are requested to make payHarriet C. Davis.
ment immediately.
Ellsworth, Sept. 25, 1912.

Sresent

subsciibers hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed executors
of the last will and testament of
CHARLES A. CANDAGE, late of MOUNT
DESERT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imArthur H. Candage.
mediately.
Thomas Skarls.
Bar Harbor, Sept. IS, 1912.

THE

subscribers hereby give notice that

THE
they have been duly appointed
of the last will and testament of

executors

NATHAN W. HIGGINS, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Addie J. Emery,
Julikn Emery.
Salisbury Cove, Sept. 12, 1912.
subscriber

notice that
executor

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
of the last will and testament of

SUSIE E. TRIPP, late of ELLSWORH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
to make

payment immediately.

Orrin W. Tripp.

Sept. 12,1912.
notice that
executor

subscriber

is what your money will
invested In shares of the

Send name and address to Booth’s

weak or
sick stomach, MI-O-NA
Stomach Tablets are highly recommended.
50 cents a box all over
America.

notice that
admin-

estate

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
of the last will and testament of

MI-O-NA, Buffalo, N. Y. Say "Send
me sample of MI-O-NA”, and you will
have an opportunity to try for yourself
a remedy for Indigestion, Dyspepsia,

Headache, Neivousness, Sleeplessness
or any disease arising from an upset,

subscriber

hereby gives
she has been duly appointed
THE
istratrix of the
of

Ellsworth,

For Gas, Sourness, Fermentation, Heaviness And Upset
Stomach.

Gastritis or Catarrh of the Stomach
that has relieved and cured thousands
upon thousands of people throughout
America.
So certain are MI-O-NA Stomach
Tablets in any case of disordered
stomach that G. A. Farcher will supply you with the distinct understandthat if you
are
dissatisfied
ing
with results
he will
refund the
purchase price. Could anything be
fairer?
For Dizziness, Biliousness,

FOKEt/LOSUKK.

Tremont Savings Bank, a
and existing unMaine, and having
an established
of business at Tremont,
place
in the county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
hereby gives public notice that it has a claim
by mortgage upon certain real estate situated in Swan’s island, in said county of Hancock, and bounded and described as follows,
to wit:
Beginning at a spruce tree on the shore of
Long Cove (so-called): thence running southby land of Flora Sprague, 35 rods;
westerly
thence by the easterly side of the highway, 89
rods to a spruce tree; thence east southerly
by land of S. J. Morse and land of Israel
Sprague’s heirs about 163 rods to a spruce
tree at the corner of land of Geo. W. and Samuel 8. Stanley; thence west southerly 78 rods
southerly to a birch tree; thence northwest, 27
rods to a stake and stones; thence 7^ rods by
the highway to stake and stones; thence
northwest 22 rods to the salt water: thence
following the shore to the first-mentioned
bound.
Being the same property conveyed to G’lara
E. Sprague by Nelson Sprague by bis warranty deed dated the first day of July, 1907,
and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds in
book 441, page 251.
Said mortgage is from Clara E. Sprague, of
Swan’s Island, in the county of Hancock and
State of Maine, to said Tremont Savings Bank.
Said mortgage is dated September 1, a. d. 1911,
and recorded September 20, 1911, in book 481,
page 527 of the registry of deeds for said
of Hancock, to which mortgage and
county
record thereof express reference is hereby
made for all particulars therein contained,
with the same force and effect as if fully set
forth herein.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
broken, and now are broken and unperformed, and by reason of the breach of the
conditions thereof the said Tremont Savings
Back, the owner of said mortgage, claims a
foreclosure of said njortgage and gives this
notice for that purpose.
Tremont Savings Bank.
By Herbert P. Richardson,
its treasurer,
Chas, H. Wood,
attorney.
Dated September 16, a. d. 1912.

requested

Finest Ever

A crowd of

then went in and

Eternal Vigilance is the Price of
Luxuriant and Radiant Hair.
If dandruff germs are devouring the
nourishment that belongs to the hair,
it will soon begin to fall.
Furthermore it will lose its life and lustre and
will become dull, faded and even gray.
If you have any signs of dandruff,
go right to your druggist to-day and
get a 50 cent bottle of PARISIAN
Sage. This delightful hair tonic is
guaranteed by G. A. Parcher to kill
dandruff germs, clean the head of
filthy dandruff, stop falling hair and
itching scalp, and preserve the color
and beauty, or money back. And it
does just wbat it Is guaranteed to do,
and that's why its sales are so enormous the
country over. PARISIAN
Sage is the favorite of refined women.
One bottle proves its superiority.

Sedgwick

Harvey,

son

ter

cure

ville,

this

Saturday, after spending his vacation with
his aunt, Mrs. Henry Thurston.

crowd

who teaches

?

Clark, sr., wife and

W. A.

w

Grindle,

WATCH YOUR
HAIR, LADIES

spent Saturday and Sunday at Bluehill.
Fred J. Sargent and wife, of Sargent-

Work is

gratulations

The quickest and easiest way to
open up your mucous clogged head and
free the throat from Catarrhal secretions is to breathe Booth’s HYOMEI.
Don't waste time with impossible
methods; HYOMEI has ended the
misery of Catarrh for thousands of
despairmg sufferers; it will do the
same for you if you will give it a fair
trial.
.lust bieathe it; it kills Catarrh
and
banishes Catarrh.
A
germs
HYOMEI outfit, which includes inhaler, costs SI.00. Separate bottles,
if afterwards needed, 50c, at pharmacists
everywhere.
Money back
from Mr. Parcher if dissatisfied.

in Steu-

ben.

Miss Abbie Elwell has returned to New

SaturHe has been steward for Capt. C. P.

Capt.

Rev. Mr.

here

re-

spent part of last week

Mrs. L. A. Clark

funeral

‘EAST BUCKSPORT.

IN ONE
HOUR

CRANBERRY ISLES.

Miss Beulah

Webster and son Edwin
turned from Bangor last week.
Mrs. W. H.

spent the

York.
oiler

(

resume

CATARRH

Washington, last

to

D.C.

ashore and

_

Gorham

CASTINE.

George Vogell, of Salem, Mass., is visiting his brother, J. M. Vogell.
Mrs. Lucy Waterman, of Melrose, Mass.,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Davenport.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bridges left Monday for
California, to spend the winter among

cove.

RELIEVES

range.

have

OF

undesigned,
THEcorpoiation
organized
der the laws of the State of

There has been no frost in this elevated
Mrs. Thomas Wilson and Mrs. Musulsection as yet.
It is a great privilege
have returned to Philadelphia, after
sometimes to be a little higher up than
spending the season at Haven.
your neighbors, in territorial if not in
Mrs. C. L. Sturtevant and family, who moral

H.

Sept. 30.

HOTKJE

WOODLOCKE.

man

Mrs.

it.

fiied

Miss Luella Snowman went to Massachusetts Tuesday for an extended visit
with her brothers.

visiting

are

NOTICE OP FORIOUMURK.
HEREA8 Elmer I. Flake, of Bluehill,
county of Hancock, State of Maine, by
bla mortgage deed dated August eighteenth,
a. d. 1909, and recorded in the Hancock county
registry of deeds in book 461. page 189, conveyed to the Hancook County Savings Bank, a
duly organized and having an escorporation
tablished place of business at Ellsworth,
Hancock county, State of Maine, three certain
lots or parcels of land situated in Bluehill,
county and State aforesaid, bounded and described as follows, to wit:
first lot: Beginning at a dry birch tree on
line of land between Newell Osgood and
George W. Clay, thence northeasterly on said
line fifty six rods and one-half to the highway leading by John Webster’s house, thence
northerly by said highway about fifty-eight
rods to John Webster’s land, thence southwesterly on line of WeDster’s land and same
course on said Osgood's land, about sixtyeight and one-half rods to a cedar stake,
thence southeasterly on a straight line to
first-mentioned bounds, containing twentythree acres, more or less.
Second lot: Commencing at Billings line
on tbe Eastern road leading from. Bluehill to
Bucksport. thence by said rwtuHJttlard o^cuWebster’s
by Webster, thence
and to corner of land .iwned hrfSrta Webster:
thence north forty negre«*xr4S$ff<ra. slake ana
stones on line of land
6<’:; a“* Billings; thence by said Riflings -land to the
aforesaid- Eastern road, conubioing fifteen
acres more or less.
Third lot: Commencing on the eastern line
of the road leading by N. H. Ingalls house in
the southwest corner of land of B. W. Hinckley, thence north 87" east on said Hinckley's
land 160 rods; thence south 48" east 52 rods;
thence south 87" west 160 rods, thence north
48" west 52 rods to the first bound, containing
52 acres more or less. And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken,
now therefore, by reason of tbe breach of the
conditions thereof, said Hancock County Savings bank, by its treasurer duly authorized,
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Hancock County Savings Bank,
By Charles C. Burrill, its treasurer.
Dated at Ellsworth, Maine, September 20,
1912.

\JLf

Amherst Maynard and wife, of Lowell,

_

?

'-yr--

tt

was
Stephen Jordan.
school at Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Snow' had lived in this town the
Mrs. Sarah Jordan is visiting her daughMiss Beatrice Bunker is working for
of
her
and
had
greater
Mrs.
Ellsworth
part
life,
at
many
ter,
Eugene Clough,
HUBBY.
Mrs. Dr. Ober at Northeast Harbor.
friends by whom she will be greatly
Falls.
S. A. McGraw, who baa been ill, is out
Mrs. Cora Richardson has sold her house
missed. Through all her great suffering
Vernon Haslem, after spending the sumag in.
she was always cheerful and patient that to Warren Spurling, who will move into it
has returned to his studies at
Mrs*. Sadie McKay {baa returned from mer here,
her friends might not know how great her soon.
the University of Vermont.
Boston.
Mrs. Venia Hodgkins and Miss Doris
suffering was. She was a faithful member
Miss Laura Jones, who has been visiting
Trask spent Sunday with Millard Spurling
Mias Martha Beede is in Ellsworth for a
of the Baptist church for many years.
her sister, Mrs. Milton Haslem, has refew days.
She leaves, besides her four children, and wife.
turned to East Orange, N. J.
who so tenderly cared for her during her
L>*. I reemm Is in Conneticut visiting
Capt. Henry Bunker and wife and
A spelling match at the schoolhouse in illness, one sister—Mrs. Ella Bellows, who
his parents.
George Lagoutte and wife left for New
district No. 2 Friday evening was very has been with her the past two weeks, anti York last week. Mrs. Josie Bunker is
I^eon Lor i, w bo has been away all sum*
interesting to both young and old.
one brother—George,
of Virginia. Ser- keeping
house
for
her
sister, Mrs.
mer, bas returned home.
Raymond Haslem and wife, of Machias, vices will be held at her late home Tues- Lagoutte, in her absence.
M'-« «n» i» Allen, w ho has been campcame by automobile Tuesday, visiting the
Rooney.
day afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Sept. 30.
ing at Patten's pond, is home.
Use Femme.
Amherst fair, and returning home ThursSept. 30.
Mrs. Netlii Pemroy, who has spent the day.
NORTH SEDGWICK.

her

^

—

Mr. and Mrs. Merrill, of Freeport, are Togas.
There will be a stated meeting of Pevisiting friends here.
H. B. Hooper and Maynard Blalsdell nobscot chapter, O. E. S., Saturday evening, Oct. 6.
were in Burry last week.
Mrs. W. M. Sellers and daughter
Arthur Perkins, of Danvers, Mass., is
Jeanette have returned from a visit in
spending a few weeks here.
Brewer and Bangor.
Mrs.
and returned to

legal Notice*.

—

There

way home.

T. F. Mason and wil'j and Miss Emily
Dunbar spent Sunday in Bucksport, the
guest.-* of W. T. Hill and wife.

Brooks and

E. J.

their

Mrs. Fred Pierce and children went to

Bangor Friday.

summer

on

Bh

BROOKL1N.
J.nw. Tyler Is very ill of pneumonia.
Harry Bridges has gone to Boston foi
the winter.

children

were

Judge Charles J. Dunn, of Orono, is in
town for a few days.

COUNTY NEWS.

earn

11

A NEW SERIES
is

now

open.

WHY

ANDREW J. MORGRAGE. late of CASTINE,
deceased, and |iven bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imBradley Morgrage. J
mediately.
Castine, Sept. 12, 1912.

Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
ments, 81 per share,

PAY RENT

when you

can

borrow

an

your

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthl)
payments ana interest together

will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
particulars Inquire o!
O. W. Taplkt, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
W.
President
A.
King,

atftErtuwmnita.

ELECTRICAL
Pul

WIRING.

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
on wirlai
and Supplies Cheerful!, (jl.eu
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Estey Building, stalest..
Ellsworth.
Eitlmutes

For

WEAR

Ml]

M RUBBERS
This Winter

COUNTY NEWS.

UNDER TAFT’S ADMINISTRATION

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Charles Lowe has returned from
business trip to Portland.

a

Oapt. Grover C. Small and Alton Torre jr
yachting, are noma.
Mrs. Lillian
Parkes, of Gloucester,
Mass., is visiting her cousin, Oapt. Char lev

winter.

SUNSET.
Mrs. C. C. Warren is very low.

Boston, came Sunday
to attend the funeral of Mrs. Sarah A.
Webster.
of

F. E. Hardy, wife and

son

Potatoes

—

member of

a

was

the second

Mm.

Congrega-

new

working

bridge

being

ia

buiit

among the achievements of three years of Taft. No other administration within the same brief limit has accomplished so many substantial
benefits to the people. Why make a change, involving widespread upheaval of

These

Mrs. Charles Gilley, of Bar Harbor, visited her parents, Warren Blaisdell and
wife, last week.
Mrs. T.

j
j

Mrs. George Sylvester and niece, Mm.
Marie Saunders, who have spent the sumraer here, left Moudty for Whitinaville,
Mass.
Sadie.
Sept. 30.

The reason’s right in the name. NoTUFT—no tufts
waken—no tufts to break—no tufts to catch the dirt. i
And, because the contents of its compartments are retained,'
but not restrained, the Dixie NoTUFT Mattress is filled
with solid comfort at the same time the silky fibred cotton
1 is put in.
to

WEST SURRY.

ington, D. C., to visit her daughter Edith,
who is in the government employ there.
A pound fcarty for tbe benefit of Mrs.
Eliza Stover was given at her home SatMrs. F. W. Blaisdell la ill. All hope to
urday evening. A purse of more than flO see her out again in a few days.
was given in addition to the pounds, lor
Mrs. Eldusta Brown, with three chilwhich Mrs. Stover is very grateful.
! dren, of North Orland, is visiting her sisB.
Sept. 30.
ter, Mrs. Georgic Carlisle.

Dixie NoTUFT
Mads

Patents Issued.

ante

Ottos paadteg.

Mattress

Chicago

Hew York

_

There was an ice-cream sociable at the
Methodist vestry Friday evening.
Mrs. Clara Wallace is home from Bar
Harbor and Salisbury Cove, where she has

!

K. E.

j

Franklin,

Leach,
is

who has

visiting

been at
bis

The Dixie NoTUFT is durable, because it’s built with the weakness—the tufts—of ordinary mattresses ieft out. It makes a handsome bed
and stays that .way, because it will net spread.

work in

parents, R. S.

Ixacb and wife.

Alvin Grindle and wife, of Brooksville^
were called here laet week by the illness
!
Everard Wentworth has returned from of Mr. Grindle’* mother, Mrs. Emery
Northeast Harbor, where He Has been em- Grindle.
L.
Sept. 30.
ployed through tbe summer.
been

|

Oct. 1.

N

DEDHAM.
Mi«s

Marcia Burrill is teaching at Green

—

We're dealers in Uie squaredeal because our reputation
cost ns more to build than
we could make by sacrific-

Edward Martin, of Rumford Falls, is in
town for a few days.
Mrs. C. L. burrill has returned from a

wife, who are employed
North Castinc, returned last Tuesday, visit to her parents in Wellington.
after a
two weeks* visit with
Mrs.
Mias Bernice McLaughlin ia at home
Leach's parents, Arden Young and wife.
from Hangsiey Lakes, where she ha* spent
E. Jordan and N. Grant, of Clifton, ! the summer.
were in town Sunday.
Mr. Jordan is
A social for tbe benefit of tbe young
making arrangements to put his house in men's club was held in Society hall
readiness for occupancy by his sister, Miss
Sept 34.
Nancy Jordan.
B.
Sept. 30.
Sanford Urindle and wife came from
NORTH
ORLAND.
Eddingington Bend to spend Saturday
H. R. Bates is in Holden painting for
night and Sunday at their home here.
They were accompanied by Frank Roberta Willis Maddocks.

than to make you so well
satisfied that you’ 11 be sure

no
misstatements
at this store,

o

exaggeration

Lake.

Jobn Watts, who is employed in Bangor, returned to his work Monday, after a
two-weeks vacation at home.

Our bedding line it

-complete. We can give you anything you
Dealers in the
want, at just the price you want to pay—
Square -Deal— but, if for no other reason

_

Spec.
OTIS.

I

We’re tufted mattresses, too—bts of ’em.

visiting.

fo corne again, we want

Dixie NoTUFT Mattress hefere

you to see the

**•

you

Come and bet.

buy.

at

NICE

FELLOWS NOW.

_

wife, of Bangor, who

and

came

out

on a

bunting trip.
I>r. and

ji
!

Kyle, of

Mrs.

Philadelphia, |

guests for tbe season at Southwest Harbor, were at the Warren farm hunting

Burton and

Joseph
his

family

are

visiting

mill

for Ed.

brother, 1. S. Burton.

Daniel

Rogers

is

building

a

Wit bam at MillvaJe.

Mrs. Winifred Spencer and son
recently. They were accom- of Veazie, spent the
past week
panied by two friends from Bar Harbor, i mother.
with 'guides and their chauffeur, Lester
Miss Linnie Davis, of Augusta,
Merchant.
there Monday, after a visit with
Sept 30.
Davis.
ents, Roland Davis and wife.
C'ASTINE.
Sept. 30.
woodcock

Gorham,
with

her

returned
her par-

___

A

TK1BCTB.

We. the undersigned, formerly cf CSasvicinity, were much grieved to
hear of the death of Charles H.
Hooper,
postmaster of Castine, a short time ago.
He was a life-long friend of ours. His life
career we shall never forget.
He always
seemed to be on the side of
right and
honor.
It seemed to us he was one ol
God’s noblemen. To know him was love
and honor him.
!
tine «nd

He will be
men

It

much

and all who
seems

monument

to

us

in

—From Morning Orogonian of Portland, Ora., Sapt. 9, 1911

ever

by

his towns-

became

acquainted

side of it:

the town

bis

placed over his
spicuous place,

&&***

missed

him.

with

,

Will you spend it? Twice a year, not more;!
five minutes with a bedslat and an hour or so'
of sunshine will keep a Dixie NoTUFT Mat-*
And that’s all the
tress shapely all the years.
“remaking” a NoTUFT Mattress ever requires.

Mrs. Frank Herrick it with her mother,
Mrs. Albion Saunders, who is very ill.
R. T. Carlisle and wife went to North
Orland Sunday to visit his son Myron.

Bert Leach and

risburg (Pa.) Telegram.
ALL

1

W. Gordon has gone to Wash-

are

business, when every physical and material condition is favorable?—From Har-

not

Miss Annie Collen, who hat been ill in
Maine general hospital, has so far recovered so as to be able to leave this week.

across

Jason Tracy, of Gonldaboro, was the
guest over Sunday of his cousin, W. H.
Gordon.

The tariff has been revised. Within [been enormously Increased, particular!
following passage of the Payne !y In Iron and steel manufactures.
Congress has made the contract bethan
more
Increased
were
bill wages
tween railroads and their employees
*500,000,00a Industry Is operating at
more favorable to the latter.
high pressure, general business is prosShippers by rail and patrons of experous, and there Is a scarcity of labor press, telegraph and telephone
compaeverywhere.
nies are assured Just rates by reason
railfor
Two acts providing safety
of additional authority conferred upon
way employees and proper inspection the Interstate commerce commission.
The eight hour law on government
of appliances have been passed.
The federal mining bureau for re- work has been extended to Include
ducing the dangers to workmen has contract supplies.
Practice In the federal courts has
been established.
A children's bureau to minimize in- been simplified In the Interest of all
fant mortality and reduce child em- litigants, which will relieve particularployment in factories has been or- ly the poor suitor.
Postal savings banks have been esganized.
Pensions for Union veterans of the tablished, to the great convenience of
war of the rebellion have been broadpersons who formerly hoarded their
ened and Increased.
surplus.
White slavery has been outlawed ! Provision has been made for the parcels post, which will begin operations
and checked.
Our trade with foreign nations has ! Jan. 1.

bis band

settlement, quarry, is

the

the river.

a year

at tbe

yet able to return to work.
Mm. Ethel Haskell, who has spent a few
weeks with her mother, Mm. M. A.
Holder, left Monday for Quincy, Maas.

H

foot

at her

liston, Maas., Monday.
Charles Powers, who hurt

EAST FRANKLIN.
A

Just Five Minutes
Twice a Year—

who has spent tbe
cottage here, left for Hol-

Mary OTool,

summer

for

an

the winter.

ing

about fifty years, and
when young, and before her health failed
her, was a great worker for that church.
She was a devoted mother and a kind
friend, and will be greatly missed. The
family has the sympathy of the community.
Kent

this vi-

T. 8. Powers and wife entertained last
week, in honor of Mr. Powers, sikty-eecond birthday.
Miss Kate Sylvester left Monday for
Boston, when she will be employed dar-

She had been in

tional church

in

Ansel Stanley, who has been very 111, is
improving.
C. W. Spofford was in Rockland this
week and purchased a fine horse.

in Bancarried the

were

Webster

A.

rotting badly

are

cinity.

died Friday
poor health for a
number of years, and confined to her
Mrs. Webster
bouse the past five weeks.
of John B. Webster.
was the widow
Mrs. Gkrrie
She leaves one daughter
Stinson and one ton—C. Walter Webster;
She
alto one brother—Chpt. F. E. Gray.
Mrs. Sarah

night.

B. H.

Oct. 1.

Scott.

gor last week. Elmer Lowe
mail in Mr. Hardy's absence.

for the

Massachusetts

and returned to

who have been

George Brown,

SfebntiKmntU.

Rev. W. H. Rice, Mice Phoeie Higgioe end Mm. Shirley Holt attended tbe
Baptist association at Brookiin last week,
making the trip In tbe yacht Ass.
Mrs. Addis Reynolds and Mias Grace
Reynolds have closed their rammer home,

King,

should erect

honor,

and

have

a

it

grave or Borne other conand have engraved on one

Erected

honor

of Hon.
H. Hooper, one of God’s noblemen, who died Sept. 6,1M2.
Capt. Thomas Snowman,
in

Charles

CHASING

WHO WAS REPRESENTED?

PHANTOM.

We are living in an age in which by
exaggeration of the defects of our pres
ent condition, by false charges of responsibility for it against individuals
and classes, by holding up to the feverish imagination of the 'less fortunate
and the discontented the possibilities of
a millennium, a condition of popular
unrest has been produced. New parties
are being formed, with, the proposed
purpose of satisfying this unrest by
prom ising a panacea. In so far as inequality of condition can be lessened
and equality of opportunity can be proI
moted by Improvement of our educational system, the betterment of the
laws to insure the quick administration of Justice and by the prevention of
the acquisition of privilege without just
compensation, in so far as the adoption of the legislation above recited and
laws of a similar character may aid
the less fortunate in their struggle with
the hardships of life, all arc in sympathy with a continued effort to remedy
injustice and to aid the weak, and I
venture to say that there is no national
administration in which more real
steps of such progress have been taken
than in the present one. But in so far as
the propaganda for the satisfaction of
unrest Involves the promise of a millennium, a condition in which the rich
are to be made reasonably poor and
the poor reasonably rich by law, we

Dr. Wilson Asks Question That May
Embarrass Democrats.
"Who," asks Woodrow Wilson, in his
speech of acceptance, “when you come
down to the hard facts of the matter,
have been represented in recent years
when our tariff schedules were being
discussed and determined, not on the
floor of congress, for that is not where
they have been determined, but in the
committee rooms and conferences?"
Who
has?
When the
Precisely.
Payne-Aldrich bill was being framed

prolonged and open hearings were conducted by the ways and means committee.
Every one who had facts or
arguments to present was given an opportunity to be heard. However, when
Dr. Wilson's fellow Democrats undertook to revise the schedules in this
congress Oscar Underwood and bis associates barred the doors and oat of advices, the sources of which they have
never yet entirely disclosed, proceeded
to make up the schedules in secret and
Jam them through the house by gag
rulea
It would be Interesting could Dr. Wilson secure from the Democratic leaders an answer to his question. It was
not entirely thoughtful of him to propound it
How the Democratic party does pro.
Its tariff planks In 1892 and
1912 are duplicates. The results will
be. too. If the American people elect
Wilson.—Norwich (Conn.) Bulletin.

A

are

gross!

chasing

a

—

j

phantom;

we

are

holding

to those whose unrest we fear a
prospect and a dream, a vision of the
From
President Taft's
impossible.
Speech of Acceptance.
out

Capt. Geokge B.
Lowell,
Capt. S. F. Deyhbeacx.
Sailors’ Snug Harbor, Staten
Island, N.
Y., Sept. 30, 19LL

OCEANVILLE.
Cameron and Miss Slowey, who
have spent the summer
here, have returned to New York.
Miss

George Hatch
wife

came

they

have been

Mrs.

ing

her

wife, Ray Gross and
Detroit last week, where
visiting friends.
and

from

Harold Webb is in Rrooklin visitsister, Mrs. George Herrick.

Arthur Webb has his new store comand partially filled with
goods.
His many friends wish him success.
Walter Stanley, Lorenzo Gross and
Roy
Greenlaw came borne from
yachting last

pleted,

E. 8. Drew.

family,
are
spending a few weeks
father, Cory don Handy.
Mrs. E. G. Abbott, of Portland, and
Mrs. W. L. Haskell, of Lewiston, visited
and

of

with her

relatives here

|

Whitaker

last week.

Sept. 30.

*

c.

SOUTH BLUEHILL
Fred Sylvester, of CarmeL is the guest of

Sylvester, sr., and wife.
The Sunday school sociable Sept.

B. E.

very

successful.

was

Net proceeds, about JIG.

Angie Candage is borne from Bluespent the past four

Wood and daugher Susie will
leave Wednesday for New York for the
winter.

Sept. *>•

Ckumbs.
__

her

father, Capt.

He

ness.

was

young, and it
life should be

living during

beloved

seems

a

father and

Harold Merle.

L. Tripp, of Waterville, is
visiting
relatives here.
Mrs. Shirley Holt and
son Ellia will
accompany him on bis re-

street in San Francisco recently when
of them seized him by the arm
captured bis reluctant hand and
one

it vigorously.

“How

are

pumped

you, Burbank?

How are you?” he inquired
effusively.
“What miracle are you working od now?”
turn, and remain for a short time.
“Well—it’s a secret,” replied the expert:
Capt. Charles Hodgkins and wife, Capt. “but 1 don’t mind teUiug you. I’m grafting mUkweek on
Fred Hodgkins and wile, F. L.
“Yes-yes?
Hodgkins What do you eggplant!”
expect to produce?"
and wife, G. B.
Hodgkins, Mrs. W. R. “Custard.”

V. L

X

was

in

Bangor last week

business.

Mrs. A. M. Goodell
tage for

is

young

a

at the

Jones cot-

few

days.
Stanhope A Burnham
for Mrs. John Howard.

taken. He leaves a widow,
Mrs.
mother, ooe sister
Cheater Boynton, and two brothers—Forrest and Walter, who have the sympathy of
the community in their sad bereavement.
a

are

drilling

Inez Conner went to South Surry ^t-

urday, returning Sunday.
Baboon, of Sargentville, i*
daughter, Mrs. Seal Dost.
Charles Neveil's horse dropped dead
Thursday night, being frightened by the
Mrs. Charles

the guest of her

about noon, death again viscommunity, and took a kind j
machine.
friend and neighbor, Ellen, widow of well-drilling
Rev. J. N. Palmer and wife,
Winfield Hodgkins. Although she had
been in poor health since early spring, Alice, Elizabeth and Etta Lord,

this

it

was

known

there

was

no

was a woman

of

even

and wife at the

S**pt.
A

j

Relay

at

house.

U

30.
_

and lov-

ing disposition, always ready to help in
of need, and the will be very much
She is survived by two daughters—Mias Addie, of this town, and Mrs.

arc

Franklin, the guests of Clarence \»unf

hope of

recovery, her death was a shock to her
friends, as she failed quite rapidlyattbe
She

well

a

—

Monday,

ited

of all.

sympathy

Rev. Harry HiU occupied the Method!*
pulpit Sunday.

hia ill-

son

WEST BROOK UN.
was born to Mr. and Mr*. J"*ph

Mitchell Sept. 34.
Mrs. Parker Bridges and little
ner are visiting in Rockland.

s«*n

r?uin-

Brown, of Bar Harbor; three
sons—Raymond and Morris, of Portland,
\>tt* Ciin, of Burnt i»l*nd. -peni lb#
and Maynard, of this town; two sisters— week-end with hi* sister, Mr- D. AMrs. William Hutchins and Miss Agnea |
Bridge*.
Boynton, of tbia town, and two brothers— > Mrs. Hermon Prescott and two cniidrea,
Fred, of Massachusetts, and Nathan Boyn- of
Rockland, who have been visitiof
ton, of this town.
Arthur

Oct. 1.

N.

friends

Sept.

here, returned home Saturday.

30.

NORTH BROOKL1N.
Thomas
tend

Leary

haa gone to

aoturtiftannuft

Boston to at-

law school.

Leslie Flye returned from
to Rockland Saturday.

s

business

trip

Mrs. Minnie Burns, of Atlantic, is visW'. H. Giles has closed his cottage and
iting relatives here.
to his home in Roxbury, Mass.
gone
Greenlaw
came
W.
Joseph
from Thomaston
George
Richardson, of Northeast
Willie Young, who has been working
recently, with a new motor boat for the Harbor, is home for a tew days.
for J. H. Hooper at West End, is home.
scallop business.
Mrs. Guy Lunt and two children, Ethel
Otis Wells, who has been viaiting his
Sept. 30.
A
and Norris, visited Mrs. Frank Clark
last
father, John S. Wells, has returned to
week.
LAMOINE.
Roxbury, Mass.
Sept. 30. _
H.
Miss Pbosie Higgins has gone to
Presque
Mrs. A. T. ternary and Mrs. B. H. OanIsle to teach.
Luther Burbank, the “wizard of hortidage, of Bluehill Falls, visited Mrs. Leslie
Mach sympathy is felt for Clarence culture,” is subjected to constant annoy- Flye
ance at home and abroad
Thursday.
by obtrusive and
Young and wife in the loaa of their in- inquisitive strangers. He was walking on
Xenophon.
Sept. so.
the
A.

on

by both old and

sad that such

have the

NORTH BROOKSVILU
James Green

a long and painful
consumption, passed quietly
away Sunday about noon. He was the
son of Samuel and
Pbilena West, with

whom he had been

aged mother and three brothers. The

family
Sept. 30.

West, after

week.

fant son,

Julia Fanning and her guest. Misa

Mi»»

Alden

Mrs. Willie Sylvester, ol Sedgwick, visited Miss Etta Young Thursday.

BEECH HILL

truly

wonderful.

an

illness of

where she has
months.
Mrs. B. A.

and U»

w*s

—

Mrs. Eugene Bunker and children came
from Northeast Harbor last week to spend

Miss Marion Simpson has gone to Belfast to enter the hospital to train 'or

Mrs.

perfect,

bereaved

missed.

bill,

was

ment.

case

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Elder Woods and wife, of Newburg,
spent last week with friends here.

day

top of the hill

held in the church here Saturday. Mrs.
Morgan had been in failing health far
some time, and her death was not unexpected. She leaves a husband William
Morgan, and five young children, beside*

week.

C.

The

Word has been received from Washington, D. C, that the coaling station will be
closed as soon as it is put in readiness.
Henry Stanley, who has spent his vacation at W. C. Wallace’s, has returned to
Washington, D. C., wWre he has employ-

last.

nurse.

Friday.

view from the

Mrs. Myra Young, who has been been
\ Paulding leave ;o-day for N* York.
quite ill, is improving.
Mita Paulding is a lineal descendant of
and
have
Mr. Thurber
family, who
spent John Paulding, w ho assisted in capturing
vacation
at
Luther
have
their
Gitpalriek's,
Major Andre in the Revolutionarv war.
returned to Washington, i). C.
The funeral of Mrs. Ruby Morgan Tie

Harold Chatto and wife, of Brooksville,
were the guests of Mrs. W. J. Johnson last

training as
Sept. 3U.

last

|

EAST LAMOINE.

and
24

CO., FURNITURE DEALERS.

&

COUNTY NEWS.

Charles

and

Mass., were
Miss Hunt occupied the Baptist pulpit
Sunday in exchange with tbe pastor, Rev
Goen
Goulds boro,

AUSTIN

Higgins.

wife, of Somerville,
recent visitors here.

Mrs.

C.

the winter with

B.

BIRCH HARBOR.

Harry Bennett

H.

WORKS

WONDERS

For Worm* in Children.
often
The disease* of childhood are
hard to interpret. A nervous conae
tion, restless at night, an abnormauj
ni»J
large appetite or sometimes noue,a ie
indicate worms.

In such cases

Mf®-

spoonful of “L. F.” Atwood
cine at night and a small dose before
light breakfast the following allmorning
uou
s

is harmless, and will settle
ms {
about worms being the cause,
mothers already know this. On*
them writes:—“My little boy, ag***
L. r.
has never been without
wood’s Medicine since he wa*
and I have found it invaluable

Worms, Constipation, etc.”
Mrs. Adalbert E. Jellison,
Charles Cloeson and family visited his
Franklin.
Ifather at Surry Sunday.
If you have never used "L.
for a free s
write
Ned Murphy and family, of Rockland, wood's Medicine,
at a
pie. '35 cents for a large bottle
are here for a few days.
at? F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
A party ol six ladies, guests of Mrs. R.
S. Fanning, enjoyed a drive to Beech hill Me.
BASS HARBOR.

L*

